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Foreword
This book provides simple ways of evaluating the amplitude and linewidth of station-
ary laser osillators operating near some angular frequeny ωo. Flutuations about
mean values are of paramount importane in ommuniation systems and sensors.
We are partiularly onerned with "quiet" lasers, that is lasers whose output power
does not utuate muh in the ourse of time. The devies onsidered may be pi-
tured as boxes ontaining onservative elements suh as apaitanes, indutanes,
and (non-reiproal) irulators, supplied in energy by a onstant eletrial urrent
J . The optial eld is treated as an ordinary funtion of time that does not pos-
sess independent degrees of freedom and is not diretly measurable. Stati energy is
onverted to optial energy with the help of negative ondutanes, while the devie
output is a positive ondutane G (or many ondutanes) representing absorption
of light by a photo-detetor (or photo-detetors). These are olletions of two-level
atoms resonant with the eld, whih brings some of them from the ground state
to the exited state. From there, the atomi eletrons aquire a large energy with
the help of a stati eld, and thus, transitions our at denite times. The om-
plete system under onsideration is set up one for all, and we are only onerned
with the spetral densities (or ross-spetral densities) of the stationary time series.
We assoiate with (positive or negative) ondutanes independent random urrent
soures c(t) whose spetral densities are ~ωo |G|, and enfore the law of onserva-
tion of energy. Sine (positive or negative) ondutanes do not store energy, the
eletrial power fed into a ondutane is equal to the optial power that it delivers,
the random urrent soures being taken into aount in the power balane. The
ondutanes may depend on parameters, for example on the number of eletrons
in the ondution band of semi-ondutors. But beause the ondutane variations
are small one may suppose that the random-urrent spetral densities are unaeted.
Quite generally, when the input power (often alled the "pump") does not utuate
in the ourse of time, the same is true for the osillator output, at least at small
Fourier frequenies (Ω→ 0), irrespetively of the value of the various (onservative)
parameters that enter. The linewidth is obtained by rst evaluating the instanta-
v
vi FOREWORD
neous frequeny deviation. The results obtained on the basis of this semi-lassial
method oinide in every details with the orresponding Quantum Optis results.
General onsiderations onerning Physis, Mathematis, Ciruits, Statistial
Mehanial and Interation between atoms and lassial elds are outlined. The
nature of random-urrent soures is laried by way of examples. We next onsider
the linear regime appliable to below-threshold osillators and the linearized regime.
We treat the eet of gain ompression, eletrial feedbak, inhomogeneous broad-
ening, ring-type lasers and four-level-atoms laser osillators. It is shown that light
beams may be (non-linearly) amplied without noise inrement. The above onepts
were presented by one of us in Cargèse in 1989 [1℄. Beause there exist now-a-days
ample means of loating researh works, only few referenes to previous publiations
are given. Experimental results are omitted.
Chapter 1
Introdution
The following quotation denes the nature of the semi-lassial method employed in
this book:
I am not seeking the meaning of the light quanta in the vauum but rather
in plaes where emission and absorption our, and I assume that what
happens in the vauum is rigorously desribed by Maxwell's equations
(Max Plank, letter to Einstein, 1907, see [2℄).
Laser noise impairs the operation of optial ommuniation systems and the
measurement of small displaements or small rotation rates with the help of op-
tial interferometry. Even though laser light is far superior to thermal light, minute
utuations restrit the ultimate performanes. Signal-to-noise ratios, displaement
sensitivities, and so on, depend mainly of the spetral densities, or orrelations, of the
photo-urrents. It is therefore important to have at our disposal formulas enabling
us to evaluate these quantities for ongurations of pratial interest in a form as
aurate and as simple as possible. We are onerned with basi onepts leaving
out pratial onsiderations and experimental results. Non-essential noise soures
suh as mehanial vibrations are ignored. Real lasers involve many seondary ef-
fets that are presently negleted for the sake of larity. For example, beause of
the large size of the avity in omparison with wavelength, lasers tend to osillate
on more than one mode. Even if the side-mode powers are muh redued with the
help of distributed feed-baks or seondary avities, small-power side modes may
signiantly inuene laser-noise properties, partiularly near the shot-noise level.
Side-mode powers should probably be less than 40 dB below the main mode power
to be insigniant. In the ase of gas lasers, multiple levels, atomi ollisions, ther-
mal motions, and so on, may strongly inuene noise properties, but these eets
are negleted here.
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
A quiet lassial osillator The purpose of this paragraph is to show that the
lok invented by Huygens in the 18 th-entury is a "quiet osillator" in the the sense
that the dissipated power does not vary muh in spite of the random environment.
The events, however, are not quantized, that is they not idential. Aordingly, they
need not our regularly in time. In similar onditions, photo-detetion events are
quantized and the event statistis is sub-Poisson.
An osillator position x(t) varies essentially as a sinusoidal funtion of time with
a period T , but the amplitude and phase of that osillation may undergo small u-
tuations. We say that an osillator is "quiet" when the dissipated power, viewed as
the osillator output
1
, does not vary muh in the ourse of time. Our main phys-
ial argument is that this is the ase when the input power is steady in time. As
a means of introduing the subjet we desribe below the so-alled "grand-mother
lok" that onsists primarily of a pendulum. Damping due to air moleules is om-
pensated for, on the average, by an esapement mehanism driven by a falling weight.
The moleules in our model are being piked up at random, and thus the absolute
temperature T does not enter. It is aknowledged that aording to the Bernoulli
and Maxwell theory the moleules are in fat moving randomly and the pendulum
motion is damped by ollision with these moleules. Our unusual model has been
seleted to simplify the alulations, but it should be equivalent to the realisti one.
The purpose of this book is to explain why lasers driven by a steady pump give at
their output sub-Poisson photo-eletrons. The priniple of power onservation at
small Fourier frequenies is general, and is exemplied by the pendulum. In the ase
of lasers, on the other hand, the photo-eletrons arrying all the same energy, as
realled above, power regulation entails sub-Poisson event statistis.
The basi element of a grand-mother lok is a weight W suspended at the end
of a weightless bar of length L in the earth gravitational eld g. As was rst shown
by Galileo the osillation period T = 2π√L/g does not depend on the osillation
amplitude as long as this amplitude remains small, a ondition that we assume ful-
lled. The period T does not depend either on the weight value aording to the
equivalene priniple: inertial mass equals gravitational mass. For simpliity we sup-
pose that the pendulum period is unity, that is T = 1s. This amounts to seleting
some appropriate L value, onsidering that g ≈ 9.81 m/s2. We also suppose that
W = 1 so that the highest weight altitude E represents the pendulum energy sine
the kineti energy then vanishes. In the following we denote by Ek, k = 1, 2, ... the
pendulum energies at suessive periods of osillation. This energy gets deremented
1
Instead of being dissipated loally, the osillator power ould be arried away and absorbed at
a distant loation. This is what usually ours. However, from a theoretial stand-point, whether
the power is dissipated loally or far away is immaterial under ideal onditions.
3by a random damping mehanism to be speied below, and inremented by a regular
esapement mehanism. Let us rst desribe the damping mehanism. The pendu-
lum, with energy Ek, is supposed to pik up with probability p ≪ 1 at eah period
a moleule of weight w at rest at the lowest level, and to release it at the highest
level Ek+1 (see Fig. 1.1). Beause the probability p≪ 1, the moleule-piking events
form a Poisson proess. The average inter-event time for a Poisson proess is known
to be 1/p. Note that we are onsidering only time intervals muh larger that the
pendulum period T = 1. Raising a moleule of weight w from altitude 0 to altitude
Ek+1 amounts to reduing the pendulum energy from Ek to Ek+1 = Ek − wEk+1
aording to the law of energy onservation. It follows that, if a moleule-piking
event ours (a rare event), we have: Ek+1 = Ek/(1 + w) ≈ (1− w)Ek, w ≪ 1.
In order to maintain a onstant osillation amplitude, at least on the average,
a power supply is required. Power is delivered by a weight suspended at the end
of a ord. An esapement mehanism (rudely represented in the gure) allows
the suspended weight to drop by a xed height at eah swing of the pendulum,
thereby delivering to it a onstant energy, or power sine T = 1, that we denote
δ. The pendulum average energy 〈E〉 is obtained by equating the input power δ
and the average absorbed power pw 〈E〉. Thus, 〈E〉 = δ/pw. It is appropriate in
numerial alulations to begin with a pendulum energy equal to 〈E〉. At every
period (k = 1, 2, ...) we add to the pendulum energy the energy delivered by the
esapement mehanism, that is Ek+1 = Ek + δ. We also selet a random number x
uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. If x < p (a rare event), we subtrat from
the pendulum energy the moleule-raising energy: Ek+1 = (1 − w)Ek. While the
power supply is onstant in time aording to the above disussion, the damping
mehanism has a random harater. Our purpose is to evaluate the power released
by the moleules as a funtion of time. As said above, this energy is generated at
times (alled "events") orresponding to a Poisson proess. But the energy released
by the moleules varies from event to event. If a moleule-piking event ours when
the pendulum energy is higher than usual, that event absorbs a larger-than-usual
energy. This is how one an explain in a qualitative manner the mehanism behind
dissipation regulation. As Fig. 1.1 shows, the spetral density of this so-alled
"marked" Poisson proess, generated numerially, is in exellent agreement with
the analytial formula given below, obtained essentially aording to the priniples
employed for high-power laser diodes later in this book
S (Ω) =
δ2/p
1 + (pw/Ω)2
. (1.1)
This formula shows that the output power spetral density vanishes as the Fourier
angular frequeny Ω → 0. This must be the ase beause, as we disussed earlier,
4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1.1: The gure represents the "grand-mother" lok, disovered by Huygens
in the 18 th entury. The pendulum onsists of a weight at the end of a weightless
bar. In our model, damping is aused by moleules of weight w being raised by
the pendulum from the lowest to the highest weight level, with probability p ≪ 1.
Damping is ompensated for, on the average, by an esapement mehanism driven
by a falling weight delivering a onstant energy δ per period. The urves show the
spetral density of the dissipated power P (t) as a funtion of the Fourier frequeny
Ω/2π, numerially evaluated (irregular urve) and obtained analytially (smooth
urve). This lok, in its idealized form, is a quiet osillator in the sense that in spite
of the randomness introdued by damping the dissipated power does not utuate
at small Fourier frequenies. This gure illustrates the behavior of high-power laser
diodes driven by a onstant urrent.
5for slow variations, onservation of energy implies onservation of power, the stored
energy being then negligible. In our numerial appliation, we have seleted w =
1mN, δ = 10µJ, p = 0.01 and thus the average inter-event time is one hundred
times the osillation period. To onlude, the fat that osillator outputs do not
utuate muh when the power supply is steady is a general result related to energy
onservation. When the events are quantized, the event statistis must therefore be
sub-Poisson.
The laser model As is the ase for mehanial osillators, laser osillators onsist
primarily of onservative devies suh as interonneted apaitanes, indutanes,
(non-reiproal) irulators, resonating at angular frequeny ω ≡ 2π/T . Gain is pro-
vided by a negative ondutane −Ge (subsript "e" for emitting). Loss is modeled
by a positive ondutane G. Here again we observe that whether the absorbing
ondutane is onneted diretly to the laser, or instead at the end of a mathed
transmission line, is immaterial as far as the theory is onerned. The quantity of
interest is the power P (t) dissipated in the latter ondutane, whih models an ideal
photo-detetor generating at disrete times tk, k = ...− 1, 0, 1, 2..., photo-eletrons,
eah delivering the same energy. The quantity of interest is a set of event times
desribed by a probability law. For the ase of a perfetly quiet laser osillator the
time intervals between suessive events are almost onstant. Power may be supplied
to a laser diode, for example, by a very large indutor delivering a nearly onstant
eletrial urrent to the negative ondutane −Ge(n,R). If a stable osillation is
to be sustained at some level, that ondutane must be a dereasing funtion of
the power-emission rate R. Or it may be an inreasing funtion of an eletroni
population n, whih itself dereases when the osillation intensity inreases, with a
time delay. This delay auses relaxation osillations to our unless the laser power
is large. Note that n is an integer and that the eletrons have all the same ele-
tri harge. However, when n is large, one may dene its derivative with respet to
time dn/dt, aording to the weak-noise approximation. Other important parameter
in laser-diode noise theory are the α-fators, whih tell us how apaitanes vary
as a result of eletroni population variations, and the K ≡ 1 + h2 fator, usually
assoiated with gain guidane. Preise denitions will be provided in due time.
What is being measured and predited statistially to seond order? In
our model utuations are aused exlusively by the random urrent soures as-
soiated with absorbing and emitting elements. These are related to the laws of
Statistial Mehanis, as we shall see. The system reats to these random soures
in dierent ways depending on the partiular onguration onsidered in order that
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the law of average-energy onservation be fullled. Considerations of ausality are
irrelevant for the stationary systems presently onsidered, the set up being dened
one for all. All we have to do is to observe the times tk, k = ...,−1, 0, 1, 2... at whih
photo-eletron events our. These event energies having reahed a lassial level
they our at well-dened times. It is understood that a large number of maro-
sopially idential set-ups have been fabriated, so that a large number of time
series are reorded. The probabilities predited by the theory may be veried by
omparison with this ensemble of reords. We restrit ourselves to the seond-order
probability p(t1, t2) that an event ours at t1 and another (not neessarily the next
one) at t2, to within dt1, dt2. Beause of stationarity, the spetral density mentioned
earlier, S (Ω), is the Fourier transform of p(0, τ) with respet to τ , aording to
the Wiener-Khinthin theorem. One may also reord the number of photo-eletrons
arriving within some time interval. The relationships between these quantities follow
from the theory of point proesses. One may also ask the following question: Given
some measurements made on a system, an we predit what measurements would be
performed on a modied system? In the ase where a linear, old and reetion-less
attenuator is introdued in front of a detetor, the time series follow from the original
time series by the proess of "thinning" (also alled "deimation"). In general an
answer to the question just asked annot be given.
The Quantum Theory In the onservative devies mentioned earlier (apai-
tanes, indutanes...) the urrent onsists of a very large number of moving ele-
trons that at olletively. They may be treated aording to the Classial Ciruit
theory, rather than from the many-eletrons Shrödinger equation. The Shrödinger
equation enters, however, in the treatment of the atoms that ompose negative or
positive ondutanes. From a known lassial preparation, the Shrödinger equa-
tion predits from the Born rule the probability that the eletron be found in the
lower or upper state if a measurement is being performed. In either ase the eletron
delivers a lassial signal and is left in the state it has been found in, aording to
Bohr
2
. In general, we suppose that the ondutanes are known before-hand and
little attention is brought to the atom Quantum Theory. Most of our onlusions
rest instead on Statistial Mehanis.
2
Bohr does not speify preisely how one may go from a quantum system suh as an atom to
a lassial signal. The suggestion has been made that this is the result of the interation of the
atom with the environment, followed by a "Quantum Darwinism" proess that selets a partiular
lassial outome (Zurek, 2009) [3℄.
7Comparison with Quantum Optis results, and with the semi-lassial
"phasor" theory: The nal expressions obtained are in exat agreement with
those derived from Quantum Optis methods whenever the latter are available. This
is the ase in partiular for sub-Poisson lasers. The statement often heard that
sub-Poissonian photon statistis always require quantization of the optial eld is
unfounded. On the other hand, theories found in most of the Optial Engineering
literature rest on the onept that the lassial osillating eld is supplemented by
a random eld due to "spontaneous emission in the mode". Suh theories give
reasonably aurate results only at high noise levels. They involve parameters whose
values are diult to establish beforehand.
Main approximations Only two limiting ases will be onsidered, namely the
linear regime and the linearized regime. In the linear regime optial potentials and
urrents are proportional to the noise soures. The response of linear systems to
speied soures is straighforward, but dispersion eets need investigation. This
regime is appliable to lasers below the so-alled "threshold" driving urrent and,
usually, to attenuators and ampliers. The linearized regime is appliable to well-
above-threshold lasers. In that regime one evaluates average optial potentials and
urrents ignoring the noise soures. Next, one supposes that the deviations of the
optial potentials and urrents from their average values, denoted by ∆, are propor-
tional to the noise soures. The latter enter again when powers are being evaluated,
that is, urrent noise soures are not given for free, so to speak, but they do enter
in the power balane. This is beause we take this eet into onsideration that
our theory diers from previous semi-lassial "phasor" theories. The intermediate
situation in whih the system is neither linear nor an be linearized that may our
for losed-to-threshold lasers is not onsidered. As said above, we treat only the
stationary regime found when a laser is driven by a onstant urrent and no element
is presribed as being time-dependent, in whih ase photo-detetion events form a
stationary point proess.
Spontaneous atomi deay is negleted for the sake of simpliity. In laser diodes
employing semi-onduting materials the bottom of the ondution band is lled up
with n eletrons, aording to the Fermi-Dira distribution. Likewise, there are n
holes at the top of the valene band. Beause the eletrons ll up the available states,
the stati potential U aross the diode slightly exeeds Eg/e, where Eg ≈ ~ωg denotes
the semiondutor energy gap. The ondution eletrons pile up, so to speak, so that
there are at most two eletrons per level aording to the Pauli priniple. The same
observation applies to the holes. The rate equations that we shall introdue later on
entail random utuations of n, and thus utuations ∆U of the potential U . This
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utuation is very small, yet measurable. One may also measure the orrelation
between ∆U and the deteted rate utuation ∆D. This orrelation may be dened
in suh a way that it is independent of any linear optial loss that may our between
the laser and the detetor. From our view-point, the utuation ∆U is a small eet
that may initially be negleted.
Laser spetral width The light spetrum is a well dened quantity. To observe
it, is sues to insert between the laser and the photo-detetor a narrow-band,
reexion-less, old and linear lter whose response is entered at some frequeny
ωm ≈ ω. The average photo-urrent rate 〈D(t)〉 is proportional to the light spetral
density S (ωm). In the linearized regime, the light spetrum may be evaluated by rst
negleting amplitude utuations and onsidering the frequeny utuation ∆ω(t).
The latter is obtained by onsidering that the random urrent soures are of the
form C ′(t) + iC ′′(t), where C ′(t), C ′′(t) are unorrelated random urrents whose
spetral densities are ~ω |G|. The "instantaneous" frequeny utuations follow from
elementary iruit onsiderations. Experimentally, frequeny noise may be onverted
to photo-urrent noise through a dual-detetor arrangement or through heterodyning.
Summary of the onepts We begin with a simple assertion, namely that on-
gurations having the same energy have the same probability to our (Statistial
Mehanis). We end up with the relative noise (to be dened) for various laser osil-
lators ongurations. Time reversibility holds not only for the fundamental laws of
Physis suh as the equations of Classial and Quantum Mehanis, but also in Sta-
tistial Mehanis if one restrits ourselves to reversible engines
3
. Three priniples
are employed: 1) The law of onservation of energy. 2) The fat that ongurations
of equal energy are equally likely to our. 3) The law of onservation of the eletri
harge. From these three priniples one derives that to any ondutane G one must
assoiate a random urrent soure c(t) whose spetral density is ~ωo |G|, where ~ωo
denotes the level energy dierene for atoms resonating with the eletrial eld.
Let us larify the dierent approahes presented. First of all, we would like to
answer the following question: Sine in our model the input power is a onstant
and spontaneous emission is negleted, why, fundamentally, is the deteted rate D(t)
utuating? We have explained why, in the ase of a single detetor and at small
Fourier frequenies, D(t) in fat does not utuate. But the question remains in
the ase of two (or more) detetors, or at non-zero Fourier frequenies. The answer
3
The transfer of energy from the power supply, for example a very large indutane in whih
some urrent ows, to the potential sink in whih photo-eletrons end up, is not, however, reversible
in usual irumstanes.
9omes from Statistial Mehanis or from Quantum Mehanis with a phenomeno-
logial parameter. The two are losely related in onept as there were historially
(Carnot → Boltzmann → Einstein → Shrödinger). Indeed any yle treated by
the methods of Quantum mehanis must obey the laws of Statistial Mehanis.
The presription we end up with onsists, as desribed above, of assoiating to any
ondutane a omplex random urrent soure proportional to the absolute value of
that ondutane. Equivalently, one may supplement any absorbed or generated rate
(rate ≡ power/~ω) with a omplex utuation r(t) whose real and imaginary parts
are at the shot-noise level, that is, have spetral densities equal to the average rate.
The question is thus: What justies the existene of suh random urrent or rate
soures?
What is properly "Quantum" in both disiplines (Statistial Mehanis and Quan-
tum Mehanis) is the onept of idential objets. In the hapter on Statistial
Mehanis, we desribe a heat engine having reservoirs at two dierent altitudes.
In eah of these reservoirs there are weight-one balls and a greater number of pos-
sible loations. The exhange of two balls, piked up at random, between the two
reservoirs, enables one, not only to reover the Carnot expressions for the work per-
formed by an ideal heat engine and its eieny, but also the orret expressions for
the utuations. Here the idential objets ould be marosopi. But in the eld of
lasers, the idential objets are eletrons, whose eletrial harge and mass are given
to us by nature.
Going further along the same lines, we onsider a avity ontaining n two-level
atoms initially in the exited state. The basi priniple of Statistial Mehanis says
that ongurations orresponding to the same energy are equally likely to our. This
priniple tells us for example how many atoms are in the exited state on the average
in a state of equilibrium at some temperature. The situation beomes slightly more
ompliated if we assume that the avity may ontain a resonant eld with energy E.
Calling m the integral part of E/~ω, we notie that n may be deremented by one
provided that m be inremented by one, the priniple of onservation of energy being
then fullled, or the onverse. This kind of reasoning provides us with the probability
distribution of m. But, starting from n atoms in any state, one may wonder how the
atom-eld interation may lead to the Statistial Mehanial result. This is ahieved
by introduing the Einstein rates of stimulated emission and absorption. But this is
done in this book for a single resonator instead of a "blak-body" (large multi-mode
avity, as was done early in the 19 th entury. A reversibility priniple is enfored.
It is found that, to obtain the established equilibrium result, these rates must be
supplemented by the random rates r(t) mentioned earlier.
Let us now turn to the Quantum Mehanial treatment, based on the Shrödinger
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equation. We onsider an atom in the ground state at time t = 0. The atom is in
that state beause a downward transition just ourred. The atom is then submitted
to a lassial resonator eld whose frequeny is equal to the atomi levels energy
dierene, divided by ~. A standard treatment shows that the probability that the
atom be in the exited state at time t is sin2(ΩR
2
t), where Ω2R is proportional to the
eld energy. It is plausible that the probability that the next downward transition
ours at time t (to within dt) is given by sin2(ΩR
2
t) multiplied by a phenomenologial
onstant 2γ. This assertion may be proved to be valid in the limit of small γ. We
then obtain the statistis of suessive events, whih is not Poisson. However, when a
large number of point proesses are superposed the statistis of the resulting proess is
Poisson. This means that even for small γ-values, but a large number of independent
eletrons, the event statistis is Poisson. For large values of γ, on the other hand, the
statistis may be shown to be Poisson even for a single eletron. We then show that
suh onlusions require the introdution of random soures of the kind mentioned
above. To onlude, there are (at least) two main arguments supporting the view
that random soures of a speial kind must be introdued whenever a iruit involves
absorbing or emitting elements, one based on Classial Statistial Mehanis, and
one based on Quantum Mehanis. The relation existing between absorption and
utuations is of ourse well-known sine the Nyquist ontribution. We attempt
here, however, to reover the needed results from rst priniples through partly
heuristi onsiderations.
If the existene of these random soures is aepted, it beomes, ironially, more
diult to understand why, in spite of them, the photo-urrent does not utuate at
small Fourier frequenies, as asserted earlier. Indeed, the random soures assoiated
with dierent ondutanes being independent, they annot "onspire", so to speak,
to lead to this simple result. It is essential to appreiate that the ondutanes reat
to the random soures (both their own and the soures assoiated with the other
ondutanes, transformed by the iruit) loally, in suh a way that the law of on-
servation of energy be fullled. That is, the output rate from a ondutane must be
equal at any instant to the input rate, sine a ondutane does not store energy. This
ours beause the ondutanes are allowed to vary through small hanges of the
parameters. Sine the law of energy onservation is enfored at every ondutanes,
and the rest of the iruit onsists exlusively of onservative elements, it is lear
that the sum of the power rates entering into the various ports of the omplete on-
servative system vanishes at low Fourier frequeny. Finally, let us emphasize that the
random soures that we introdue are not measurable by themselves. Measurements
refer exlusively to photo-detetion point proesses.
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Chapters ontent In the rst hapter, we rst give an aount of the most rele-
vant results in Physis, lists mathematial results relating to deterministi or random
funtions of time, disusses the lassial iruit theory, the laws of Statistial me-
hanis and oer methods of establishing that the spetral density of noise soures
assoiated with a ondutane is proportional to the absolute value of that ondu-
tane. We present the theory of eletron-eld interation. The basi assumptions
made is that the system onsidered (inluding the soures and absorbers of energy)
is stationary and that the number of partiles is large.
Next we onsider the linear and linearized regime, and the relative noise of ideal-
ized laser diodes at high power levels. At suh high powers, the time derivative of the
number n of eletrons in the ondution band may be negleted and no relaxation-
osillation ours. Gain ompression (expliit dependene of the gain on the emitted
rate) is negleted at that point. The more general theory is given later on. A
shemati simulating lasers Fourier-frequeny response is desribed.
Summary of the book To summarize, this book shows that results suh as the
one just ited may be derived from a semi-lassial theory in whih the optial eld
is treated as a lassial funtion of time and does not possess independent degrees
of freedom. Any medium may be desribed by a iruit onsisting of onservative
elements suh as apaitanes, indutanes, and (non-reiproal) irulators, and
positive or negative ondutanes that represent the eld-to-atom oupling. Noise
soures are assoiated with suh ondutanes. The laws of onservation of energy
and eletrial harge are enfored and onsideration is given to the seond law of
Thermodynami. Only stationary linear or linearized regimes are onsidered. A
number of partiular ongurations are treated for the sake of illustration. In some
hapters only the nal result is given, after some introdutory material. Speially:
• The linear regime. In that regime the ondutanes G are onstant. We rst
onsider a given inident beam and desribe how it an be haraterized with
the help of photo-detetors, introduing the onept of relative noise N . Next
we onsider the noise properties of attenuators and ampliers, and evaluate the
linewidth of linear osillators.
• The linearized regime. We now suppose that the ondutanes depend on
the eletron number n, and employ a rst-order expansion, namely G(n) =
G(〈n〉) + dG
dn
∆n, whih is aurate as long as ∆n ≪ 〈n〉. One rst solve for
the steady-state equations, ignoring the noises soures. Next, we express the
onservation of the energy and of the eletrial harge in the form dn(t)/dt =
J − R(t), where J denotes the onstant rate of harge injetion, and R(t)
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the emitted eletromagneti rate (power divided by ~ω). Here we assume
that n is a large number, so that its derivative with respet to time makes
sense. Calulations may be performed in terms of urrents and potentials, or
in terms of forward and bakward rates. One nds that, at high power, the
relative noise N inreases smoothly as a funtion of the Fourier frequeny Ω.
In ontradistintion, at low power, N (Ω) exhibits a large peak referred to as a
relaxation osillation.
• We evaluate laser linewidths within the above linearized regime. One method
onsists of alulating rst the spetral density of the instantaneous optial
frequeny utuation ∆ω(t). For a simple onguration, this is done by writing
that the total urrent, sum of a deterministi urrent whih depends on ω(t) and
a omplex random urrent C(t), vanishes. The laser linewidth is proportional to
that spetral density. Alternatively, we may evaluate optial phase utuations.
• We disuss the eet of eletrial feedbak. Part of the deteted rate is am-
plied, ideally without added noise, and applied to an amplitude or phase
modulator on the input or output light beam. Finally we show that an opti-
al amplier of a speial kind (C-amplier) employing eletrial feedbak (and
possibly gain ompression) has the remarkable property of preserving utua-
tions.
• We provide some information onerning the eletrial properties of semion-
dutors, suh as the optial gain, the α-fator, et.... If the absolute value of
a negative ondutane (expressing optial gain) dereases when the emitted
light rate R inreases, we speak of "gain ompression". This eet may pos-
sibly be due to spetral-hole burning. The laser amplitude may get stabilized
by this eet alone. Condutanes are then of the form G(n,R). The small
expliit dependene of G on R tends to damp the relaxation osillations. A
numerial simulation exhibits the phenomenon of spetral-hole burning in a
semi-ondutor and suggests some value for the dependene of G on R.
Referenes to previous works are not given beause we found it too diult to
interpret them adequately. Fortunately, it is presently easy to trak down through
eletroni means previous ontributions.
Appendix to the introdution: Resonator energy statistis We will be
mostly onerned in this book with high power lasers, so that the optial eld energy
is muh larger than ~ω, where ~ denotes the Plank onstant and ω the osillation
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frequeny. (we set for onveniene ~ω = 1). It is nevertheless interesting to speulate
on what may happen from a semi-lassial view-point at small eld energies, E ≈ 1.
If we allow atoms to stay for a suiently long time in a old environment, they
almost ertainly are in the ground state. Initially, we have no knowledge onerning
the optial resonator eld energy. But if old atoms are interating with the resonator
repeatedly, the integer part of the eld energy eventually vanishes: m = 0. If another
old atom interats with the eld, one must presume that the resonator eld phase
hanges during the interation proess in suh a way that the atom exits in the
ground state, sine otherwise the eld energy would be negative. If, next, an atom in
the exited state interats with the resonator, this atom may end up in the ground
state, in whih ase m = 1, and so on. If it ends up in the exited state, then m
remains equal to zero. Beause in general we only know the probability that the atom
is initially in the exited state, we end up with a probability law p(m) for m. The
only knowledge we may have onerning the amplitude and phase of the eld itself
is through observations suh as the ones we have just desribed: measurements are
made on atoms only. We end up with the onlusion that the eld energy distribution
is proportional to exp(−m/T ), where m ≥ 0, the number of light quanta, is the
integer part of the eld energy, and T the absolute temperature. The average energy
thereby obtained is the same as the one dedued from resonator quantization, but
the energy variane tends to the lassial limit at large temperatures, while this is
not the ase for quantized resonators. Given the resonator energy, we an plausibly
asribe a random phase to the eld.
Chapter 2
Physis
Aording to the latin poet Luretius, a follower of Demoritus, there are no forbid-
den territories to knowledge: "...we must not only give a orret aount of elestial
matter, explaining in what way the wandering of the sun and moon our and by
what power things happen on earth. We must also take speial are and employ keen
reasoning to see where the soul and the nature of mind ome from". And indeed,
the three most fundamental questions: what is the origin of the world? what is life?
what is mind? remain subjets of sienti examination. Needless to say, the present
book addresses muh more restrited questions.
We will rst reall how Physis evolved from the early times to present, no at-
tempt being made to follow stritly the ourse of history. The theory of light or
partile motion and the theory of heat followed independent paths for a long time.
The Einstein ontributions proved ruial to re-unite these two elds early in the 20th
entury. We may distinguish "pitures" based on our in-born or aquired onepts
of spae and time that may not answer all legitimate questions nor be aurate in
every irumstanes, and omplete theories. Quantum theory is onsidered by most
physiist as being aurate and omplete, although questions of interpretation re-
main open. We will onsider in some detail the theory of waves and trajetories that
are essential to understand the mehanisms behind vauum-tube and laser operation.
2.1 Early times
From the time of emergene of the amphibians, earth, a highly heterogeneous stu,
is our living plae. On it, we experiene a variety of feelings. We feel the pull of
gravity, breath air, get heat from the re and the sun, and feed on plants growing on
earth and water. Our experiene, both as human beings and as physiists, is based
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on these living onditions. One may presume that natural seletion led humans to
an intuitive understanding of geometrial-physial-hemial quantities suh as spae,
time, weight, warmth, avor, and so on. At some point in the evolutionary proess
a degree of abstration, made possible by an enlarged brain, failitated our ght
for survival. An example of abstrat thinking is the assoiation with spae of the
number 3, orresponding to the number of pereived dimensions. People "in the
street" may however wish to distinguish the two horizontal-plane dimensions and the
vertial dimension, onsidering that, for the latter, up and down are non-equivalent
diretions. It was not appreiated in the anient times that the distintion between
"up" and "down" is aused by the earth gravitational eld, and that people living
on the other-side of the earth have the same feelings as we do in their every-day life,
even though, with respet to our own referene frame, they are "up-side-down". As
we shall see, analogous onsiderations may apply to time, aording to Boltzmann.
Another naturally evolving onept is indeed the distintion between past and
future and physial ausality: matter ats on matter only at a later time. The so-
alled "arrow of time" is a muh debated subjet. Aording to Boltzmann, in an
innite universe, there may be large-sale spontaneous utuations of the entropy
(that one may rudely desribe as expressing disorder). Past → future would orre-
spond to the diretion of inreasing entropy. There may be times where the entropy
dereased instead of inreasing. But the distintion is purely a matter of onvention
(in analogy with the "up and down" distintion mentioned above). This view point
is onsistent with the fat that the fundamental equations of Physis are (with the
exeption of the rarely ourring neutral-kaon deay) invariant under a hange from
t to −t. There are objetions to the Boltzmann view-point, however: the world is
not large enough and is not old enough. Most reent authors would rather asribe
the time arrow to osmi evolution, with the universe starting at the "big-bang" time
in a state of very low entropy. A good easy-reading book on the subjet is by H.C.
Von Baeyer [4℄. In the present book mainly reversible proesses are onsidered and
the problem of the time "arrow" does not arise.
In ontrast with the rational view onerning ausality, the magi way of think-
ing presupposes the existene of ausal relationships between our desires, fears, or
inantations, and fats. Now-a-days, magi thinking o-exists with rational thinking
probably beause it gives people sharing similar beliefs a sense of togetherness and
helps a few individuals aquire authority and power. The onsequenes of irrational-
ity are often too remote to be of onern to most.
The ontrol of re by man some 500 000 years ago and drasti limati hanges
that ourred, mainly in Europe, some 23 000 years ago, trigerred evolutionary
events. Likewise, the pratie of growing rops made possible a population explosion
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some 10 000 years ago, partiularly in Egypt, and gave an inentive for measuring
geometrial gures, preisely aounting for elapsed times, and measuring weights.
Let us now onsider more preisely what is meant by matter, spae and heat.
Empedole (∼500 BC) viewed the world as being made up of four elements,
namely earth, water, air and re. These elements remain a soure of inspiration for
poets and sientists alike, but they are not onsidered anymore as having a funda-
mental nature. Demoritus (∼400 BC) pitured reality as a olletion of interating
partiles that annot be split ("a-toms"). Aristotle wrote in his Metaphysis VIII:
"Demoritus apparently assumes three dierenes in substanes; for he says that the
underlying body is one and the same in material, but dier in shape, position, and
inter-ontat". This piture remains aurate. There are many books devoted to the
disoverers of the anient time. We onsulted the Ref. [5℄.
The present work is not onerned with the osmos per se. Yet, one annot
ignore that observations of the sky have been a soure of inspiration in the past and
remain very muh so at present. Early observers distinguished stars from planets, the
latter moving apparently with respet to the former. The anient Greeks (Ptolemeus)
oneived a ompliated system of rotating spheres aimed at explaining the apparent
motion of these elestial objets. Aristarque (310-230 BC), however, realized that
the earth was rotating about itself and about the sun, the latter being onsidered to
be loated at the enter of the universe. This helioentri system was redisovered
by Coperni (1473-1543) and popularized by G. Bruno (burned at stake in Rome in
1600 for heresy). Next ame the establishment of the three laws of planetary motion
by Kepler, the dynamial explanation of these laws by Newton, whih involves a
single universal onstant, namely G.
When two bodies are in thermal ontat they tend to reah the same temperature.
Thus, two dierently onstruted thermometers may be alibrated one against the
other by plaing them in the same bath and omparing their readings. In the ase
of thermal ontat the hotter body loses an amount of heat gained by the older
one but the onverse never ours. It may well be that the ondition of heat-engine
reversibility, disovered by Carnot in 1824 [6℄, ould have been made at a muh earlier
time and ould have served as a basis for subsequent developments in Physis. A
more detailed history of Statistial Mehanis is given below and in Setion 5.1.
2.2 How physiists see the world
Beyond a qualitative understanding of the nature of heat, early observers were able
to perform measurements of temperature and gas pressure with fair auray. Tem-
peratures were measured through the expansion of gases at atmospheri pressure,
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linear interpolation being made between the freezing (0
◦
C) and boiling (100
◦
C) wa-
ter temperatures. The onept of absolute zero of temperature emerged through the
observation that extrapolated gas volumes would vanish at a negative temperature,
now known to be -273.15
◦
C(≡ zero kelvin). The Classial Theory of Heat was es-
tablished in the 18th and 19th enturies mainly by Blak, Carnot and Boltzmann.
The major ontribution is due to Carnot who introdued the onept of heat-engine
reversibility. The fat that hot bodies radiate power was known very early (some
reptiles possess highly-sensitive thermal-radiation detetors). It is however only in
the 19th entury that the proportionality of the total radiated power to the fourth
power of the absolute temperature was established. Diulties relating to the theory
of blakbody radiation led Plank and Einstein around 1900 to the onlusion that
Classial Physis ought to be replaed by a more fundamental theory, namely the
Quantum Theory, even though important onlusions may be reahed without it.
Another motivation for studying in some detail the theory of heat is that lasers are
in some sense heat engines. They may be pumped by radiations originating from
a hot body suh as the sun. But, just as is the ase for heat engines, a old body
is also required to absorb the radiation resulting from the de-exitation of the lower
atomi levels. Lasers are able to onvert heat into work in the form of radiation,
but their eieny is limited by the seond law of thermodynamis. Output-power
average values and utuations may be similar for lasers and heat engines.
The grand piture we now have is that of a world 13 billions years old and 13
billions light-years aross ontaining about 10
11
galaxies. Apparently, 80 % of matter
is in a dark form, of unknown nature, that helped galaxy formation. Our own galaxy
(milky way) ontains about 1011 stars and possesses at its enter a spinning blak
hole with a mass of 4 millions solar masses. Eight planets (merury, venus, earth,
mars, jupiter, saturne, uranus, neptune) are revolving around our star (sun). Penzias
and Wilson disovered in 1965 the osmi bakground mirowave radiation, whih
aurately follows the Plank law for a temperature of 2.73 kelvins. This osmi
blak-body radiation is almost isotropi. Yet, minute hanges of intensity aording
to the diretion of observation have been measured, whih provide preious informa-
tion onerning the state of the universe some 300 000 years after the "big-bang".
Numerous observations relating to ordinary stars suh as the sun, neutron stars,
quasars, blak holes are partiularly relevant to high-energy physis. It is expeted
that gravitational waves emitted for example by binary stars or ollapsing stars will
be disovered within the next deades. Their detetion may require sophistiated
laser interferometers operating in spae. In suh interferometers, laser noise plays a
ruial role. Reators aim at reating on earth onditions similar to those ourring
in the sun interior, i.e., temperatures of millions of kelvins, and to deliver energy,
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perhaps by the year 2050. An alternative tehnique employs powerful lasers shooting
at a deuterium-tritium target. A redution of the laser-beam wave-front utuations
are essential in that appliation.
2.3 Epistemology
Epistemology is the study of the origin, nature, methods and limits of knowledge.
Undoubtedly, Physis is an experimental siene. Its purpose is to predit the out-
ome of observations, or at least average values of suh observations over a large
number of similar systems, from few priniples using Mathematis as a language.
Observations are required to set aside as muh as possible human subjetivity. This
is done by performing a large number of "blind" experiments, the same proedure be-
ing repeated again and again in independent laboratories. A physial theory should
be "falsiable", that is, one should be able to realize, or at least oneive, an exper-
iment apable of disproving it.
The average value 〈a〉 of a quantity a is alulated by summing ap(a), where p(a)
is the probability of a. It is apparently diult to provide an unambiguous denition
of the word probability. Aording to mathematiians, "there is a fundamental mis-
trust in probability theory among physiists. The need to extrat as omprehensive
information as possible from a given set of data is in many ases not as pressing as in
other elds sine ative experiments an be repeated in priniple until the obtained
results satisfy preset preision requirements. In other elds, the available data should
be exploited with every oneivable are and eort". As data omes in our estimate
of p(a) improves, and eventually approahes an objetive value, dened aording to
the frequentists view-point.
In pratie, most sienti progresses were aomplished with the help of intuitively-
appealing pitures, desribing how things happen in our familiar three-dimensional
spae and evolve in the ourse of time. These pitures are supposed to tell us how
things are behind the sene, or to suggest alulations whose outome may be om-
pared to experimental results. Let us quote Kelvin: I am never ontent until I have
onstruted a mehanial model of the subjet I am studying. If I sueed in making
one, I understand; otherwise I do not. But many models, helpful at a time, need
often be disarded in favor of more abstrat view-points. The Demoritus piture of
reality has been worked out in modern time by Bernoulli, Laplae and a few others.
Given perfetly aurate observations made at some time, alled "initial onditions",
the theory is supposed to predit the outome of future observations if the system
observed is not perturbed meanwhile. Poinaré, however, pointed out that for some
systems, e.g., three or more interating bodies in Celestial Mehanis, the error grows
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quikly in the ourse of time when the initial onditions are not known with perfet
auray. In some ases the system evolves into a so-alled "deterministi haos".
The equations that desribe ideal motions are time reversible, so that when the sys-
tem is known with perfet auray at a time its state in the past as well as in the
future is preditable. Postdition makes sense if measurements have been made in
the past but were not revealed to the physiist. What we have just desribed is
sometimes referred to as the Classial Paradigm.
Reality is surely a onept of pratial value. Anyone wishes to distinguish real-
ity, as something having a degree of permaneny, from illusions or dreams that are
transitory in nature. On some matters, the opinions of a large number of people
are sought, supposing that their agreement would prevent individual failures. In
that sense, reality may exist independently of observers and be revealed by observa-
tions. We adopt the Bohr view-point that observations relate only to omplete set
ups, inluding the preparation and measurement devies, the latter being onsidered
lassial. The objet to be measured should be able to swith another objet in-
volving a large number of degrees of freedom from one metastable state to another.
As said before, measurements are made on atoms (or eletrial harges) only, not
on elds. If we introdue a devie suh as an absorber (whose marosopi proper-
ties have been separately established) between a laser and a detetor, one must in
priniple onsider the properties of the new devie as a whole, inluding the laser,
the absorber and the detetor. It is only in speial irumstanes that the result of
measurements performed on the modied set-up may be predited on the basis of
measurements made on the previous one.
We are not onerned in the present paper with Physis in general but only with
stationary ongurations. The system is allowed to run in an autonomous manner,
that is without any external ation impressed upon it, and there is a ontinuous
reord of the times at whih photo-eletrons are emitted. Systems on whih we may
at from the outside are not onsidered, and aordingly the law of ausality is not
relevant. Photo-eletrons may be aelerated to suh high energies by stati elds
that no ambiguity ours onerning their ourrene time. The question asked to the
physiist then resembles the one asked to people attempting to reover missing letters
from impaired manusripts: an you determine the missing letters from the known
part of the text? In the present situation one would like to be able to tell whether an
event ourred during some small time interval, given the rest of the reord. Or at
least give the probability that suh an event ours in the speied time interval. In
other words, given a large olletion of similar systems, on what fration of them does
an event our? Instead of being given impaired reords, we may be given information
onerning the various omponents that onstitute the system, suh as lenses, semi-
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ondutors, and so on, haraterized by earlier, independent measurements. These
measurements are deterministi in nature beause they are performed in the lassial
high-eld regime. In view of the observed unertainty, random noise soures must be
introdued somewhere in the theory. We onsider that the random noise soures are
loated at emitters and absorbers, are time-symmetri with respet to one another,
and are unobservable. Whether they originate from a sub-quantum proess (that
would x the value of the Plank onstant ~), is unknown.
2.4 Waves and trajetories
Physis ourses usually rst desribe how the motion of masses may be obtained
from the Newtonian equations. But it might be preferable to let students get rst
familiarity with lassial waves, for example by observing apillary waves on the
surfae of a merury bath. Suh waves are desribed by a real funtion of spae
and time that one may denote ψ(x, t) in one spae dimension. One reason (to be
explained in more detail subsequently) to onsider waves as being of primary interest
is that the law of refration follows in a logial manner from the wave onept, but
does not from the ray onept. One wave onepts have been suiently laried,
the many-fold onnetions existing between waves on the one hand, and partiles
or light rays on the other hand, may be pointed out. Note that, historially, the
motions of marosopi bodies and light rays were established rst (around 1600)
and the properties of waves later on (around 1800 for light and 1900 for partiles).
Few preise results onerning waves seem to have been reported at the time of
the anient Greee. Yet, asual observation of the sea under gently blowing winds
sues to reveal important features. Had suh observations been made, the ourse
of disoveries in Siene would perhaps have been quite dierent from the one that
atually ourred.
Waves at the surfae of onstant-depth seas propagate at onstant speed u. In
realisti onditions there is some dissipation and the wave amplitude may derease
but the wave speed remains essentially unhanged. This is a striking example of a
physial objet whose speed does not vary, no fore being impressed upon it. The
only ondition required is that the medium parameters (the sea depth in the present
situation) do not vary from one loation to another.
In the 1630s Galileo observed that marosopi objets move at a onstant speed
when no fore is exerted upon them, in ontradition with the then-prevailing Aris-
totle teahing. A related nding by Galileo is the priniple of speial relativity:
The laws of Physis established in some inertial laboratory are the same in another
laboratory moving at a onstant speed with respet to the rst. In the year 1637
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Desartes proposed the following interpretation for the refration of light rays at the
interfae between two transparent media suh as air and water. Desartes assoiates
with a light ray a momentum that he alls "determination" having the diretion of
the ray and a modulus depending on the medium onsidered but not on diretion. He
observes that the x-omponent of the momentum should not vary at the interfae
as a onsequene of the uniformity of the system in that diretion, justifying this
assertion by a mehanial analogy, namely a ball traversing a thin paper sheet. The
law of refration asserting that cos(θ1)/ cos(θ2), where the angles are dened with
respet to the x-axis and the subsripts 1,2 refer to the two media, does not depend
on the ray diretion, follows from the above onepts. Note that Desartes was only
onerned with trajetories in spae, i.e., he was not interested in the motion of
light pulses in time, so that questions sometimes raised as to whether light pulses
propagate faster or slower in air or in water are not relevant to his disussion.
No one at the time suggested that there may be a onnetion between partiles
or light rays on the one hand, and waves on the other hand. The wave properties of
light were disovered by Grimaldi, reported in 1665, and explained by Huygens in
1678. The wave properties of partiles were disovered muh later by Davisson and
Germer in 1927. In modern terms the Galileo, Desartes (and later Newton) onepts
imply that partiles and light rays obey ordinary dierential equations. But without
the wave onept the law of refration for light or for partiles relies on observation
and intuition rather than logi.
A wave paket has nite duration but inludes many wave rests. A key onept
is that of group veloity dened as the veloity of the peak of a wave paket, or short
pulse. In partiular, what is usually alled the "veloity" of a (non-relativisti) body
is the group veloity of its assoiated wave. But usually wave pakets spread out in
the ourse of time. In the non-linear regime though, wave pakets, alled solitons,
may exhibit partile-like behavior in the sense they do not disperse. Bore-like solitary
waves reated by horse-drawn barges were rst reported in 1844 by Russell.
Let us be more preise about waves. As said above, waves are very familiar to us,
partiularly gravity waves (not to be onfused with the Einstein gravitational waves)
on the sea generated by wind, or apillary waves generated on the surfae of a lake by
a falling stone. Simple reasoning and observations lead among other results to the law
of refration. Waves are dened by a real funtion ψ(x, t) for one spae oordinate x,
and time t, obeying a partial dierential equation. If the wave equation is unaeted
by spae and time translations we may set ψ(x, t) = f(x − ut) for arbitrary speeds
u. This results into an ordinary dierential equation for the funtion f(x) whih in
general admits solutions. Let us begin our disussion with monohromati (single-
frequeny) waves propagating in the x diretion in a onservative linear and spae-
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time invariant medium. The wavelength λ is the distane between adjaent rests
at a given time. We dene the wave number k = 2π/λ. The wave-period T is the
time it takes a rest to ome bak, at a given loation. We dene the frequeny
ω = 2π/T . It follows from the above denitions that the veloity of a rest, alled
the phase veloity, is u = ω/k. Suh waves propagate at onstant speed without
any ation being exerted on them. For linear waves there is a denite relationship
between ω and k independent of the wave amplitude, alled the dispersion equation.
For gravity waves in deep non-visous waters we have, for example, ω =
√
gk, where
g ≈ 9.81m/s2 is the earth aeleration. When the water depth h is not large ompared
with wavelength (shallow water), the dispersion relation involves h as a parameter.
The above onsiderations may be related to mehanial eets. Indeed, if a wave
arrying a power P is fully absorbed, the absorber is submitted to a fore F satisfying
the relation P/ω = F/k. This ratio, alled "wave ation", depends on the nature of
the wave but does not vary if some parameter is hanged smoothly, either in spae
or in time. For a wave of nite duration τ , the energy olleted by the absorber is
E = Pτ and the momentum reeived (produt of its mass and veloity) is p = Fτ .
If the water depth h is hanged at time t = 0 from, say, 1m to 2m, it is observed
that k is unhanged as a onsequene of the wave ontinuity. But invariane of
k implies a frequeny hange sine the dispersion equation depends on h. In that
ase, the wave speed hanges at time t. Conversely, If the water depth h hanges
at some loation x = 0 from, say, 1m to 2m, it is observed that ω is unhanged as
a onsequene of the wave ontinuity. But invariane of ω implies a wave number
hange sine the dispersion equation depends on h. In that ase the wave speed
hanges at x = 0.
Consider now a monohromati wave (xed frequeny ω) propagating in two
dimensions with oordinates x, y. The diretion of propagation is dened as being
perpendiular to the rests and the wavelength λ = 2π/k is dened as the distane
between adjaent rests at a given time. But one may also dene a wavelength
λx in the diretion x as the distane between adjaent rests in the x-diretion at
a given time. Let the wave be inident obliquely on the interfae between two
media, the x-axis. For gravity waves the two media may orrespond for example
to h(y) = 1m, y > 0 and h(y) = 2m, y < 0. Beause of the ontinuity of the wave, λx
is the same in the two media. If we further assume that the propagation is isotropi,
that is, that k does not depend on the diretion of propagation of the wave in the
x, y plane, the law of refration follows, namely that kx = k1 cos(θ1) = k2 cos(θ2),
where the subsripts 1,2 refer to y > 0 and y < 0 respetively, and the angles θ are
dened with respet to the interfae, that is, to the x-axis. The law of refration
therefore follows from wave ontinuity and isotropy alone.
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Questions relating to the veloity of light pulses are important for the transmission
of information. A wave-paket ontaining many wave rests moves at the so-alled
"group veloity" v = dω/dk, whih often diers muh from the phase veloity u
dened above. Considering only two waves at frequeny ω and ω + dω, the relation
v = dω/dk may be visualized as a kind of Moiré eet. Wave rests move inside
the paket, being generated at one end of the paket and dying o at the other end.
For waveguides we have uv = c2, v < c, u > c. For matter waves assoiated with a
partile the group veloity v oinides with the partile veloity. Sine the energy
E = p2/
(
2m
)
and p = mv, a previous relation reads p2/
(
2mω
)
= p/k. It follows
that u = ω/k = p/2m = v/2. For gravity waves the dispersion relation gives instead
u = 2v. A general result appliable waves propagating in loss-less media is that the
group veloity v is the ratio of the transmitted power P and the energy stored per
unit length. The group veloity never exeeds the speed of light c in free spae. In
the presene of losses, the situation is more ompliated.
Wave solutions of the form ψ(x, t) = ψ(x−ut), where ψ(x) is some given funtion
and u a onstant, exist also for non-linear wave equations. When the ψ(x) funtion is
loalized in x, the invariant wave-form is alled a solitary wave. In some ases, soli-
tary waves exhibit transformations akin to those of partiles when two waves ollide
and are alled "solitons" in the sense that the soliton integrity is being preserved.
As said before, most ontinuous media may be modeled by disrete iruits. For
example, a transmission line may be modeled by series indutanes and parallel
apaitanes. Free spae may be modeled by eletrial rings in whih eletrial
harges move freely and magneti rings in whih (hypothetial) magneti harges
would move freely. If eah eletrial ring is interlaed with four magneti rings and
onversely, the Maxwell equations in free spae obtain in the small-period limit.
Under onnement along the x-diretion, waves at some xed frequeny ω may
be viewed as superpositions of "transverse modes". For a transverse mode the wave-
funtion fatorizes into the produt of a transverse funtion ψ(x;ω) and a funtion
of the form exp(ik(ω)z − iωt). Another onnetion between waves and rays rests
on the representation of transverse modes by ray manifolds. These are not however
independent rays. A phase ondition is imposed on them that leads to approxi-
mate expressions of ψ(x;ω) and k(ω). Note an analogy with Quantum-Mehanis
stationary states, z and t being interhanged.
Thus the wave-partile onnetion is many fold. First the medium in whih
the wave propagates may be approximated by a disrete sequene of elements, for
example a periodi sequene of springs and masses for aoustial waves and eletrial
indutane-apaitane iruits for eletromagneti waves, with a period allowed to
tend to zero at the end of the alulations. One motivation for introduing this
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disreteness is that omputer simulations require it anyway. A more subtle one is
that some divergenes may be removed in that way. We have mentioned above
apillary waves on a merury bath. They may be treated by onsidering the fores
binding together the merury moleules and their inertia, ending up with equations
of uid mehanis. Like-wise, aoustial waves in air may be desribed through the
ollision of moleules in some limit (isothermal or adiabati). Seond, wave modes
may be desribed approximately (WKB approximation) by ray manifolds. Third,
one may onsider the behavior of wave pakets in the high-frequeny limit and liken
the wave pakets trajetories to those of marosopi bodies.
We have desribed the motion of light and partiles in terms of waves. Semi-
lassial theories suh as the one employed in the present paper rest indeed on wave
onepts, namely Quantum Mehanis for desribing eletrons, and Ciruit Theory
for desribing the relationship between potentials and urrents. The speed of light
in free-spae does not enter into the Quantum Theory. In iruit theory, one may
disretize spae, and then ignore the speed of light. When partiles suh as ele-
trons are eletrially harged they may be aelerated to arbitrarily large energies by
stati eletrial potentials. Being then in the lassial domain there is no ambiguity
onerning their arrival time. Unharged point partiles suh as neutrons ould on-
eivably be aelerated similarly by gravitational elds, even though this may turn
out to be diult in pratie.
2.5 Atoms and elements
Around 1927 it was proposed by de Broglie, and subsequently veried experimen-
tally, that a wave of wave-number k = mv/~ should be assoiated with eletrons of
mass m and veloity v. Aording to the semi-lassial theory, the Plank onstant
~ enters in Physis through the relation k = mv/~, relating wavelength and momen-
tum. (~ was introdued earlier in the theory of blak-body radiation, in 1900). An
approximate solution for the motion of an eletron following a losed lassial path
in the neighborhood of a positively harged nuleus thus amounts to presribe that
an integral number n of wavelengths 2π/k ts along the losed lassial path. These
disrete solutions are alled "stationary states" and n is essentially the prinipal
quantum number. Aording to the Pauli priniple, at most two eletrons (with spin
±~/2) may be asribed to eah of these states. At zero absolute temperature and
without exitation by other partiles, only the lowest-energy states are lled with
eletrons. Dierent elements (H, He, Li...) dier by the number Z = 1, 2, 3... of
protons in their nulei. Hydrogen and helium nulei, and their isotopes, ame up
early after the "big-bang". The other elements were formed in the interior of stars,
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and subsequently dispersed into spae.
In the next paragraph we reall how the hemial and eletroni properties of the
various elements found in nature follow from the above priniple, and desribe what
happens when atoms get loser and loser to one another to form rystals. Then we
reall the basi properties of semi-ondutors.
2.6 Eletron states
We summarize below the most basi onepts onerning elements found in nature
and their eletron states. The simplest element is the hydrogen atom onsisting
of a proton with an eletrial harge e and a mass muh larger than the eletron
mass m, so that for most purposes the proton may be onsidered as being xed
in spae. This proton attrats one eletron of harge −e so that the assembly is
neutral. Aording to Classial Mehanis the eletron may irle around the proton
at a distane r with a veloity v suh that the entrifugal fore is balaned by the
attration from the proton, namely mv2/r = e2/
(
4πǫor
2
)
. From this view-point
any distane r may our, the veloity v being appropriately hosen. Aording
to Quantum Theory a wave-length 2π~/mv is assoiated with eletrons moving at
veloity v. The resonane ondition is that an integral number n of wavelengths ts
within the eletron path perimeter 2πr. Aording to this model, due to Bohr, there
is only a disrete sequene of allowed eletron energies, orresponding to n = 1, 2....
The more exat theory due to Shrödinger leads to symmetrial ground states, alled
s-states, and anti-symmetrial 3-times degenerate rst-exited states, alled p-states.
The elements found in nature (roughly 100) were lassied by Mendeleïev in 1869
on empirial grounds. As said above, helium nulei onsist of two protons, lithium
nulei of three protons, and so on, with an equal number of eletrons, so that atoms
are eletrially neutral. There may be various numbers of neutrons bound to the
protons that depart from the number of protons by a few units, orresponding to
dierent isotopes, some of them being unstable. Neutrons are onsidered at one
point as an example of multilevel system (bismuth nulei immersed in a magneti
eld). Most elements have an outer layer onsisting of a number of eletrons going
from 1 (e.g., sodium) to 8 (e.g., neon). Partiularly important are 3-5 rystals, suh
as gallium-arsenide.
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2.7 Semi-ondutors
Our purpose here is to give readers unfamiliar with solid-state physis an overview
of the most important phenomena. For silion, the number of outer eletrons is 4.
Two silion atoms (or more) get bound to one another by exhanging eletrons of
opposite spins (ovalent binding). When two atoms are approahing one another,
their eletroni states get perturbed. As it happens, the isolated-atom eletron s-
state aquires an energy greater than the isolated-atom eletron p-states. For a
large number N of atoms, the atomi separation a sets up at a value that minimizes
the total energy. The original s-states then split into N states that are so-losely
spaed in energy that they form an almost ontinuous band of states alled the
ondution band. The original 3-fold degenerate p-states split into N states that are
so-losely spaed in energy that they form three almost ontinuous band of states
alled the valene bands. Beause the degeneray is lifted these three bands should
be distinguished. They are alled respetively the heavy-hole band, the light-hole
band and the split-o band. For our purposes, only the heavy-hole band needs be
onsidered.
The separation in energy between the bottom of the ondution band and the
top of the valene band is alled the band gap Eg, often expressed in eletron-volts.
At T=0K, the lower-energy valene band is lled with eletrons while the higher-
energy ondution band is empty. At that temperature the eletrons are unable to
respond to an external eld beause no state is available to them (exept perhaps at
extremely-high elds). If an eletron is introdued in the ondution band by some
means it moves in response to an eletrial eld with an apparent mass mc smaller
than the free-spae mass m. If, on the other hand, an eletron is removed from the
valene band one says that a "hole" has been introdued. This hole is asribed a
positive harge e and a mass usually larger than m.
When two materials having dierent band gaps are ontated the band gap enters
align approximately, and potential steps our both in the ondution and valene
bands. In the ase of a double-hetero-juntion the lower-band-gap material is sand-
wih between two higher-band-gap materials. The potential steps tend to onne
both free eletrons and free holes in the entral low-band-gap material (e.g., GaAs).
Being onned in the same volume eletrons and holes easily interat.
As the band-gap dereases eletrons may undergo virtual transfers from one band
to the other more easily. As a onsequene the material is more easily polarized by
external (stati or optial) eletrial elds. In other words, the material permit-
tivity ǫ(ω) inreases as the band gap dereases. This is why the permittivity (or
refrative index) of the low-band-gap gallium-arsenide is signiantly larger than the
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permittivity (or refrative index) of the large-band-gap aluminum arsenide. When a
small-band-gap semi-ondutor (GaAs) is sandwihed between two higher-band-gap
semiondutors (AlAs), the higher-index material may guide optial waves. This
fat is important for the guidane of optial waves in laser diodes employing double-
hetero-juntions. An happy irumstane is therefore that eletrons, holes, and light,
may all get onned in the entral part of the double-hetero-juntions onsidered.
Gallium possesses 3 eletrons in the outer shell and arsenide possesses 5 eletrons.
Equal numbers of these atoms may assoiate to form a rystal of gallium-arsenide
(Ga-As), a material partiularly important in Opto-Eletronis. The reason for this
importane is that, unlike silion, this is a "diret band-gap" material. In diret
band-gap materials the minimum of the ondution-band energy and the valene-
band maximum energy orrespond to the same eletron momentum. Aordingly,
eletrons lying at the bottom of the ondution band may get easily transferred to the
top of the valene band, and onversely, the law of momentum onservation being
then fullled, the optial eld momentum being negligible. In suh a proess, an
energy Eg is absorbed by light through stimulated or spontaneous emission proesses.
Unfortunately, this energy may also be absorbed by another eletron (Auger eet)
that subsequently asades down, its energy being onverted into heat.
Finally, one should say a word about doping, onsidering as an example a silion
rystal. When a small number of silion atoms are replaed by arseni atoms, these
atoms, referred to as "impurities", easily deliver an eletron (n-doping). Conversely,
when a small number of silion atoms are replaed by gallium atoms these atoms
easily apture eletrons (p-doping). A p-n diode onsists of two ontating semi-
ondutors, one with p-doping and one with n-doping. Eletron urrents may be
injeted into p-n diodes, and in partiular into double-hetero-juntions. This is the
urrent referred to in this paper as the laser-diode driving urrent J .
The above disussion hopefully provides the essential onepts that one needs
to get some understanding of the eletrial behavior of laser diodes. Note that we
denote by z the oordinate along whih the optial wave propagates (juntion plane)
and by x the diretion perpendiular to the semiondutor layers. Guidane along
the transverse y diretion is also onsidered.
2.8 Detetors and soures
In subsequent setions we disuss soures of eletromagneti radiations and ways
of deteting them. It is appropriate to onsider rst detetors beause there exist
natural soures of radiation suh as the sun, and the diulty was initially to detet
suh radiations rather than to generate them. Detetors onvert high-frequeny
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radiation into slowly varying urrents. The mode of operation of some detetors,
alled "lassial detetors", may be explained on the basis of the Classial Equations
of Eletron Motion. For others, alled "quantum detetors", the Quantum Theory
is required. Conversely, soures onvert slowly varying urrents into high-frequeny
radiation. The mode of operation of some soures, alled "lassial soures", may
be explained on the basis of the Classial Equations of Eletron Motion. For others,
alled "quantum soures", the Quantum Theory of Eletron Motion is required.
The rst known light detetor is the eye. Modern detetors were rst vauum
tubes operating with a low-work funtion athode and aelerating potentials. There
exist now quantum detetors whose mode of operation is based on the phenomenon
of stimulated absorption. An early man-made generator of high-frequeny radiation
is a vauum-tube alled the "reex klystron". The main light soures are today hot
bodies and lasers.
2.9 Classial detetors
Classial detetors are diodes that exhibit non-linear urrent-potential harateris-
tis. If a sinusoidal potential is applied to the diode the urrent then exhibits a
non-zero average value, whih is a measure of the applied sinusoidal-potential am-
plitude.
Let us reall the basi mode of operation of onventional eletroni diodes, photo-
detetors and photo-multipliers. Conventional eletroni diodes are made up of two
parallel plates (labeled in what follows the lower and upper plates) separated by
a distane d in vauum. The lower plate, alled "anode" is at zero potential by
onvention, and the upper plate, alled "athode", is raised at the potential −U with
U > 0. Suppose that at time t = 0 an eletron is freed from the upper plate and
attrated by the anode
1
. Considering only absolute values, the eletron momentum
1
To ahieve this, the athode "work funtion" energy must be overome by heat (thermo-ioni
emission), high eletri elds (eld emission), eletrons (seondary emission), or light (photo-eletri
emission). Eletrons may be freed by thermal motion provided kBT be of the order of the metal
work-funtion. If nikel is oated with barium oxide, a temperature of 1000 K may sue. Field
emission ours with kilo-volt potentials if the athode has the shape of a needle. Eletrons may be
freed by light provided ~ω exeeds the metal work-funtion, where ~ denotes the Plank onstant
and ω the light frequeny. Visible light for example is adequate when the athode is oated with
esium. The non-zero initial eletron veloities are presently negleted, that is, the initial eletron
momentum p(0) = 0. Eletrons in a metal are bound to it beause they are attrated by their
image harge. They may esape, though, beause of a tunneling eet whose understanding requires
Quantum Mehanis. But one the eletron is suiently far away from the athode, the Classial
Equations of Eletron Motion are appropriate.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: In a), on top the photo-urrent is represented as a funtion of time, the
output iruit apaitane (lower part) being taken into aount. In b) the photo-
urrent spetrum (on top) for the ase where the output iruit (lower part) is a
resonating iruit tuned at some Fourier frequeny Ωo.
inreases linearly with time t aording to the law p(t) = eUt/d, where −e denotes
the eletron harge, until it reahes the anode at time τ = d
√
2m/eU , where m
denotes the eletron mass. The eletron kineti energy is then onverted into heat.
In the following τ is set equal to zero. Fig. 2.1 illustrates in a), the photo-urrent,
represented as a funtion of time. Beause the output iruit apaitane is taken
into aount eah eletron arrival orresponds to an exponentially-deaying pulse of
the form exp(−t/rc). In b), photo-urrent spetrum for the ase where the output
iruit is a resonating iruit tuned at some Fourier frequeny Ωo = 1/
√
ℓc.
In the ase of photo-multipliers, the eletron kineti energy, instead of being
dissipated into heat, is employed, at least in part, to free two or more eletrons from
the anode (seondary-emission eet). The latter are aelerated by a third plate,
and so on, so that eah eletron freed from the athode by light gets onverted into
an eletron bunh ontaining n eletrons, for example, n = 106. The situation is the
same as if the absolute value e of the eletron harge had been multiplied by n. The
purpose of photo-multipliers is not to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, whih may
only degrade. It is to raise the signal to suh high levels that the thermal noise of
subsequent eletroni ampliers is rendered negligible.
In temperature-limited thermo-ioni diodes the eletroni density is so low that
the Coulomb interation between eletrons may be negleted. The eletrons are emit-
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ted independently of one-another and their emission times are Poisson distributed
(see the mathematial setion). In that ase the diode urrent utuation ∆j(t)
obeys the so-alled shot-noise formula, with a (double-sided) spetral density equal
to e 〈j(t)〉. But when the eletron ow is spae-harge limited the urrent is sub-
Poisson, i.e., the spetral density is muh smaller than the one just given. This eet
was disovered in 1940 by Thompson, North and Harris.
The detetors onsidered above have been idealized for the sake of simpliity
negleting, e.g., dark urrents and thermal noise. As said before, the urrent owing
out of photo-detetors may be viewed as a sum over the relative integer k of delta-
funtions of the form eδ(t − tk), where the tk are the ourrene times. If this
urrent is transmitted through a low-pass lter suh as the one shown in Fig. 2.1,
individual pulses may overlap, however, and not be distinguishable any more from
one another. The urrent utuation then resembles gaussian white noise (normal
proess) irrespetively of the event-times statistis. This proess is (statistially
speaking) time reversible, a property preserved by linear systems.
When radiation is absorbed by a small body the latter temperature inreases,
resulting in some hange of the body properties (bolometer). Aording to reent
reports the sensitivity of some bolometers may be on the order of a light-quantum
energy.
2.10 Quantum detetors
When light impinges on old atoms, the atoms may move from their ground state
to some exited state and, from then, get ionized with the help of an independent
soure of energy. In that way photo-eletrons are generated, whih our at spei
(but random) times. This mehanism ould also take plae at low frequenies, but
then extremely old atoms would be needed. Otherwise the atoms ould get exited
thermally, instead of being exited by the impinging radiation. If the radiation
power is large, the beam may be spread out to a mosai of detetors, so that the
photo-eletrons are well separated in time from one another in eah detetor. The
orresponding event proesses should then be superposed (without any time shift of
ourse. Otherwise we would always end up with a Poisson proess).
Quantum photo-detetors (sometimes referred to as "narrow-band" photo-detetors),
involve two eletron energy levels, oupled to ontinua, and operate through the pro-
ess of stimulated absorption. Ideally, the devie is reversible in the sense that the
eletrial energy may be onverted bak into light energy through the proess of stim-
ulated emission. In ontradistintion, onventional photo-diodes neessarily dissipate
energy in the form of heat. Of partiular interest is the visible-light-photon-ounter
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whih has a high quantum eieny.
2.11 Classial soures
The rst high-frequeny osillator was probably a triode, with a feed-bak meha-
nism from the anode to the grid ontrolling the urrent ow. The reex klystron,
disovered by the Varian brothers in 1937, may deliver eletromagneti radiation up
to a frequeny of about 10 GHz. It employs spae-harge-limited athodi emission.
As realled above, Thompson and others disovered in 1940 that the urrent emitted
by spae-harge-limited athodes is strongly sub-Poisson. The emitted radiation is
therefore expeted to be sub-Poisson. This however has apparently not been ob-
served. Reex klystrons were mostly employed as low-noise loal osillators in radar
heterodyne reeivers until they were superseded by solid-state devies.
Reex klystrons involve two anodes made up of grids presumed to be transparent
to eletrons and separated by a distane d. Two athodes are loated just outside
the anodes. The lower one emits eletrons, while the upper one plays the role of a
reetor
2
so that the eletron motion as a funtion of time is a zig-zag path. The two
anodes are part of a resonator. When the devie osillates an alternating potential
v(t) appears between the two anodes. If the eletron emission time is appropriate, the
eletron looses its energy giving it up to the osillating potential through an indued
urrent. But sine the eletron emission times are uniformly distributed along the
time axis, the net interation with the eld vanishes. Aordingly, initially, the
eletrons do not deliver any energy to the osillating potential. It is as a result of the
eld ation on the eletron trajetories that non-zero energy exhanges between the
eld and the eletrons may our. This eet is alled "bunhing". One an eletron
has lost most of its energy it gets aptured by the anodes, and instantaneously jumps
from the anode to the athode through the stati potential
3
. The stati-potential
energy then gets redued by eU . In some sense, the eletron plays an intermediate
role. Indeed, the net eet of a omplete eletroni yle is that, for eah eletroni
event, the stati potential soure delivers an energy eU to the osillating potential
2
Usually the reetor is raised at a potential slightly lower than that of the emitting athode to
prevent eletrons from being aptured. It also helps nely tune the klystron osillation frequeny.
3
In ondutors the number of eletrons is lose to the number of atoms, a huge number (preisely,
in opper there are two eletrons per atom). It follows that eletrons are moving at very low speeds,
on the order of 1µm/s, even for large urrents. Aordingly, the above statement that jumps are
instantaneous may seem surprising. As a matter of fat, eletrons appearing on one plate are not
the same as the eletrons hitting the other plate. In ondutors the eletrial harge should be best
viewed as a ontinuous inompressible uid undergoing olletive motion.
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soure v(t).
A phenomenon akin to stimulated absorption may be understood similarly. This
time, we suppose that the eletron is emitted by one of the anodes. Without an
alternating eld this eletron would remain permanently in the neighborhood of the
anodes. However, a resonane with the alternating potential may fore the eletron
to osillate along the x axis with inreasing amplitude until its energy reahes the
value eU , in whih ase it gets aptured by one of the athode. The net eet of this
eletroni proess is that the alternating soure gives energy to the stati soure, the
opposite of what was disussed in the previous paragraph.
2.12 Quantum soures
The rst man-made quantum osillators involving disrete matter levels were masers,
operating at mirowave frequenies. Subsequently maser ation was disovered to o-
ur naturally near some stars. The rst laser, generating visible light, was disovered
by Maiman in 1959. The fat that spae-harge-limited athodes generate light with
sub-Poisson statistis was rst demonstrated by Teih and Saleh in 1983.
The best-known light soure is thermal radiation. A hot body like the sun radi-
ates energy. The energy inside a losed avity at absolute temperature T ontains an
energy given by the law disovered in 1900 by Plank. An important feature of this
law is that it involves a previously unknown universal onstant ~ with the dimension
of ation or angular momentum (energy×time). From the Quantum Mehanial view
point, heat exites eletrons to atomi levels higher in energy than the ground state
energy. These eletrons then may deay spontaneously to the ground state by emit-
ting light. A similar mehanism is at work in the so-alled "light-emitting diodes"
but the spetrum then, whose enter is essentially dened by the semiondutor
band-gap, is narrow.
A onventional neon tube generates light beause the eletri disharge exites
neon atoms that subsequently deay to the ground state, thereby emitting ultraviolet
light (subsequently onverted into visible light) by the proess of spontaneous emis-
sion, similar to what happens in thermal soures, but with a narrower spetrum. The
so-alled Helium-Neon laser
4
, radiating light at a free-spae wavelength of 0.63 µm,
diers from onventional neon tubes in that two mirrors loated at both ends, and
faing eah others, fore the emitted light to move bak and forth in the tube. Light
gets amplied by the proess of stimulated emission, and damped by the proess of
stimulated absorption. The former exeeds the latter when there are more atoms
4
Helium plays the role of a "buer gas", allowing the lower neon level to get depopulated.
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in the higher state than in the lower state (population inversion). To ahieve this
ondition the lower-level population must be redued through spontaneous deay to
even-lower levels (3-levels lasers). Eventually a steady state of osillation is reahed.
The emitted light spreads out in free spae as little as is allowed by the laws of
diration, and the laser light is nearly monohromati (single frequeny). The laser
linewidth, though small, is of major importane in some appliations. Laser diodes
(also alled injetion lasers) employ a semi-ondutor with a doping that delivers
eletrons (n-type) and a doping that absorbs eletrons (p-type).
To summarize, lasers essentially onsist of single-mode resonators ontaining
three-level atoms or other forms of matter with a supply of energy alled the pump
and a sink of energy, perhaps an optial detetor. Or else the generated light is dis-
sipated and onverted into heat. As said before, detetors onvert the light energy
into a sequene of eletrial pulses orresponding to photo-detetion events. When
the pump is non-utuating the emitted light does not utuate muh. Preisely,
this means that the variane of the number of photo-detetion events observed over
a suiently long period of time is muh smaller than the average number of events.
Light having that property is said to be sub-Poisson.
2.13 Quantum Eletrodynamis
Historially, the onept that light should be quantized appeared around 1905 on
the basis of thoughts expressed by Einstein, but was formalized later on by Dira.
Measurements on blak-body spetra were performed around 1900 with the help
of gratings of appropriate periods, and desribed by a formula that involves the
universal onstant ~. On the other hand, the wave properties of eletrons were
disovered only deades later beause the onept that eletrons might possess wave-
like behavior ought to wait for the observation that atoms emit light at well-dened
frequenies, and beause of the tehnial diulty of sending eletrons emitted from
a small-area soure on rystals (playing the role of gratings) in a very good vauum.
The interpretation of the observed diration patterns involves the onstant ~. It
is perhaps not preposterous to suggest that these two key disoveries ould have
ourred in the reversed order. Had this be the ase, the Plank onstant would
have been onsidered as being fundamentally related to atomi behavior, and the
subsequent appearane of the same onstant in blak-body radiation would have been
viewed as a onsequene of the atomi theory. More preisely, the lassial theory tells
us that the average energy 〈E〉 ≡ E of a resonator equals the absolute temperature
T . The resonator ation f ≡ E/ω therefore obeys the equation df/dx + f 2 = 0,
where x ≡ ω/T . Apparently, it did not our to the physiists at the time that
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the divergene was removed merely by adding a onstant on the right-hand-side of
that equation, that is solving df/dx+ f 2 = (C/2)2. Setting C = ~, the Plank law
of blak-body radiation is obtained. In that (admittedly heuristi) approah, the
disontinuity onept and the entropy does not enter.
The majority view point is that light possesses independent degrees of freedom
orresponding to some number of "photons". However, a reent author [7℄ says the
following: "The apparent degrees-of-freedom of the photon eld reet the kinemat-
ial degrees-of-freedom of the two-partile state spae of massive fermions, rather
than independent degrees-of-freedom of the photon eld. The exellent agreement of
[his℄ model with the experimental value of the ne-struture onstant α ≈ 1/137.036
an be onsidered as an experimental proof that, in priniple, all two-partile states,
ontributing to the eletromagneti interation, have been orretly aounted for.
At the same time this result shows evidene that the photon eld does not possess
degrees-of-freedom of its own. It rather relays the kinematial degrees-of-freedom of
the harged partiles". It is fair to say that this view-point is not shared by most
physiists.
2.14 Non-relativisti approximation.
Some anient philosophers thought that the speed of light is innite. If it were
the ase it would be immaterial to say that light propagates from the sun to the
eye (say) or the onverse. The non-relativisti approximation is appliable to an
hypothetial world in whih the speed of light in free spae would be arbitrarily
large, the other onstants (~, ǫo, e,m, dened in Setion 2.18) remaining as they are.
Out of the latter onstants we may dene the eletron spin along some quantization
axis ±~/2, the Bohr radius ao = 4πǫo~2/me2 ≈ 0.53 10−10 meters, a speed unit vo =
e2/4πǫo~ = ~/aom ≈ 2.19 106 meters/seond, a nominal metal plasma frequeny
ωp ≡ vo/ao ≈ 4.13 1016rad/s, and the eletron magneti moment, equal to the Bohr
magneton e~/2m. A large part of Physis may be obtained on the basis of suh a
non-relativisti approximation. However, in order to dene an indutane from its
geometrial dimensions we need the free-spae permeability µo ≡ 1ǫoc2 . We therefore
keep suh terms in the Ciruit Theory.
2.15 Finite speed of light.
Römer disovered in 1676 through a kind of Doppler eet, using the motion of a
Jupiter satellite as a lok, that light propagates at a nite speed c ≈ 300 000 km/s.
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The law of ausality, as it is presently understood, then implies that light propagates
from the sun to the eye, for example. The Maxwell theory of eletromagneti waves
suggests that radiated heat, as well as light, onsists of eletromagneti waves of some
sort. In 1862 Maxwell wrote "[eletromagneti waves travel℄ at a speed so nearly that
of light that it seems we have strong reason to onlude that light itself (inluding
radiant heat and other radiations) is an eletromagneti disturbane in the form
of waves propagated through the eletromagneti eld aording to eletromagneti
laws.
Note that if vo is written as αc, where α ≈ 1/137.036 denotes the ne-struture
onstant, the non-relativisti approximation amounts to setting α as equal to zero.
Beause of the nite speed of light, a number of small orretions to the non-
relativisti theory, on the order of α, were observed. In partiular, the spin-orbit
splitting of eletron states in atoms, the eletron anomalous magneti moment, the
Casimir eet. γ-rays originating from ollapsing super-massive stars loated at dis-
tanes from earth ranging from 7 to 13 billions light years have been observed with
an energy ~ω ≈ 1 miro-joule. It is not lear whether suh γ-ray bursts may be
viewed on earth as point partiles.
2.16 Quantum Optis.
Following proposals by Einstein in 1905 and Dira later on, the onept that the
optial eld should be quantized, that is treated as an operator rather than a lassial
funtion of time, is almost universally aepted. A omprehensive referene is [8℄.
There are however a number of eets, initially asribed to light quantization, that
may reeive a lassial explanation. Suh explanations are simpler mathematially
than the Quantum Optis methods, and provide an intuitive feeling for what is going
on.
Quantum Optis provide us in partiular with the probability of an atom, initially
in the lower state and interating for some time with a resonator, be found after that
time in the upper state. This probability depends on the initial state of the resonator,
formally akin to the state of harmoni mehanial osillators. This is a (oherent or
inoherent) superposition of eigen-funtions labeled by m. For example, the thermal
state, prepared by letting the resonator interat with a bath at some temperature
T , onsists of an inoherent superposition of m states obeying the Boltzmann law of
distribution. The number state < m > (labeled: "non-lassial state") means that
the avity ontains exatly m "photons". These states ould be dened by their
preparation proedures. Quantum Optis tells us for example that if an atom in the
lower state enters into a resonator in the vauum state (< m >=0), it neessarily
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exits in the lower state. This onlusion may be diult to explain semi-lassially.
Indeed, the resonator ontains some eld, even at T = 0. If we employ the lassial
Rabi equations of interation between a quantized eletron and a lassial eld, we
end up with the onlusion that there is a non-zero probability that the atom exits
in the upper state, thereby ontraditing the law of onservation of energy. However,
in the semi-lassial theory, one must take into aount the bak ation of the atom
on the amplitude and phase of the resonator eld.
Let us reall some of the arguments given in favor of the photon onept, whih
evolved into the modern seond-quantization proedures. Light-quanta (later on
alled "photons") were introdued by Einstein on the basis of the following argument.
Consider a olletion of two-level atoms in a state of thermal equilibrium with the
blak-body radiation eld. When an atom in the upper state deays to the lower
state by emitting light spontaneously it reoils if the light emission is direted but
would not if light were radiated (almost) isotropially. Einstein alulations indiate
that a direted emission is required if the Maxwellian atomi veloity distribution is
to be reovered. The Einstein piture ts well with the view that light is emitted
only if it is direted toward some absorber. This is sometimes phrased as follows:
every photon is virtual, being sooner or later absorbed.
Another argument in favor of the onept that light onsists of lumps of energy ~ω
is the observation that when a light beam of onstant small intensity is inident on an
ideal photo-detetor (i.e., free of dark urrent and thermal noise) photo-urrent events
sometimes our long before the required optial energy ~ω has been olleted, in
apparent violation of the law of onservation of energy. However, one should require
that only the law of average energy onservation be enfored. For a single system,
there exists no independent way of measuring the "light intensity" as a funtion
of time. The only information one may obtain onerning the intensity of a light
beam is through the output of photo-detetors, and this brings us bak simply to
the observation made. A number of authors have shown that many eets that were
at a time supposed to prove the reality of the photon onept may be interpreted in
a semi-lassial manner.
Other Quantum Optis treatments onsider atoms in either their upper (pumping
atoms) or lower (deteting atoms) states introdued at spei times into the optial
avity and spending there a xed time τ . Whether the atoms leaving the avity are
in their lower or upper state may be measured, and the orresponding probabilities
may be evaluated. However, the ying-atoms ongurations just desribed is quite
dierent from those disussed in this book, whih are stationary. The purpose of this
book is not to hallenge the validity of Quantum Optis methods, but to see how far
one an go with a semi-lassial approah, as far as stationary lasers are onerned.
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2.17 Physial paradigms.
A physial "paradigm" rests on a number of universal onstants, on partiles param-
eters, and on reipes to relate the theory to observations. For example Newtonian
Celestial Mehanis employs a single universal onstant, namely G, point partiles
have as sole parameter their mass (referred to that of a partiular piee of platinum,
alled the kilogram). Given the position and speed of the partiles at a given time,
the theory provides their positions and speeds at all times.
The present theory employs as universal onstants ~,
1
4πǫo
, the Boltzmann on-
stant kB being set as unity by an appropriate hoie of temperature unit. G is used
only in simulations given for the sake of illustration. µo = 1/ǫoc
2
is used only in
the iruit theory. Partiles (eletrons) are haraterized by their mass, eletrial
harge, and, in some irumstanes, their spin and magneti moment. Given the
elements onstitutive of a partiular devie, set up one for all, we determine the
photo-eletrons statistis whih may, in priniple, be measured with unlimited au-
ray.
2.18 Units and notations
Our notations and onventions may dier from those employed by engineers, physi-
ists, or experimentalists, whih are not fully onsistent. We attempted to follow
the majority rule unless this leads to onfusion. To simplify formulas we sometimes
set as unity quantities suh as the harateristi ondutane of transmission lines.
Otherwise, SI units (see below) are employed throughout. The term "light quantum"
means to us that the eld energy divided by ~ω may be written as the sum of an
integer m and a non-integer part omprised between 0 an 1. The integer part is said
to onsist of m "light quanta", the latter having no physial onnotation. We all
"osillator" a mehanial osillating system, and "resonator" an optial avity.
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2.19 Numerial values.
Useful numerial values in the realm of Non-Relativisti Physis are
G (Newton gravitational onstant) ≈ 6.67 10−11 SI
g (earth gravitational aeleration at see level) ≈ 9.81 meters per seond squared
e (absolute eletron harge) ≈ 1.60 10−19 oulombs
m (eletron mass) ≈ 9.10 10−31 kilograms
~ (Plank onstant divided by 2π) ≈ 1.05 10−34 joules× seond
kB (Boltzmann onstant) ≈ 1.38 10−23 joules/kelvin
1
4πǫ◦
= 10−7
(
2.99792458 108
)2
farads/meter (2.1)
The latter value is exat, i.e., not subjeted to revision as a onsequene of later
measurements, and involves a nite number of digits. The onstants e, m, ~, 4πǫ◦,
kB are the main ones that enter into the present theory. In the iruit theory we set
the free-spae permeability µ◦ = 4π10
−7
. We sometimes employ as energy unit the
eletron-volt ≈ 1.60 10−19 joules.
2.20 Notation.
We list here only some of the notation employed in this paper. Dierent funtions
are distinguished by expliitly writing out their arguments. For example the Fourier
transform of a funtion ψ(x) is denoted by ψ(k), i.e., with the same symbol, even
though these are dierent funtions. When the arguments are similar the same
funtion, however, is intended. For example w(t) and w(τ) represent the same fun-
tion. One should not onfuse a onstant U (no argument) with a funtion U(x), for
example. As usual, cos2(x) means
(
cos(x)
)2
, and likewise for other trigonometri
funtions. ψ⋆(x) is equivalent to (ψ(x))⋆.
For a two-state eletron the lower and upper levels ("working levels") are denoted
1 and 2, or "a" (absorbing) and "e" ("emitting") levels, respetively. Usually, spon-
taneous deay from level 2 to level 1 is negleted. The deay time, if not innite, is
denoted by τs. For 4-level eletrons, levels of inreasing energy are denoted 0,1,2,3.
Pumping ours from 0 to 3. The deay time of a resonator with loss is denoted by
τp.
The probability that a be larger than b is denoted by p(a > b). We employ
double-side spetral densities, so that the usual shot-noise formula 2e |J | is written
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as e |J |, i.e., without a fator of 2 (−e denotes the eletron harge and J the average
urrent). We may perform two kinds of averaging. Quantum Mehanial averaging
relate to an ensemble of similarly prepared systems (that is, marosopi dierenes
are supposed to be too small to aet the averages. Quantum and Statistial averages
may be funtions of time, and they may possibly be averaged further over time.
We reall here a notation ommonly employed in Eletrial Engineering. Usually,
an amplier is loaded with a nominal ondutane suh as 20 milli-siemens (resistane
of 50 Ω) and the input impedane is equal to that of the load. If the input power
of an amplier is Pin and the output power is Pout, the amplier gain in deibel
(abbreviation "dB") is dened as 10 log10(Pout/Pin). If the amplier is linear the
gain does not depend on the input power. In terms of the potentials Vin, Vout at the
input and output ports, the gain reads 20 log10(|Vout/Vin|) dB, beause powers are
proportional to the modulus-squares of the potentials in the situation onsidered.
Likewise, an attenuation is dened as 10 log10(Pin/Pout) = −10 log10(Pout/Pin). A
gain of 3dB means that the input power is multiplied by a fator lose to 2. Note
that dBm means deibels above a power of 1 mW. For example, 30dBm represents
approximately a power of 1 watt.
In shematis, urrent soures are represented by irles with an arrow in them,
while potential soures are represented by a irle with + and - signs, to dene what
is meant by positive urrent or positive potential, as shown later in Fig. 4.1. By
potential (or urrent) soures we mean potentials (or urrents) that do not depend
on the urrent (potential) delivered. These are sometimes referred to as: "presribed
lassial soures".
We will be mainly onerned of rates (number of events per unit time) of the form
Q + ∆Q(t), where Q denotes the average rate and ∆Q(t) a small utuation. We
all S∆Q the double-sided spetral density of ∆Q(t). This is in general a funtion
of the (angular) Fourier frequeny Ω. The relative noise N is dened by
QN (Ω) ≡ S∆Q(Ω)
Q
− 1 (2.2)
The relative noise N is expressed in seonds. It is unaeted by old linear reexion-
less attenuations. N = 0 for Poisson proesses, and is negative for sub-Poisson
proesses. When the laser output is split into two beams direted to two detetors
with detetion rates D1(t) and D2(t) respetively, the laser output rate is dened as
Q(t) ≡ D1(t) +D1(t).
Main parameters The injeted eletron rate J is supposed to be a known on-
stant. Beause losses (other than those due to photo-detetors) and spontaneous
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emission are negleted, the total average output photo-eletron rate Q is equal to
J . The expression of the relative noise N as a funtion of the Fourier frequeny Ω
depends on a number of parameters. We assume that the detetor is represented by
a positive ondutane G(ω). The ative ondutane is in general an admittane
Y (T, ω, n, R) ≡ G(T, ω, n, R)+ iB(T, ω, n, R), where T denotes the absolute temper-
ature, ω the optial frequeny, n the number of eletrons in the ondution band for
a semi-ondutor, and R the output light-quanta rate. The ondutane (real part
of Y ) is often denoted by −Ge, Ge > 0. Below, we omit partial derivation signs when
they are unneessary.
• β ≡ 1/T is the absolute temperature reiproal. Usually, T = 300K. We set
kB=1.
• τp denotes the resonator eld lifetime, that is the average time that a light
pulse would spent in the resonator assuming that the gain medium has been
suppressed. More preisely, for an L−C resonating iruit and a ondutane
G, we have τp = C/G. In laser diode τp is on the order of one ns.
• If G(n) denotes the gain of a semiondutor as a funtion of the number n
of eletrons in the ondution band, we dene the dierential gain as g ≡
(n/G)(dG/dn). Usually for semiondutors g ≈ 2.
• If Y (n) ≡ G(n) + iB(n) denotes the admittane of a piee of semiondutor,
we dene α ≡ (dB/dn)/(dG/dn). α vanishes for a symmetrial G(ω) urve at
peak gain, and may in general be on the order of 2.
• We dene the dispersion fator h ≡ (dG/dω)/(dB/dω) and K ≡ 1 + h2. K is
often alled the linewidth enhanement fator.
• IfG(n,R) depends expliitly of the emitted rate, we dene the gain ompression
fator κ ≡ −(R/G)(dG/dR). The eet is often being referred to as the "non-
linear gain" eet.
Chapter 3
Mathematis
Ideally, the present setion should derive all the mathematial results subsequently
employed from axioms. This goal is not aomplished for lak of spae, time (and
ability). Often, physial intuition or numerial alulations help. For example, the
elebrated Wiener-Khinthin theorem that relates spetrum and orrelation was rst
obtained by Einstein in an intuitive manner. We reall in the present hapter ele-
mentary mathematial formulas and less known results. It may be helpful to indiate
whih use will be made of the results given in the following setions. The desriptions
below are only indiative.
1. Bi-omplex numbers are onvenient to treat sinusoidal modulations of optial
frequenies.
2. The solution of third-order equations (that few people bother remembering) is
given.
3. Little-known integrals are needed to obtain the linewidth of inhomogeneously
broadened lasers.
4. Matries are mostly employed to treat the response of linear iruits, either
in the eletrial potential-eletrial urrent form, or in the sattering-matrix
form. They are also needed to treat the so-alled "density matries" that
haraterize quantized eletrons. The latter matries are Hermitian and of
trae ≤ 1. Alternatively, one may employ generalized Rabi equations, whih
are rst-order dierential equations.
5. Fourier transform enables us to express utuations as funtions of the Fourier
frequeny Ω.
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6. The Laplae transform relates orrelations and waiting times. The onept is
that, given that an event ourred at t=0, the probability that an event ours
at time t is the sum of the probabilities that this happens through one jump,
two jumps, ...and so on.
7. Partitions. 1+3 is a partition of the number 4. We are interested in the number
p(n) of partitions of some integer n. This quantity is most useful to treat the
Statistial Mehanis of eletrons in the miro-anonial ensemble in the ase
of evenly-spaed levels. n (denoted r) then represents the energy added to the
system, and p (denoted W ) is the number of distint ongurations.
8. Random variables. The outome of trowing a die is a random variable of prob-
ability 1/6. Moments and umulants are dened. For independent randdom
variables, the umulant of a sum is the sum of the umulants of the individual
random variables.
9. Stationary (ergodi) stohasti proesses are also referred to as "noise". To
eah outome of trowing a die we assoiate a funtion of time.
10. Stationary (ordered) point proesses. These are points (or events) on the time
axis. If they our independently, the proess is alled Poisson. If suessive
points are more evenly spaed than that, the proess is "sub-Poisson".
11. Dira pulses. The photo-detetion urrent is a sum of Dira distributions δ(t)
ourring at the points just dened, to within a onstant (the eletron harge).
We relate the photo-urrent spetrum S (Ω) to the normalized orrelation g(t).
12. Photo-ount variane. We relate the number of points ourring during some
time interval T to the quantities dened above.
13. We oer a pituresque "dark room model". If people enter into a room regu-
larly, their exit rate is regular as well at small Fourier frequenies, beause not
many people may stay in the room.
14. A result from signal theory is realled, namely the expression of the spetral
density of some phase-modulated osillation.
3.1 Complex numbers
A omplex number is denoted either as z = ℜ{z} + iℑ{z} or as z = a + ib, and
z⋆ = a − ib denotes the omplex onjugate of z. We denote |z| ≡ √zz⋆ = √a2 + b2
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the modulus of z.
A omplex notation is often employed for desribing quantities that vary sinu-
soidally in time thatonsiderably simplies alulations for real, ausal, linear and
time-invariant iruits. Aording to that notation, the funtion i(t) =
√
2 |I| cos(ωt+
φ), where the frequeny ω and the phase φ are real onstants, is written as i(t) =√
2ℜ{I exp(−iωt)}, where the omplex number I is dened as I = |I| exp(−iφ),
and ω ≡ 2πν denotes the arrier (angular) frequeny. Similar denitions apply to
potentials v(t) varying sinusoidally in time, that is v(t) =
√
2ℜ{V exp(−iωt)}. We
have hosen to introdue the fator
√
2 so that the average optial power, dened
as the time average of the urrent-potential produt v(t)i(t) be simply equal to the
real part of the produt V I⋆, i.e., without the fator 1/2 that would otherwise o-
ur. V and I are alled rms (root-mean-square) omplex potentials and urrents,
respetively, or more briey, optial potentials and urrents. The minus sign in
exp(−iωt) is employed in optis beause waves propagating forward in spae then
involve a term of the form exp(ikx), where k denotes the wave-number, that is, with
a plus sign. For slow variations the funtion j(t) =
√
2 |J | cos(Ωt + φ) is denoted as
j(t) =
√
2ℜ{J exp(jΩt)}, where the omplex number J is dened as J = |J | exp(jφ),
and Ω ≡ 2πf is alled the (angular) "Fourier" frequeny. Even though the squares
of i and j are both equal to -1 these two numbers should be distinguished: ij = ji
should not be set equal to -1.
When a soure at frequeny ω is modulated at frequeny Ω, the bi-omplex
representation desribed below proves useful. To avoid bothering with minus signs,
it is onvenient to set i1 ≡-i and i2 ≡j. Further, we set p1 ≡ i1ω and p2 ≡ i2Ω.
The algebra of bi-omplex numbers disovered by Segre in 1892, is assoiative and
ommutative. A bi-omplex number is written as
V = a+ bi1 + ci2 + d i1i2, (3.1)
where i21 = i
2
2 = −1, i1i2 = i2i1, and a, b, c, d are real numbers. Bi-omplex numbers
are not invertible when a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 = ±2(ad − bc). To prove that, it sues
to expand the produt of a bi-omplex number suh as a+ b i1 + c i2 + d i1i2 and a
bi-omplex number suh as α+β i1+ γ i2+ δ i1i2, identify terms of the same nature
and solve for α, β, γ, δ. A solution exists unless the determinant vanishes. It is useful
to notie rst that (a + b i1 + c i2 + d i1i2)(a − b i1 − c i2 + d i1i2) = A + B i1i2,
where A = a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 and B = 2
(
ad− bc) are real numbers. Next, note that(
A+B i1i2
)(
A−B i1i2
)
= A2 − B2 = 0 if A = ±B.
Let the real signal v(t) be written as V exp ((p1 + p2)t) +, where "" means
that one must add 3 terms to the one written out, one with p1 hanged to −p1, the
seond with p2 hanged to −p2, and the third with both p1 and p2 hanged to −p1
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and −p2. If Y (p) denotes the usual omplex iruit admittane (i.e., the ratio of two
real polynomials in p), the real eletrial urrent owing through the iruit is
i(t) = Y (p1 + p2)V(p1, p2)exp[(p1 + p2)t] + . (3.2)
Indeed, a sinusoidally modulated sinusoidal signal is the sum of four frequenies.
The response of a iruit to eah of these frequenies being known, and the system
being linear, the response is obtained by adding the responses to eah of these four
frequenies.
3.2 Seond and third-degree equation
We give below the solution of seond and third-degree equation in the form appro-
priate to our intended appliation.
Consider the polynomial ap2 + bp+ c = 0. The solutions are
p± =
−b±√b2 − 4ac
2a
. (3.3)
For the third-degree polynomial p3 + a2p
2 + a1p+ a0 = 0 we evaluate sequentially
q =
a1
3
− a
2
2
9
r =
a1a2
6
− a0
2
− a
3
2
27
s =
√
q3 + r2
s1 = (s+ r)
1/3 exp(iπ/3) s2 = (s− r)1/3 exp(i2π/3) s± r > 0. (3.4)
The three roots are
p1 = s1 + s2 − a2
3
p2 = s1 exp(i2π/3)− s2 exp(iπ/3)− a2
3
p3 = −s1 exp(iπ/3) + s2 exp(i2π/3)− a2
3
. (3.5)
3.3 Useful integrals
A number of integrals from x = −∞ to x =∞ will be needed Part II. They may be
obtained by ontour integration. The method is as follows.
Reall that omplex numbers are denoted by z ≡ z′ + iz′′, where i2 = −1. The
omplex onjugate of z is denoted z⋆ ≡ z′ − iz′′. Let f(z) be a funtion of z whose
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only singularities are simple poles at z1, z2 . . .. One alls residue at zk the oeient
of (z − zk)−1 in the (Laurent) series expansion of f(z) near zk. The integral of f(z)
along a losed ounterlokwise ontour is equal to 2πi times the sum of the enlosed
pole residues.
For example, losing the real axis by an upper half-irle of innite radius we
obtain ∫ ∞
−∞
dx
1 + x2
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
(x− i)(x+ i) = 2πi
1
i+ i
= π. (3.6)
Here we have a single enlosed pole at x = i. The oeient of 1/(x − i) in the
integrand is 1/(2i) when x = i. We obtain similarly
1
π
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
(1− ax2)2 + x2 =
1
π
∫ ∞
−∞
dx ax2
(1− ax2)2 + x2 = 1, (3.7)
where a denotes a non-zero onstant.
Further, for appliation to inhomogeneously broaden lasers, let us dene a weight
funtion
w(x) ≡ (g − 1)/π
(g − 1)2 + x2 (3.8)
that redues to the Dira δ-distribution when g tends to 1, and
Imn ≡ 8(g2 + y2)m
∫ ∞
−∞
dx w(x− y)xn
(1 + x2)m
. (3.9)
We obtain
I10 = 8g (3.10)
I12 = 8y
2 + 8g(g − 1) (3.11)
I20 = 4y
2(g − 1) + 4g2(g + 1) (3.12)
I21 = 8gy (3.13)
I30 = 3(g − 1)y4 + 6g(g2 − 1)y2 + g3(3g2 + 3g + 2) (3.14)
I31 = 2y[y
2(g − 1) + g2(g + 3)] (3.15)
I32 = (g − 1)y4 + 2g(g2 + 3)y2 + g3(g − 1)(g + 2) (3.16)
I33 = 2y[(3g + 1)y
2 + 3g2(g − 1)] (3.17)
I34 = (3g + 5)y
4 + 6g(g2 − 1)y2 + g3(3g − 2)(g − 1). (3.18)
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We also need for semiondutors
1
π
∫ ∞
0
dx
√
x
(x+ 1)(x− a) =
1
1 +
√−a (3.19)
if a is negative, and 1/(1 + a) if a is positive. In the latter ase, the integral is
understood in prinipal value.
3.4 Vetors and matries
A vetor (bold-fae letter) is a olletion of omplex numbers. For example, in
dimension 2
a =
(
a1
a2
)
. (3.20)
Transposition, indiated by a "t" in uppersript, interhanges lines and olumns,
at =
(
a1 a2
)
. (3.21)
The salar produt of two vetors a and b is dened as
a.b = a1 b1 + a2 b2 (3.22)
The modulus square of the length of a omplex vetor is
|a|2 ≡ a.a⋆ = a1 a⋆1 + a2 a⋆2 ≥ 0. (3.23)
A matrix is denoted for example
M =
(
M11 M12
M21 M22.
)
. (3.24)
The trae of a square matrix is the sum of the diagonal elements
trM = M11 +M22, (3.25)
and the determinant
detM = M11M22 −M12M21. (3.26)
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The sum of two matries is obtained by summing their elements. The produt L of
two matries M and N is given by
Lij = Mi1N1j +Mi2N2j . (3.27)
We have(ML)t = LtM t. When detM = 0 the matrix is singular, and annot be
inverted. Otherwise, M−1 denotes the matrix suh that M−1M = 1 ≡
(
1 0
0 1
)
.
A matrix is said to be symmetrial when M t = M , Hermitian when M t⋆ = M ,
unitary when MM t⋆ = 1. We have trAB = trBA. The trae of the produt of
two Hermitian matries is real.
Cauhy-Shwartz inequality. Consider two unit vetors a, b, that is, suh that
|a| = |b| = 1, The Cauhy-Shwartz inequality reads
|a.b⋆|2 ≡ (a.b⋆)(b.a⋆) ≤ 1. (3.28)
This relation is obtained by replaing a in (3.23) by a− (a.b⋆)b.
Density matries. Let ρ denote an Hermitian matrix of trae 1.
The pure-state density matrix is onstruted from the vetor a with |a|2 = 1 as
ρ =
(
a1
a2
)
(a⋆1 a
⋆
2) =
(
a1a
⋆
1 a1a
⋆
2
a2a
⋆
1 a2a
⋆
2
)
. (3.29)
We readily nd that ρ2 = ρ, and thus trρ2 = trρ = 1. Note that ρ is unaeted by
a hange of the phase of a. As examples, we may have
ρ =
(
1 0
0 0
)
, ρ =
1
2
(
1 i
−i 1
)
. (3.30)
Let ρa,ρb be two suh matries. By expliit alulation we nd that trρaρb =
(a.b⋆)(b.a⋆). Thus, from (3.28) we have trρaρb ≤ 1.
The mixed-state density matrix is dened as
ρ ≡
∑
k
pkρk pk ≥ 0
∑
k
pk = 1, (3.31)
where the pk may be alled weights. Sine trρkρl ≤ 1 we obtain
trρ2 = tr {
∑
k
pk
∑
l
plρkρl} ≤
∑
k
pk = 1. (3.32)
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If trρ2 = 1 we have (a.b⋆)(b.a⋆) = 1. The density matrix ρ is then of the pure-state
form in (3.29).
Let us onsider a pure-state density matrix ρk, and suppose that the QM (Quan-
tum Mehanial) average of some quantity, suh as the power Pk, may be obtained
from the formula
〈Pk〉 = trρkP (3.33)
where P denotes some known Hermitian 2× 2 matrix. Next, suppose that the pure-
state density matrix ρk ours with probability pk, k = 1, 2.... The statistial and
QM-average of the power, denoted by a double braket is, using the properties of the
trae
〈〈P 〉〉statistical =
∑
k
pk trρkP = trρP ρ ≡
∑
k
pkρk. (3.34)
From now on, the double braket is replaed by a simple braket.
Setting x ≡ 2ρ′12, y ≡ 2ρ′′12, z ≡ ρ22 − ρ11 (unrelated to oordinates in spae), the
density matrix may be written as
ρ =
1
2
(
1− z x+ iy
x− iy 1 + z
)
. (3.35)
It follows that
trρ2 =
1
2
(1 + x2 + y2 + z2), (3.36)
and trρ2 ≤ 1⇐⇒ x2 + y2 + z2 ≤ 1.
3.5 Fourier transforms
The Fourier transform ψ(k) of the funtion ψ(x) and the reiproal relation are
ψ(k) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx exp(−ikx)ψ(x) (3.37)
ψ(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dk
2π
exp(ikx)ψ(k), (3.38)
where i2 = −1, and k is alled the wave-number. Note that the position of the
2π fator varies from one author and another, without of ourse aeting the end
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results
1
. Obviously, the Fourier transform of
(
ik
)n
ψ(k) is equal to the nth derivative
of ψ(x) with respet to x. If ψ(x) is real, we have ψ⋆(k) = ψ(−k).
Note the following physial appliation. For partiles moving in time-indepen-
dent potentials V (x), stationary states ψ(x) are real funtions of x (to within an
arbitrary over-all phase fator that we set equal to 1). If furthermore V (x) is an
even funtion of x, ψ(x) is either an even or odd funtion of x. It follows from the
above onsiderations that the ψ(k)-funtions are, respetively, real even or imaginary
odd. In the present mathematial setion we set ~ = 1 and do not distinguish the
eletron momentum p from the wave-number k.
We will need the following expression of the Dira δ-distribution2
δ(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dk
2π
exp(ikx), (3.43)
implying that its Fourier transform is unity. Using this expression one may prove
that
∫ +∞
−∞
dk
2π
|ψ(k)|2 =
∫ +∞
−∞
dx |ψ(x)|2 . (3.44)
1
Relations similar to (3.37) and (3.38) hold with x hanged to t, k to ω and (to be onsistent
with our onventions for optial signals) i hanged to −i. Then the element of integration in (3.38)
is dν ≡ dω/2π, where ν denotes as usual the optial frequeny
ψ(ω) =
∫
∞
−∞
dt exp(iωt)ψ(t) (3.39)
ψ(t) =
∫
∞
−∞
dω
2π
exp(−iωt)ψ(ω). (3.40)
In the Fourier-frequeny domain, hanging ω → Ω, i→ −j, we write
ψ(Ω) =
∫
∞
−∞
dt exp(−jΩt)ψ(t) (3.41)
ψ(t) =
∫
∞
−∞
dΩ
2π
exp(jΩt)ψ(Ω), (3.42)
2
The δ(t)-distribution may be viewed alternatively as a funtion equal to 1/h for −h/2 < t < h/2
and 0 otherwise, so that the area under the funtion is unity, letting h go to zero at the end of the
alulations. Many other forms of the δ-funtion may be used, with less-singular derivatives than
for the one just given.
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3.6 Convolution and Laplae transforms
Let us onsider a real, ausal, linear and time-invariant system. These onditions
imply that for a potential soure v(t) the urrent i(t) (or more generally the response
to a soure of any kind) is given by
i(t) =
∫ +∞
−∞
du h(u)v(t− u) ≡ h ∗ v = h ∗ y, (3.45)
where the kernel h(u) is real, equal to 0 for u < 0, and middle stars denote onvolution
produts. Convolutions are assoiative, so that parentheses in onvolution produts
are unneessary, and ommutative. For example, for a ondutane G, we have
i(t) = Gv(t), and thus h(t) = Gδ(t), where δ(.) denotes the Dira distribution. If
v(t) = V (p) exp(pt) where p denotes a omplex number (not to be onfused with
partile momenta), i(t) = I(p) exp(pt), where I(p) = H(p)V (p) and
H(p) =
∫ +∞
0
dt exp(−pt)h(t), (3.46)
a Laplae transform, denes H(p) for omplex p. In most of this work we set p = −iω,
and H(−iω) is denoted Y (ω) and alled the admittane.
In partiular the Laplae transform of exp(λt) is 1/(p− λ). It follows that if the
reiproal of a polynomial in p may be written as a sum of terms of the form 1/(p−
pk) the inverse Laplae transform is easily obtained. More generally, the Heaviside
theorem says that if f(p) is a polynomial with distint roots (not to be onfused with
probabilities) pk, k = 1, 2...n (f(pk) = 0), the inverse Laplae transform of 1/f(p) is
L−1{ 1
f(p)
} =
n∑
k=1
exp(pkt)(
df(p)/dp
)
p=pk
. (3.47)
The Laplae transform of the onvolution of any number of funtions is the prod-
ut of their Laplae transforms. For example, the Laplae transform ofGk(t) ≡ w(t)∗
w(t)...∗w(t) (k-times) is the kth power w(p)k of w(p), where w(p) denotes the Laplae
transform of w(t). Thus, the Laplae transform of G(t) ≡ w(t) + w(t) ∗w(t) + .... is
the sum of an innite geometri series;
G(p) =
w(p)
1− w(p) . (3.48)
Let us dene an average waiting time
〈t〉 ≡
∫ ∞
0
dt t w(t) = −(dw(p)
dp
)
p=0
. (3.49)
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If (3.48) holds, G(t→∞) is nite and the other terms are deaying exponentials, so
that G(p→ 0) ≈ G(t =∞)/p, we obtain
1
〈t〉 = G(t =∞). (3.50)
3.7 Partitions
A partition of r is a non-inreasing sequene of positive integers summing up to r
(not to be onfused with sets of positive integers summing up to r, whih are alled
ompositions of r). The number of partitions of r is denoted p(r), with for example
p(6) = 11. Its generating series is∑
r≥0
p(r)xr =
∏
n≥1
(1− xn)−1. (3.51)
An expression valid in the large r-limit is
p(r) ≈ exp(π
√
2r/3)
4r
√
3
. (3.52)
Further, the number p(a, b, r) of partitions of r into at most a parts, none of
whih exeeds b has for generating series the gaussian polynomials
∑
r≥0
p(a, b, r)xr =
[
a+ b
a
]
≡
b∏
n=1
1− xa+n
1− xn . (3.53)
For later use note that
h(x) ≡ ln (∑
r≥0
p(N,B −N, r)xr) = B−N∑
n=1
ln(
1− xN+n
1− xn ) (3.54)
=
B−N∑
n=1
[
ln(1 +
N
n
) +
N
2
(x− 1) + N(N + 2n− 6)
24
(x− 1)2]+O(x− 1)3.
Aordingly,
h′(1) =
1
2
N(B −N),
h′′(1) + h′(1) =
1
12
N(B −N)(B + 1), (3.55)
where primes (double primes) denote the rst (seond) derivatives with respet to
the argument.
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3.8 Random variables
We rst dene probabilities and random variables. Next, we dene stohasti pro-
esses, also alled "random funtions", or "noise" in Eletrial Engineering. We shall
mainly onsider stationary proesses, that is, proesses unaeted by time-shifts.
Ergodiity, asserting equivalene between stohasti and time averages, is assumed.
We give the (Wiener-Khinthin) relation between orrelations and spetral densi-
ties. Next we onsider ordered point-proesses, and establish relations appliable to
stohasti proesses of the form
∑
k δ(t− tk), k = −1, 0, 1..., where δ(.) denotes the
δ distribution and the tk form a point proess.
The probability p(A) assoiated with an event A is a real number omprised
between 0 (impossible event) and 1 (sure event) with the following property: If event
A preludes event B and onversely, the basi axiom is that the probability that
either A or B ours is p(A) + p(B). The produt AB of two sets of events A and
B is the set of the events that are ommon to A and B (also alled intersetion of A
and B). Two events are alled independent if p(AB) = p(A)p(B).
To every outome ζ of an experiment (suh as throwing a die) we assoiate a
number X(ζ), alled a random variable. {X ≤ x} denotes the set of all outomes
ζ suh that X(ζ) ≤ x. The distribution funtion F (x) is the probability p{X ≤ x}
that X(ζ) be less than or equal to x. The probability density is then dened as
P (x) = dF (x)/dx. Sine, in Physis, x has usually a dimension (e.g., time) the
dimension of P (x) is the reiproal of that of x.
If X is a random variable with probability law p(x) with p(x) = 0, x < 0 and
the integral of p(x) from x = 0 to ∞ is unity, the nth moment 〈Xn〉 of X is dened
as the integral from 0 to ∞ of p(x)xn. We now onsider a disrete probability law
p(m), m = 0, 1... and
∑
m≥0 p(m) = 1. The n
th
moments are dened as
〈mn〉 =
∑
m≥0
p(m)mn. (3.56)
Setting
h(z) = log
∑
m≥0
p(m)zm. (3.57)
it is straightforward to show that
〈m〉 = h′(1), (3.58)
var(m) = h′′(1) + h′(1), (3.59)
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where a prime (double prime) denotes the rst (seond) derivative with respet to
the argument.
Centered moments µr are dened by rst subtrating from X its average value
〈X〉. Cumulants κr are onvenient beause the umulant of the sum of two indepen-
dent random variables is the sum of their respetive umulants. They are dened
as
∞∑
r=1
κrt
r
r!
= log 〈exp(Xt)〉 . (3.60)
We have: κ1 = 〈X〉 , κ2 = µ2 = var(X), κ3 = µ3, κ4 = µ4 − 3µ22,. . .
3.9 Stationary stohasti proesses
We are given an experiment suh as throwing a die, speied by its outome ζ . To
every outome we assign a time funtion x(t; ζ). This is alled a stohasti proess.
Beause the proess is stationary the orrelation
R(τ, t) ≡ 〈x(t)x(t + τ)〉 = 〈x(0)x(τ)〉 = R(−τ), (3.61)
where the sign 〈.〉 denotes a stohasti average.
The spetrum St(Ω) of a stationary proess is a real non-negative even funtion
of Ω. It may be obtained by onsidering a nite duration T , evaluating of average
of the modulus square of the Fourier transform of x(t), dividing by T , and letting T
go to innity.
Alternatively, the spetrum may be expressed as the Fourier transform of R(τ)
(Wiener-Khinthine theorem)
St(Ω) = lim
T →∞
1
T
〈∣∣∣∣
∫ T
0
dt x(t) exp(jΩt)
∣∣∣∣
2
〉
=
∫ +∞
−∞
dτ R(τ) exp(jΩτ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dτ R(τ) cos(Ωτ). (3.62)
The two above expressions agree in the mean if the integral from 0 to ∞ of τR(τ)
is nite, whih we assume. For two independent proesses x(t) and y(t) of spetral
densities Sx and Sy, respetively, the spetral density of z(t) = ax(t) + by(t) is
Sz = |a|2 Sx + |b|2 Sy.3
3
We have employed above the eletrial-engineering exp(jΩt) notation. To ompare with the
previous notation hange Ω to k, τ to x, and j to −i.
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Evaluating
〈(
x(τ)± x(0))2〉 we notie that−R(0) ≤ R(τ) ≤ R(0). In the speial
ase where x(t) does not depend on time R(τ) = 〈x2〉= onstant. Substituting in
(3.62) we nd that St(Ω) = 2π 〈x〉2 δ(Ω), where δ(.) denotes the Dira δ-distribution.
We are thus led to dene a redued spetrum S (Ω) ≡ St(Ω)− 2π 〈x〉2 δ(Ω).
Conversely, the orrelation may be expressed in terms of the spetrum through
the inverse Fourier transform aording to
R(τ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dΩ
2π
S (Ω) cos(Ωτ) +
〈
x2
〉
. (3.63)
If we dene y(t) ≡ x(t)− 〈x(t)〉 we have 〈y(t)〉 = 0. The funtion C(τ) = 〈y(0)y(τ)〉
is alled the (auto) ovariane of the proess x(t).
The soures of noise in our theory are narrow-band urrent soures written
as c(t) =
√
2
(
C ′(t) cos(ωot) + C
′′(t) sin(ωot)
)
, where ωo denotes the average laser
frequeny, and C ′(t), C ′′(t) are jointly-stationary slowly-varying real funtions of
time. It an be shown that c(t) is wide-sense stationary if and only if 〈C ′(t)〉 =
〈C ′′(t)〉 = 0 and the auto and ross orrelations fulll the onditions RC′C′(τ) =
RC′′C′′(τ), RC′C′′(τ) = −RC′′C′(τ). Furthermore, we assume that the statistis is in-
dependent of a phase hange, and this entails that RC′C′′(τ) = 0. Let us reall the
following result. If C ′(t), C ′′(t) are unorrelated and their spetra SC′(ω) = SC′′(ω)
vanish for |ω| > ωc, then SC(ω) = SC′(ω − ωo) + SC′(ω + ωo).
3.10 Stationary point proesses
Point proesses are sequenes of inreasing positive real numbers tk, where k =
· · · ,−1, 0, 1, 2 · · · , see [9℄. Eah k value orresponds to a point (or event) ourring
at time tk. The average point rate is denoted by D. Point proesses are dened
by the probability G(t) that, given that there is a point at t = 0, there is a point
between t and t + dt, divided by dt. The normalized orrelation g(t) is obtained
by dividing G(t) by the average rate D. The most important point proess is the
Poisson proess with g(t) = 1. The "waiting time" density w(t) is the probability
that, given that there is a point at t = 0, the next point ours between t and t+ dt,
divided by dt. Let d(T ) denote the random number of points ourring within a
duration T . We dene V(T ) = var(d(T ))/D− 1. Consider as an example a Poisson
proess with g(t) = 1. The probability density that the rst point ours at time
t > 0 is exp(−t), whether or not there is a point at t = 0. If there is a point at t = 0,
w(t) = exp(−t) is the waiting-time density.
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Given a point proess, new point proesses may be obtained through the following
operations:
• A hange of time sale. In that way an inhomogeneous Poisson proess may
be onverted into a Poisson proess.
• Thinning, in whih some of the points in the original proess are deleted with
a onstant probability, independently of all the other points.
• Translation of individual points.
• Superposition, in whih a number of separate proesses are merged. Superpo-
sition of an arbitrarily large number of proesses is a Poisson proess.
Inhomogeneous Poisson proess The point proess onsidered in the present
setion is not stationary. It will help us to onstrut a stationary point proess.
Consider an inhomogeneous Poisson proess of density λ(t) with a point at t = 0.
This proess may be redued to a Poisson proess through a transformation of the
time sale dτ = λ(t)dt. Thus the waiting-time density, that is, the probability that
the next point ours in the interval (τ, τ + dτ), divided by dτ , reads,
w(τ) = λ(τ) exp(−
∫ τ
0
dtλ(t)) = − d
dτ
exp(−
∫ τ
0
dtλ(t)). (3.64)
It follows from the seond form above that the integral of w(τ) from 0 to∞ is unity,
provided λ(t) does not tend to 0 as t → ∞. This means that the point eventually
ours. The average duration between adjaent points is, after an integration by
parts
〈τ〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dτ exp(−
∫ τ
0
dtλ(t)). (3.65)
If, for example, λ(t) = 1, we obtain 〈τ〉 = 1 as expeted. Conversely,
λ(t) =
w(t)∫∞
t
dτw(τ)
= − d
dt
log
(∫ ∞
t
dτw(τ)
)
. (3.66)
Ordinary renewal proess With t0 = 0, t1 = τ1, t2 = τ1 + τ2, ... and the τi, i =
1, 2... independent and distributed aording to the same density w(τ), one generates
an ordinary renewal proess tk, k = 1, 2.... Suh a proess is non-stationary, but it
tends to be stationary for large times.
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Let us denote
w(p) =
∫ ∞
0
dt exp(−pt)w(t) (3.67)
the Laplae transform of the waiting-time density. Given that there is a point at
t = 0, the probability G(t)dt that there is a point between t and t+ dt, is the sum of
the probabilities that this ours through one jump, two jumps,...Beause the jumps
are independent and have the same densities, we obtain the Laplae transform of
G(t)
G(p) =
∫ ∞
0
dt exp(−pt)G(t) (3.68)
in the form, see Setion(3.10),
G(p) =
w(p)
1− w(p) . (3.69)
It follows that, given the density λ(t) of an inhomogeneous Poisson proess,
viewed as a renewal proess, we may in priniple obtain the Laplae transform of the
auto-orrelation funtion G(t). As an example, suppose that λ(t) = 1 ⇐⇒ w(t) =
exp(−t) whose Laplae transform is w(p) = 1/(1+p). Thus, from (3.69), G(p) = 1/p
and G(t) = λ(t) = 1 as expeted.
3.11 Dira pulses
Consider the stohasti proess D(t) =∑k δ(t− tk), where the tk form a stationary
point proess of density 〈D(t)〉 ≡ D and δ(.) denotes the Dira distribution. The
spetrum of D(t) exhibits a singularity 2πD2δ(Ω) at Ω = 0 whih is subtrated. The
rst expression in (3.62) give the redued spetrum
S (Ω) = lim
T →∞
1
T
〈∣∣∣∣∣
∑
allowed k
exp(jΩtk)
∣∣∣∣∣
2〉
, (3.70)
where Ω = 2πn/T , n = 1, 2.... Note that n = 0 is not allowed, but Ω an be made
as small as one wishes by setting n = 1 and letting T go to innity. This expression
is useful to evaluate spetra through numerial alulations that generate runs, eah
of them with a dierent tk sequene.
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The relative noise is dened as follows
N (Ω) ≡ S (Ω)
D2
− 1
D
. (3.71)
This quantity vanishes if the underlying point proess is Poisson, and may be nega-
tive.
The normalized orrelation g(τ) is the probability that an event ours between
τ and τ + dτ , given that an event ourred at t = τ , divided by dτ , and normalized.
We have the integral relations
N (Ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ
(
g(τ)− 1) exp(−jΩτ) (3.72)
g(τ)− 1 =
∫ ∞
−∞
dΩ
2π
N (Ω) exp(jΩτ). (3.73)
The motivation for introduing g(τ)− 1 in (3.72) is that this quantity tends to 0
as τ tends to innity beause widely separated events are in that limit independent
for stationary proesses. The above relations are losely related to the Wiener-
Khinthine relations. They an be established diretly for point proesses. Note
that our denition of "sub-Poissonian" photo-urrents is that N (0) < 0. This does
not neessarily imply that g(0) < 1.
Random deletion. Random deletion of events (also alled "thinning" or deima-
tion) means that eah event is asribed a probability 1 − p of being deleted. For
example, onsidering the rst event of a given run, we ip a oin. If head, that event
is preserved (probability 1/2). If tail, it is deleted. The same proedure is applied
to the other events of the run and to the events of other runs, eah time with a new
oin ipping. Obviously the average rate D of the proess is multiplied by p. An
important result is that the funtion g(τ) and thus the other two funtions dened
above, and in partiular the relative noise N (Ω), are not aeted. Indeed onsider
the ase where there is one event in the time slot [0, dt] and one event in the time slot
[τ, τ + dτ ], orresponding to a produt of 1. In any other irumstanes the produt
is 0. After thinning the probability of having again (1,1) is multiplied by p2. But
the denominator in the normalized orrelation g(τ) is also multiplied by p2, so that
the result is unhanged. The average rate may be restored by an appropriate saling
of the time axis. But sine in general g(τ/p) 6= g(τ), resaled thinning aets the
statistis with the sole exeption of Poissonian proesses, in whih ase g(τ) = 1.
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Example of the relation between spetrum and orrelation. As an example
onsider the relative noise of a high-power laser driven by a non-utuating urrent
N (Ω) = − 1
D
(
1 +
(
Ωτp
)2) , (3.74)
where τp is the "life time" of the resonator. From this expression we obtain, setting
D = 1 for simpliity, that
g(τ) = 1−
∫ +∞
−∞
dΩ
2π
1
1 +
(
Ωτp
)2 exp(jΩτ) = 1− 12τp exp(−
τ
τp
) (3.75)
g(0) = 1− 1
2τp
. (3.76)
Of ourse g(τ)→ 1 if τ →∞. In the present situation g(0) < 1.
3.12 Photo-ount variane
The normalized variane V(T ) of the number of events ouring during some time
T and g(τ) are related as
V(T ) ≡ 〈d(T )
2〉 − 〈d(T )〉2
〈d(T )〉 − 1 = D
∫ T
−T
dτ(1− |τ |T )
(
g(τ)− 1) (3.77)
2D
(
g(T )− 1) = d2
(T V(T ))
dT 2 . (3.78)
In the speial ase of a Poisson proess we have g(τ) = 1, V(T ) = 0 and N (Ω) = 0,
that is, S∆D = D.
Proof of the above relation Let d(t) be the number of events ourring up to
time t, that is the number of k values suh that tk < t. Obviously d(0) = 0 sine the tk
are positive numbers. Let us prove that for some measurement time T 〈d(T )〉 = DT ,
where D is a onstant alled the intensity of the proess. We introdue the (positive)
number Dh(t) := d(t + h) − d(t) of events ourring between t and t + h. Beause
the proess onsidered is stationary 〈Dh(t)〉 does not depend on t. It is onvenient
to split the measurement time T into time slots of duration h = T /n, labeled by
i = 1, 2, ...n. Eventually, we let n go to innity, so that it is unlikely that more than
one event our within any time slot. Thus, if Di ≡ Dh(
(
i−1)h) denotes the number
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of events ourring during slot i = 1, 2...n, we have either Di = 1 or Di = 0 and 〈Di〉
does not depend on i. For later use note that Di
2 = Di. The number d(T ) of events
ouring during the measurement time T is the sum of the Di with i running from
1 to n, so that its average reads
〈d(T )〉 =
〈
n∑
i=1
Di
〉
= n 〈Di〉 = T
h
〈Di〉 ≡ T D, (3.79)
where we have set D ≡ 〈Di〉 /h.
Beause the proess is stationary its auto-orrelation 〈Dh(t + τ)Dh(t)〉 does not
depend on t for every h > 0 and every τ > 0. The degree of seond order oherene
g(τ) is the limit of 〈Dh(t+ τ)Dh(t)〉 / 〈Dh(t)〉2 as h goes to 0. Let us set for j > i
〈DiDj〉 ≡ 〈Di〉2 gn
(
(j − i)T
n
)
, (3.80)
and evaluate
〈
d(T )2〉 =
〈
n∑
i=1
Di
n∑
j=1
Dj
〉
= n 〈Di〉+ 2 〈Di〉2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
gn
(
(j − i)T
n
)
= 〈d(T )〉+ 2 〈Di〉2
n∑
i=1
(n− i)gn( iT
n
)
= 〈d(T )〉+ 2D2T
n
n∑
i=1
(T − iT
n
)gn(
iT
n
). (3.81)
In the limit n→∞ the sum may be replaed by an integral and gn by g, thus
〈
d(T )2〉 = 〈d(T )〉+ 2D2 ∫ T
0
dτ(T − τ)g(τ). (3.82)
After slight rearranging the variane of d(T ) may be written in the form
V(T ) ≡ var(d(T ))〈d(T )〉 − 1 =
〈d(T )2〉 − 〈d(T )〉2
〈d(T )〉 − 1
= 2D
∫ T
0
dτ(1− τT )
(
g(τ)− 1), (3.83)
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sine
∫ T
0
dτ(1−τ/T ) = T /2. The motivation for introduing g(τ)−1 in the integral
is that this quantity usually tends to 0 quikly as τ tends to innity. Intuitively, this
is beause widely separated events tend to be independent and onsequently in that
limit 〈DiDj〉 ≈ 〈Di〉 〈Dj〉 = 〈Di〉2. Setting D = 1 for brevity, relation (3.83) may be
written as,
Pc(τ) =
∞∑
k=0
k2
d2P (k, τ)
dτ 2
, (3.84)
where Pc(τ)dtdτ denotes the probability density of having an event between 0 and
dt and an event between τ and τ + dτ or, equivalently, Pc(τ)dτ is the probability
density of another event being registered during the time interval τ and τ +dτ , given
that an event ourred at t = 0. In (3.84) P (k, τ) denotes the probability of k events
being registered between t = 0 and t = τ .
3.13 Dark-room piture
For the sake of illustration let us present a simple piture of regular point proesses.
The initial point proess onsidered is periodi and onsists of events ourring at
t = 1, 2... time units, that is tk = k. Under irumstanes to be dened later on
(delay times muh larger than unity) this proess may be viewed as being almost
stationary. The density is learly unity.
In our piture, one person (representing an eletron) enters into a dark room every
time unit and wanders randomly in the room until he nds the exit. This piture
may desribe regularly-pumped lasers at high power beause eletrons entering the
optial resonator are quikly onverted into light quanta. Light quanta wander in
the resonator for some time and then get instantly onverted into photo-eletrons.
The point proess is written as tk = k + ξk, where the ξk are independent of one-
another and distributed aording to the same density P (ξk) ≡ P (ξ). An appropriate
distribution would be the exponential one.
Let us treat a speial ase that may be solved almost by inspetion, namely the
ase where P (ξ) = 1/τr if 0 ≤ ξ < τr and 0 otherwise, and τ, τr are large integers.
Consider a pair i, j 6= i of k values suh that i+ξi may be in the rst time slot (0, dt)
and j + ξj may be in the seond time slot (τ, τ + dτ). Inspetion shows that this
is possible only if −τr < i ≤ 0, τ − τr < j ≤ τ . Ignoring rst the restrition j 6= i,
we nd that the probability we are looking for is the number of allowed i, j values,
that is, the produt of the i, j ranges, times 1/τ 2r , namely τ
2
r /τ
2
r = 1. This result
is aurate if τ ≥ τr. But if τ < τr one must subtrat from the numerator of the
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Figure 3.1: Plain line: spetral density orresponding to the dark room piture, see
(3.86). The dotted line orresponds to the shot-noise level.
previous expression the number of i, j-values that are equal, namely τr − τ , so that
the normalized orrelation reads
g(τ) = 1, τ ≥ τr
g(τ) =
τ 2r −
(
τr − τ
)
τ 2r
= 1− τr − τ
τ 2r
, τ < τr. (3.85)
In partiular, g(0) = 1−1/τr, indiating a modest amount of anti-bunhing, remem-
bering that τr ≫ 1. The same result is obtained for the laser model in (3.76) if we
set τr = 2τp to make the average life-times the same in the two models.
The redued photo-events spetrum is obtained from g(τ) through a Fourier trans-
form aording to (5.7) as
N (Ω) ≡ 2
∫ 1
0
dx
(
x− 1) cos(Ωτrx) = 2cos(Ωτr)− 1(
Ωτr
)2
S (Ω) = 1 +
cos(Ωτr)− 1
(Ωτr)2/2
, (3.86)
where we have set x ≡ τ/τr, remembering that the density (average rate) D = 1.
We note that S (0) = 0, as one expets from the fat that the primary proess
is regular and that no event has been lost or reated. The spetral density of the
proess onsidered, given in (3.86), is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
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Using (3.77) we obtain in the present model
V(T ) = −1 + τr
3T
, T ≥ τr
V(T ) = −T
τr
+
T 2
3τ 2r
, T < τr. (3.87)
It is easy to see that the expression of g(τ) in (3.78) is veried in that example.
3.14 Linewidth
Consider a signal of onstant amplitude and phase
φ(t) =
∫ t
0
dt ∆ω(t), (3.88)
where ∆ω(t) is a white, gaussian-distributed, random proess of spetral density
S∆ω. Beause of linearity, φ(t) is gaussian as well. It an be shown that the power
spetrum of exp(iφ(t)) has a width at half-power
δω ≈ S∆ω. (3.89)
Chapter 4
Ciruits
The basi onepts employed in Ciruit Theory will be realled, and devies useful
in radio, mirowave, and optial frequeny ranges will be desribed, onsidering both
resonators and transmission lines. The iruit equations provide urrents i(t), viewed
as (real, linear, ausal) responses to speied potential soures v(t). Formally, the
iruit theory is based on the Darwin lagrangian that neglets terms of order 1/c3,
implying that radiation does not our. Eletromagneti phenomena within a "blak
box" are determined by the input urrents, and therefore they have no independent
degrees of freedom. The eletromagneti energy is of the form
1
2
(ρφ + j.A), where
ρ, j are respetively the eletrial harge density and the urrent density, and φ,A
are respetively the salar and vetor potentials reated by the other harges. This
energy is loalized at the eletrial harges, but it may often be expressed in terms
of the free-spae eld.
A resonator at frequeny ω may be viewed as a avity arved into a good ondu-
tor suh as opper or some super-onduting material, as shown in Figure 4.1 in f).
A resonator is, of ourse, a physial objet (rather than a mathematial abstration
suh as a "quantization box") onsisting of billions of heavy nulei and billions of
eletrons that make the system eletrially neutral. These eletrons at olletively,
and should best be viewed as a lassial harged uid
1
. Suh avities may ontain free
atoms, entering or exiting through holes that are too small for the eletromagneti
radiation to esape.
We rst onsider onservative elements (that is, elements that onserve energy)
suh as apaitanes, C, and indutanes, L, and irulators. Cirulators require
non-reiproal material desribed by a relation of the form B = µ H , where µ de-
1
The disrete harater of eletrial harges appears only when the harges get aelerated in
free spae as is the ase in vauum devies.
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notes an Hermitian non-symmetrial matrix. We next onsider non-onservative
elements suh as positive or negative ondutanes. In most pratial ases the on-
dutanes are obtained from separate measurements. We postpone to Setion 6.5
a mirosopi ondutane model, onsisting of a single eletron loated between
two parallel onduting plates. A stati potential U , and an optial potential v(t)
osillating at an optial frequeny ω, are applied to the plates. We suppose that
there is an exat resonane between v(t) an the eletron natural osillatory motion.
The Quantum-Mehanial averaged indued urrent i(t) is proportional to the av-
erage eletron momentum, and, under irumstanes to be disussed later on, the
ratio i(t)/v(t) may be a real onstant G. When eU is slightly smaller than ~ω, the
ondutane is positive and the optial potential delivers energy to the stati poten-
tial. On the other hand, when eU slightly exeeds ~ω the ondutane is negative
and the optial eld reeives energy from the stati potential. When eU is preisely
equal to ~ω the ondutane vanishes but utuations remain, as is the ase when
two ondutanes of opposite signs are onneted in parallel. To summarize, the
omplete system inluding stati and optial potentials onserve energy, aside from
an irreversible loss of energy |eU − ~ω| that an be made in priniple as small as one
wishes.
We mainly onsider soures (and responses) that vary sinusoidally in the ourse of
time at frequeny ω. For isolated linear systems the iruit equations have solutions
only for disrete omplex values ωn of ω. We will be partiularly interested in isolated
iruits that have only one nearly-real frequeny, the other ones having large negative
imaginary parts orresponding to strongly damped modes.
4.1 Classial devies
Let us reall some basi results. The omplex notation often employed for desribing
quantities that vary sinusoidally in time was realled in Setion 2.18. For stritly
sinusoidal potentials and urrents represented by the omplex numbers V and I,
respetively, and linear iruits, we have the generalized Ohm law I = Y (ω)V , where
the omplex onstant of proportionality Y (ω), alled the admittane, and its inverse
the impedane Z(ω), in general depend on the frequeny ω, whih may vary from
minus to plus innity. We set Y (ω) = G(ω) + iB(ω) or Z(ω) = R(ω) + iX(ω).
If a potential v(t) is applied to a onstant ondutane G (a real number), we
have by denition i(t) = Gv(t), or, using the omplex notation, I = GV , where V ,
and thus I, are in general omplex numbers. We onsider in the major part of this
paper ideal ondutanes dened as follows: They are supposed to be independent
of the driving potential V and to be independent of frequeny. Furthermore, they
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are supposed to have a xed energy ontent that may be set equal to zero sine only
energy dierenes are relevant. A physial model for ideal ondutanes is a piee
of metal having a large number of inelasti sattering enters. Eletrons aelerated
by the applied eld quikly loose their energy, whih is onverted into heat. Under
suh irumstanes the eletron kineti energy remains negligible, and thus the total
energy is xed. In ontradistintion, the input ondutane of a loss-less transmission
line of harateristi ondutane Gc terminated by an ideal ondutane G = Gc
(mathed load) is equal to G at any frequeny. But there is in that ase a stored
energy equal to G |V |2 τ , where τ denotes the transit time of a pulse along the
transmission line (this is power divided by the group veloity times the line length).
Thus, a mathed transmission line does not onstitute an ideal ondutane in the
sense dened above, even though the input ondutane G is a real onstant.
4.2 Capaitanes
A apaitane C = ǫoA/dC may onsist of two parallel perfetly-onduting plates
of area A separated by a distane dC ≪
√
A. The onstant ǫo in this formula is
alled the free-spae permittivity. Its exat numerial value is given at the end of
Setion 2.19. There are two wires onneted respetively to the upper and lower
plates of a apaitane, so that eletrial harges may be introdued or removed. If
an eletrial harge q is displaed from the (say, lower) plate to the upper plate a
potential v appears between the two plates given by v = q/C. The energy stored
in the apaitane is EC = Cv
2/2 = q2/(2C), a result obtained by onsidering
elementary harges dq being displaed from the lower to the upper plate of the
initially-unharged apaitane until a nal harge q is reahed. If q is a funtion of
time and C is kept onstant, we have v(t) = q(t)/C. We may set q = −Ne, where the
number N of eletrons is supposed to be so large that q varies almost ontinuously.
As before, e denotes the absolute value of the eletron harge.
Let now v(t) be of the sinusoidal form given above. Beause the urrent i(t)
represents a ow of eletrial harges into one plate or owing out from the other
plate, i(t) is the time-derivative of the eletrial harge: i(t) = dq(t)/dt. The relation
between the omplex urrent I and the omplex potential V , as dened above, thus
reads I = −iCωV . The admittane is in the present ase Y (ω) = −iCω. If we
set Y = G + iB, we have therefore for an ideal apaitane G = 0 and B = −Cω.
The stored energy averaged over a period 2π/ω, reads 〈EC〉 = C |V |2 /2. We may
onsider a light-emitting devie driven by a very large apaitane (instead of, say, a
battery) with a very large initial harge q suh that the potential U = q/C aross the
apaitane has the desired value, for example 1 volt. If the light-emitter operation
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(m) (n) (o) (p)
Figure 4.1: a) There is a linear relation between the potential V and the urrent I
at some frequeny ω (generalized Ohm law I = Y (ω)V ). b) Illustrates the Kirhho
law: I1 + I2 + I3 = 0. ) Represents a potential soure with V independent of I.
d) Represents a urrent soure with I independent of V . e) Indutane-apaitane
resonating iruit. f) Cavity employed, e.g., in reex klystrons. g) Fabry-Pérot-type
optial resonator with two urved mirrors faing eah other. h) Whispering-gallery
mode resonator. i) Low-pass lter, j) Parallel ondutors, k) Waveguide, l) Optial
ber. Waves may be split in various ways: m) A transmission line is onneted
to two transmission lines whose harateristi ondutanes sum up to the original
line harateristi ondutane. n) Diretional oupler. The two holes are spaed a
quarter of a wavelength apart. o) The beam splitter is an optial equivalent of the
diretional oupler. p) The irulator is ideally a loss-less non-reiproal devie.
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duration is denoted by T , the apaitane supplies a urrent i during that time, and
thus loose a harge ∆q = iT . Beause q is very large we have ∆q ≪ q provided
the experiment does not last too long. As a onsequene the potential U aross
the apaitane does not vary appreiably. We realize in that manner a onstant-
potential soure, that is a soure whose potential does not depend appreiably on
the delivered urrent.
A onstant-potential soure at optial frequeny ω may be realized in a similar
manner. Again the apaitane C and the initial harge q are supposed to be ar-
bitrarily large, but we now allow the spaing dC between the apaitane plates to
osillate
2
at the optial frequeny ω. This spaing variation entails a utuation of
the apaitane, and thus of the potential aross the apaitane sine the harge is
nearly onstant as was disussed above. The potential aross the apaitane may be
written as U + v(t). The important point is that the optial potential v(t) as well as
the stati potential U are independent of the urrent delivered. That is, if atoms are
present between the two apaitane plates, proesses ourring in the atomi olle-
tion have no inuene on the eld. We have just desribed an essential omponent of
our iruit-theory shemati. In ontradistintion, the potential aross a resonating
indutane-apaitane iruit modeling a single-mode avity does depend on atomi
proesses. For that resonator onguration the assumption that the optial eld is
nearly onstant holds only in some limit.
4.3 Indutanes
An indutane L may be onstruted from a onduting ylinder of area A and
height dL ≫
√
A, split along its hight, so that an eletrial urrent may ow along
the ylinder perimeter. In that ase L = µoA/dL, where µo denotes the free-
spae permeability. For an indutane L, the magneti ux (or magneti harge)
φ(t) = Li(t), and the potential aross the indutane is v(t) = dφ/dt. It follows
that for a onstant L, v(t) = Ldi(t)/dt, or, using the omplex notation V = −iLωI.
Thus Y (ω) ≡ I/V = i/(Lω). The energy stored in an indutane with a urrent i
owing through it is EL = Li
2/2. For a sinusoidal urrent represented by the om-
plex number I, the time-averaged energy is 〈EL〉 = L |I|2 /2. If a large indutane
supports a large magneti ux, the urrent owing through the indutane is nearly
independent of the potential aross the indutane. In that manner, we may realize
2
Pratially-minded readers may objet that mehanial motion may not be feasible at high
frequenies. Let us reall here that the numerial value of ω is arbitrary. What we all "optial"
frequeny ω/2π may be as low as 1Hz provided that the other frequenies onsidered be muh lower,
e.g., 1 mHz.
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onstant-urrent soures, either stati or osillating at optial frequenies through a
hange of L (e.g., by hanging the oil length if a oil instead of a simple ylinder is
employed).
The linear relationships outlined in previous paragraphs are sometimes referred
to as the "generalized Ohm laws". Let us reall that there is a well-known du-
ality between potentials and urrents and between eletrial harges (expressed in
oulombs) and magneti uxes (expressed in webers), so that expressions obtained
for apaitanes may be translated into expressions relating to indutanes.
4.4 Energy and power
As an appliation of the above energy formulas, let us onsider a iruit onsisting
of an indutane L and a apaitane C onneted in parallel. Sine the system is
isolated and loss-less the total admittane must vanish and we obtain the resonane
formula LCω2 = 1, where ω denotes the resonant frequeny. Sine the system is
isolated, the sum E of the energy EL(t) loated in the indutane and the energy
EC(t) loated in the apaitane does not vary in the ourse of time. This is twie the
time-average energy stored in the apaitane (or indutane). Using above formulas
we nd that the rms (root-mean-square) eld aross the apaitane is
E =
√
E
εoV , (4.1)
where V ≡ AdC denotes the apaitane volume. We later show that when a res-
onator suh as the one presently onsidered is in a old environment it eventually
reahes a state orresponding to an average energy ~ω/2, where ~ denotes the Plank
onstant (divided by 2π). Aording to the above formula, the so-alled "vauum
(rms) eld" reads Evacuum =
√
~ω/2
εoV
. The two oppositely-harged apaitane plates
attrat one another with an average fore F = d
(
~ω/2
)
/d(dc) = ~ω/
(
4dc
)
.
If two sub-systems are onneted to one another by two perfetly onduting
wires with a potential v(t) aross them and a urrent i(t) owing into one of them
(the urrent −i(t) owing in the other one), the power owing from one sub-system
to the other at some instant t is equal to v(t)i(t). For sinusoidal time-variations, the
power averaged over an osillation period reads P = ℜ{V ⋆I}.
Finally, let us reall that at a node, that is, at the juntion between perfetly
onduting wires, the sum of the urrents entering into the node vanishes as a on-
sequene of the fat that the eletri harge is a onserved quantity. For three
wires traversed by urrents i1(t), i2(t), i3(t), respetively, we have at any instant
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i1(t) + i2(t) + i3(t) = 0. It follows that the omplex urrents sum up to zero,
I1+I2+I3 = 0, that is, both the real and the imaginary parts of that sum vanish. Suh
relations are sometimes alled "generalized Kirhho laws". The above disussion
sues to treat iruits onsisting of ondutanes, apaitanes and indutanes
arbitrarily onneted to one another. Some iruits require a more ompliated de-
sription, for example (non-reiproal) irulators. These omponents are useful to
separate reeted and inident waves.
4.5 The tuned iruit
For the sake of illustration and later use, let us generalize the resonator previously
onsidered by introduing in parallel with the apaitane C and the indutane L
a ondutane G. The relation between a omplex urrent soure C at frequeny
ω, supposed to be independent of frequeny, and the potential V aross the iruit
reads
V (ω) =
C
Y (ω)
=
C
G− i(Cω − 1/Lω) . (4.2)
The power dissipated in the ondutane G at frequeny ω reads
P (ω) = G |V (ω)|2 ≈ G |C|
2
G2 + 4C2
(
ω − ωo
)2 (4.3)
in the small-loss approximation, where ωo ≡ 1/
√
LC. Thus P (ω) drops by a fator
of 2 from its peak value when 2C
(
ω± − ωo
)
= ±G. The full-width at half power
(FWHP) δω of the resonane that is, the dierene of (angular) frequenies at whih
the dissipated power drops by a fator of two, is therefore
δω = ω+ − ω− = G
C
≡ 1
τp
, (4.4)
where τp = C/G is alled the "resonator lifetime". If the resonator is left alone in
a old environment (T=0K), at the lassial level its energy deays aording to an
exp(−t/τp) law.
For a Fabry-Pérot resonator with mirrors of small power transmissions T1, T2,
respetively, and spaing L, we have
1
τp
=
T1 + T2
2L/v
, (4.5)
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where v denotes the group veloity and 2L/v is the round-trip time.
The energy ontained in the resonator is twie the average energy ontained in
the apaitane whose expression was given earlier. We then obtain in the small-loss
approximation
E(ω) = C |V (ω)|2 = C |C|
2
G2 + 4C2
(
ω − ωo
)2 ≈ τp |C|2 /G1 + x2 , (4.6)
where x ≡ 2τp
(
ω − ωo
)
.
4.6 Derivative of admittane with respet to fre-
queny
For late use, note the expression of the derivative with respet to ω of the admittane
of a linear iruit, submitted to a voltage V
iV 2
dY (ω)
dω
= −iI2dZ(ω)
dω
=
∑
k
CkV
2
k − LkI2k , (4.7)
where the sum is over all the iruit apaitanes and indutanes. Vk denotes the
(omplex) voltage aross the apaitane Ck and Ik the (omplex) urrent owing
through the indutane Lk. The iruit resistanes or ondutanes do not enter in
the sum. This relation is readily veried for an indutane in series with a resistane
and a apaitane in parallel with a ondutane. Thus the relation holds for any
ombination of elements, onneted in series and in parallel.
4.7 Integral relation
Let G(ω) denote the ondutane of a linear iruit. We have the∫ ∞
0
dωR(ω) =
π
2 CHF
, (4.8)
where CHF denotes the high-frequeny apaitane.
4.8 Matrix formulation
For an arbitrary iruit, the task is to "extrat", guratively speaking, the (positive
or negative) ondutanes from the given iruit, eah ondutane being onneted
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to the onservative iruit that remains after extration of the ondutanes. If
N (positive or negative) ondutanes are involved, the iruit beomes an N-port
onservative devie. For an N-port iruit, we dene the vetors V ≡ [V1, V2, ...VN ]t
and I ≡ [I1, I2, ...IN ]t where the upper t denotes transposition. The linear relation
is written in matrix form I = Y (ω)V , where Y (ω) is alled the iruit admittane
matrix. For a onservative iruit the total entering power ℜ{V t⋆I} = 0. Sine this
relation must hold for any soure this implies that Y t⋆ + Y = 0.
It is onvenient to view the onnetions between the onservative iruit and the
ondutanes as ideal transmission lines of small length and harateristi ondu-
tanes Gc. Supposing that Gc = 1, the potential V aross one of the transmission
lines and the urrent I owing through the (say, upper) wire, are ombined into an
ingoing wave whose amplitude is dened as a = V + I and an outgoing wave dened
as b = V − I. Sine under our assumptions the iruit elements are linear, there is
a linear relationship between the a-waves and the b-waves. The relation between b
and a, dened like I and V above, may be written in matrix form as b = Sa, where
the S matrix is alled the iruit "sattering matrix". Beause the iruit is onser-
vative, the outgoing power equals the ingoing power. It follows that the S-matrix is
unitary, i.e., St⋆S = 1. We need not assume that the iruit is reiproal, however,
that is, the S-matrix needs not be symmetrial.
4.9 Various iruits
We have represented a number of important onservative (loss-less, gain-less) om-
ponents in either their iruit form, their mirowave form, or their optial form in
Fig. 4.1. The origin of the dierenes is that, as one goes to shorter wavelength
(higher frequenies) some iruit elements beome too small to be fabriated. It
should also be noted that metals, suh as opper, that are exellent eletrial ondu-
tors up to mirowave wavelengths, do not behave as eletrial ondutors any more
at optial wavelengths beause of eletron inertia. On the other hand, while it is
diult to nd very low-loss dieletris at mirowave frequenies, extremely low-loss
glasses exist at optial frequenies. Fig. 4.1 in -h) represents four resonating iruits,
that one may all "0-dimensional" devies. Namely, the indutane-apaitane ir-
uit employed up to about 100 MHz, the avity employed in reex klystrons and
masers for example, the Fabry-Perot resonator onsisting of two mirrors faing eah
other, and the whispering-gallery-mode dieletri resonator, rst demonstrated in
the mirowave range and now-a-days employed in the optial range. Resonators are
primarily haraterized by their resonant frequeny ωo. Small losses may be har-
aterized by the so-alled resonator lifetime τp, dened earlier. When the resonator
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size is large ompared with wavelength many resonating modes may be present. In
most appliations it is desirable that only one of them be loss-less, or nearly so.
Figure 4.1 in i-l) represents four one-dimensional devies alled "transmission
lines". The iruit form is a periodi sequene of series indutanes and parallel
apaitanes. The mirowave form onsists of two parallel ondutors haraterized
by a harateristi ondutane Gc, with waves propagating at the speed of light.
Above 1GHz one would rather use waveguides. The optial form is the now-a-day
well-known optial ber. A glass ber (ore) in vauum may guide optial waves by
the mehanism of total reexion. In order to inrease the ore size without having
spurious modes propagating, the ore is usually immersed into a lower-refrative-
index glass.
Other useful devies are shown in Fig. 4.1 m-p). The power arried by a trans-
mission line of harateristi ondutane Gc may be split into two parts simply by
onneting it to two transmission lines whose harateristi ondutanes sum up to
Gc. The onneting iruit is a three-port reiproal onservative devie. Alterna-
tively, when two transmission lines are put side by side and oupled at two loations
separated by a quarter of a wavelength, some of the power inident on a transmis-
sion line is transmitted into the other one. This devie is alled a diretional oupler,
see Fig. 4.1 n). This 4-port devie may be redued to a 3-port devie by putting
a mathed load at the end of one of the transmission lines. The optial form of a
diretional oupler is alled a beam-splitter, whih may simply onsist of a at piee
of glass, see Fig. 4.1 o). An important non-reiproal 3-port devie is the irulator,
whih exists in mirowave and optial versions. It is intrinsially loss-less: a wave
entering into port 1 entirely exits from port 2, a wave entering into port 2 entirely
exits from port 3, and a wave entering into port 3 entirely exits from port 1, see
Fig. 4.1 p). Suh a devie is onvenient to separate reeted waves from inident
waves without introduing losses.
4.10 Thin slab with gain
We onsider isotropi materials desribed by bulk propagation onstant k ≡ (ω/c)n,
and set n ≡ n′ + in′′, where n′ represents the real part of the refrative index and
n′′ the imaginary part. Sine the eld varies aording to E(z) = E(0) exp(ikz) ≡
E(0) exp[i(k′ + ik′′)z] ≡ exp[(ω/c)(in′z − n′′z)], a medium with loss orresponds to
n′′ > 0 and a medium with gain orresponds to n′′ < 0.
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Dieletri waveguide. A dieletri waveguide is a ylindrial dieletri embed-
ded into a lower refrative index dieletri. We denotes by z the ylindrial axis.
Negleting dieletri losses and irregularities, a number of modes may be found with
real propagation onstant kzi, i = 0, 1, 2.... The power arried by these modes, that
one may all "trapped modes", is nite. The eld E(y), where y denotes the trans-
verse oordinate, may be taken as a real funtion of y. (There exist also "radiation
modes" that are required to make the mode expansion omplete. These will not
be onsidered further here). A partiularly interesting wave-guide is the thin slab
onguration, analogous to the δ(x) potentials onsidered in quantum mehanis.
This slab is made up of a thin sheet of loss-less dieletri with n > 1, immersed into
free spae. Suh a slab supports a single trapped mode, and the eld is of the form
E(y) ∝ exp(− |y|).
"Inverted" waveguide. In the ase of "inverted" waveguides, the inner slab has
a refrative index lower, rather than higher, than that of the surrounding medium.
Only "leaky modes" then may propagate. Suh modes get attenuated along the
z propagation axis and the eld grows to arbitrary large values in the transverse
diretion y. Aordingly, these modes arry, in priniple, innite power, yet make
sense physially near a soure.
Waveguide with gain. If we now allow the inner slab of an inverted waveguide
(inner n′ less than outer n′, outer n′′ = 0) to have gain, that is to have inner n′′ < 0,
the guide may exhibit gain above some threshold value. This is of ourse neessarily
the ase for laser osillators and ampliers. Suh devies are alled "gain-guided
ampliers or osillators". By adding gain to the inner region, the leaky mode with
loss has been onverted into an amplied wave. It has not always been reognized
that the guided wave then exhibits a nearly usual behavior. That is, the eld deays
exponentially as one moves away from the inner region, and the mode arries a
nite power. But the power grows along the z oordinate, and the wavefront is
urved and diverging. If the eld is denoted as above by E(y), where y denotes the
transverse oordinate, E(y) may no longer may be taken as a real funtion of y.
Note that this onlusion (omplex E-eld) applies as well, stritly speaking, to the
ase where the inner n′ exeeds the outer n′. In that ase the inner slab gain may,
however, be viewed as a small perturbation of the normally guiding waveguide. From
a fundamental view-point, as soon as gain entails that the wave is growing in the z
diretion, there an no basi dierene between inverted and normal waveguides.
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An important parameter is
K ≡
∣∣∣∣∣
∫∞
−∞
|E2(y)| dy∫∞
−∞
E2(y)dy
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≥ 1. (4.9)
In the linear regime (but not above threshold), laser linewidths are enhaned by the
K-fator. There are more general expression for K appliable to arbitrary media
with in-homogeneous gain and loss.
There is a simpler piture involving thin slabs that laries the gain-guidane
issue. One may transform the onguration desribed above through a series of steps
that do not spoil the basi properties, but enable us to proeed to above-threshold
lasers. First, the laser end-faes at z = 0 and z = L are supposed to be made fully
reeting. The generated power is now dissipated into the outer medium, whose n′′
is made slightly positive. (Admittedly, suh a laser is not a very useful devie sine
the generated power is dissipated internally, instead of propagating outside. But
pratial onsiderations are not our main onern at the moment). We have now
redued the initial two-dimensional (z, y) onguration into a one-dimensional (y)
onguration. Indeed, we may simply require that there is an integral number of half
wavelengths from z = 0 to z = L, and then ignore the z oordinate. Furthermore, we
may redue the inner slab to a thin slab with gain, immersed into an outer medium
with small losses. We may then dene an optial potential equal to the produt
of E(y) and the width of the devie in the y diretion, whih we take as unity for
simpliity. The thin slab is then represented by an admittane Ye(ω) with negative
ondutane part, say −Ge. The outer medium is a transmission line with loss, whose
input admittane onsists of a positive frequeny-dependent ondutane G(ω) and
a suseptane B(ω) . Finally, the gain-guided onguration has been redued to a
simple (zero-dimensional) iruit. Analysis of the response of that iruit to random
urrent soures c(t) leads to a linewidth-enhanement fator whih oinides with the
K-fator whose expression has been given above. It thus appears that the original
gain-guided onguration is equivalent to a iruit with the negative ondutane
separated from the positive ondutane by a reative element.
One this has been done, we may go on to the above-threshold regime, something
that ould hardly be done by diret analysis of the initial onguration. Above
threshold the linewidth enhanement is not given by K anymore, but by a more
ompliated expression given in Part II, whih involves the phase-amplitude oupling
fator α. This fator desribes how the ative material refrative index varies when
the material gain varies.
Chapter 5
Statistial Mehanis
Aside from the law of onservation of energy, the fat that eletrons have the same
(onserved) eletrial harge e, the Shroedinger equation and the Pauli priniple
(if the detailed eletroni properties of semiondutors are thought for), the the-
ory presented in this book rests on the introdution of random urrent soures or
random rates. To any ondutane G one assoiates a omplex random urrent
C(t) ≡ C ′(t)+ iC ′′(t), where C ′(t) and C ′′(t) are unorrelated and have spetral den-
sity ~ω |G|, where ω denotes the operating (angular) frequeny. Alternatively one
may onsider emitted or absorbed rates whose utuation spetral densities are equal
to the absolute values of the average rates. Soures of dierent loations or, e.g., ol-
letions of atoms in the absorbing state and olletions of atoms in the emitting state
(whih may be represented respetively by positive ondutanes Ga and negative
ondutanes −Ge onneted in parallel) are unorrelated. These onlusions rest
fundamentally on Statistial Mehanis, whose historial origin is the Carnot laws of
Thermodynamis. We therefore rst present in this hapter a simple derivation of
those laws.
We begin with an historial introdution onerning heat. At the Carnot time,
the working agent, that is the material being displaed from a heat reservoir to an-
other at a dierent temperature while some parameter is being varied, was generally
air, ontained in a ylinder of variable length. The Carnot nding is that heat-engine
eienies reah a maximum value depending only on the two bath temperatures
when the engine is reversible, and that, for slow proesses, the only soure of irre-
versibility is the ontating of bodies at dierent temperatures.
We rst show that (following Boltzmann) the Carnot disovery onerning heat
engine eienies and the work produed per yle, may be viewed as elementary
onsequenes of the onept of probability, no empirial result being needed, using
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the model of two reservoirs ontaining idential balls in the earth gravitational eld.
We obtain straightforwardly the Carnot expressions for average work and eieny,
and the work variane. Note however that the result is diretly appliable to the Otto
yle employing as working agent a two-level system. This yle may stop delivering
work even when the two bath temperatures are dierent.
We next onsider more general quantized working agents, involving more than
two levels. The Carnot result remains appliable provided a well-dened temper-
ature may be asribed to suh quantized systems. Clearly, this is not the ase in
general. If a quantized system is in ontat with a heat bath at temperature T , and
a single eletron is onsidered, the probability that a partiular level of energy Ek be
oupied is proportional to exp(−βEk) where β denotes the temperature reiproal
1/T , aording to the Boltzmann law. When this quantized system is separated from
the bath and allowed to evolve slowly (adiabati transformation), the level oupa-
tions do not vary, and therefore they are unlikely to orrespond to any temperature.
We will restrit ourselves to quantized systems where this diulty does not our.
Partiularly to the ase of evenly-spaed energy levels Ek = kǫ, k = ...,−1, 0, 1, 2...,
where ǫ may be allowed to vary, and some states may be forbidden.
The simplest ase is that of a single eletron with two levels, akin to the reservoir
model mentioned above. This situation is often referred to as a two-level atom
gas. We briey onsider a system having B levels, e.g., a bismuth nuleus in a
magneti eld. The ase where Ek = (
1
2
+ k)ǫ, k = 0, 1, 2... orresponds to the
quantized harmoni osillator. A summation gives the average energy at temperature
T . Next we onsider evenly-spaed levels Ek = kǫ, −∞ < k <∞ and many eletrons
(sometimes referred to as a "Fermi sea". For a given spin state, there may be only
one eletron at eah level, aording to the Pauli priniple. It is supposed that at
T = 0K, eletrons ll up the lower states up to some level alled the Fermi level. If
an energy r is added, some of the eletrons must move upward on the energy sale, so
that the sum of their upper displaements be r setting ǫ = 1. The entropy S(r) is the
logarithm of the number of partitionsW (r) of r. The temperature reiproal β(r) ≈
S(r+1)−S(r). Averaging over energy and over the eletron number give the anonial
and grand-anonial distributions, respetively. The grand-anonial Fermi-Dira
distribution follows from these onsiderations. Semiondutors, in whih a range of
energies is forbidden (band gap) may be treated similarly. When the material is
"pumped", that is, when n eletrons are being transferred from the valene band to
the ondution band, the system is no longer in a state of thermal equilibrium. Eah
band, however, is in equilibrium and (quasi) Fermi levels may be dened for the two
bands. Equilibrium within eah band may be the result of eletrons moving up or
down within eah band, ending up to two possibly dierent temperatures. Thermal
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ontat of the eletron gas with the rystal and of the rystal with a heat sink may
ensure that both temperatures are the same as that of the heat sink when the energy
exhanges do not our too quikly.
The laws of Statistial Mehanis apply primarily to isolated systems. An impor-
tant question is: how does the isolated system evolve in the ourse of time, starting
from some initial onditions that do not orrespond to the equilibrium situation?
The answer was given by Einstein in terms of atomi transition probabilities per
unit time. Likewise, we onsider atoms resonant with a (single mode) optial res-
onator at frequeny ω, i.e., atoms whose level energy dierene equals ~ω. This
energy is set as unity for onveniene, by a proper hoie of units. We all m the
integer part of the optial resonator energy E that is, the largest integer less than
E. Whenever an atom jumps from the emitting to the absorbing state, the res-
onator energy is inremented by one and onversely whenever an atom jumps from
the absorbing to the emitting state, the resonator energy is deremented by one. If
follows from the Boltzmann distribution relating to the atoms that the probability
that the optial resonator energy be omprised between E and dE is proportional
to exp(−βm)dE. As far as the average value of the resonator energy is onerned,
this distribution gives the expression obtained by the Quantum Optis methods that
treat the optial resonator as a quantized harmoni osillator. But the variane of
the energy derived from the expression p(E) ∝ exp(−βm) gives the lassial expres-
sion in the high-temperature limit, while the variane evaluated from the Quantum
Optis expression does not. Note that m is an integer from its very denition, not
as a result of eld quantization. This being made lear, we nd it onvenient to say
that, in the present ase the resonator ontains m "light quanta". The probabilities
per unit time that upward or downward atomi transition our are found to be both
proportional to the arithmeti mean of the number of light quanta before and after
the jump.
Atoms perform jumps beause they an be observed (through, e.g., methods of
seletive ionization) only in one state or another. The Shrödinger equation desribes
eletrons submitted to a stati potential and a term representing the optial eld
supposed to be presribed, that is, to be independent of the eletron motion, a
ondition fullled when m is a large number. We then nd the probability that the
eletron be found in a partiular state as a funtion of time (Rabi equations). In
order to desribe jumps, however, one must introdue a phenomenologial parameter
denoted here γ. One may then evaluate the probability that, given that a downward
event ourred at t = 0, an upward event ours at time t. This is the waiting time,
evaluated in a subsequent hapter, with methods similar to those employed to treat
resonane uoresene.
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The system of major interest in this book, namely a laser with a pump rate J
and a detetion rate D, is solved with the help of rate equations. These equations
involve the transition probabilities per unit time whose expressions follow, as we just
said, from the properties of isolated systems.
5.1 History of the Carnot disovery
Some notions onerning heat were probably aquired by humans at a very early
time. Partiularly the fat that heat ows from hot bodies to old bodies but that
the onverse never ours spontaneously. This is a fundamentally non-reversible pro-
ess. Eventually the two bodies approah a state of thermal equilibrium, that is,
reah some intermediate temperature. The rst heat engine was probably invented
around 100 AD by Hero of Alexendria, in the form of a sphere partially lled with
water and with an oblique outlet letting the water vapor esape. Daniel Bernoulli
oered in 1738 the following piture: "Air pressure inreases not only by ompression
but also by heat supplied to it, and sine it is admitted that heat may be onsid-
ered as an inreasing internal motion of the partiles, it follows that this indiates
a more intense motion in the air partiles". Rumford noted that gun drilling with
degraded tools inreases the metal temperature without aeting it otherwise. The
speed of sound in air alulated by Newton under the assumption of a onstant tem-
perature was in error by some 10 per ent. A good agreement with observation was
subsequently obtained by Laplae, who supposed instead that the air ompression
proess is adiabati, that is assuming that there is no heat ow between adjaent
air layers. A number of pratial heat engines were fabriated in the 18
th
entury
and employed, partiularly in mining, but they had poor eienies. As far as
the history of the disoveries preeeding the Carnot work is onerned one should
mention the Boyle-Mariotte empirial law PV = T (omitting onstants), where V
denotes the volume of a ontainer, P the pressure exerted on the wall, and T the
absolute temperature. If V hanges while the temperature remains onstant (isother-
mal regime) it is straightforward to evaluate the work W performed as the integral
of P dV = T dV/V , W = T log(Vf/Vi), where i, f refer to initial and nal val-
ues, respetively. Finally, it was found (in a dierent form) that an helium atom
has an energy U = 3T
2
at a temperature T , where the number 3 orresponds to
the atom translational degrees of freedom. (It is only at very high temperatures
that the eletrons degrees of freedom should be onsidered). If the vessel is iso-
lated (adiabati proess) the elementary work is opposite to the hange in energy
dW = P dV = −dU = −3
2
dT = −3
2
(P dV + V dP ), where the previous relation
PV = T has been used. Integration gives PV 5/3=onstant. We may therefore eval-
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uate the work performed in an adiabati hange of V , and the nal temperature of
the gas. More generally, if f denotes the number of degrees of freedom in some tem-
perature range, we nd the relation PV γ=onstant, where γ ≡ 1 + 2
f
= CP
CV
, where
CV = f/2 and CP = CV + 1 denote respetively the spei heats (energy inre-
ments per unit temperature inrement) at onstant volume and onstant pressure,
respetively.
Carnot then undertook to understand the priniples ruling the operation of heat
engines and disovered around 1824 the rst and seond laws of Thermodynam-
is. Heat engines operate by retrieving heat from a hot bath and delivering a lesser
amount of heat to a old bath. Their eieny is dened as the ratio of the work
performed and the higher temperature reservoir heat onsumption, both being ex-
pressed in the same energy units, e.g., in joules. The rst law asserts that heat is
a form of energy and that isolated systems energies do not vary in the ourse of
time. Let us ite Carnot [10℄: Heat is nothing but motive power, or rather another
form of motion. Wherever motive power is destroyed, heat is generated in preise
proportion to the quantity of motive power destroyed; onversely, wherever heat is
destroyed, motive power is generated. Carnot alulated that 1 alorie of heat is
equivalent to 3.27 J, instead of the modern value: 4.18 J. He proved that engine e-
ienies reah their maximum value when they are reversible, from the onsideration
that energy annot be obtained for free. He noted that non-reversibility originates
only from the ontating of two bodies at dierent temperatures, aknowledging
that a small temperature dierene had nevertheless to be tolerated. He disovered
a yle in whih temperature dierenes between ontating bodies ould be made
arbitrarily small, ending up with the elebrated Carnot yle. He established that
the maximum eieny of heat engines operating between baths at absolute tem-
peratures Tl and Th, respetively, is η = 1 − Tl/Th, and that this eieny may
be reahed under idealized onditions, irrespetively of the working agent employed
(Carnot pointed out that, however, for pratial reasons, it would be a very poor
hoie to employ the thermal expansion of solids or liquids to fabriate heat en-
gines). He found that the work performed is W = (Th − Tl)S, where S denotes
the entropy ("alorique" in Carnot terminology) transferred from the hot bath to
the old bath. To dene entropy in pratial terms, note that when an amount of
heat ∆Q is added to a onstant-volume body at temperature T , the body-entropy
inrement is ∆S = ∆Q/T , the variation of T being onsidered insigniant. If the
body onstant-volume heat apaity CV (T ) ≡ ∆Q/∆T is known from measurements
over a broad range of temperatures, S(T ) may be obtained by integration, to within
an arbitrary additional onstant. It has been reognized later on by Nernst that, in
general, S(0) = 0.
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Even now the importane of the Carnot ontribution is not fully appreiated. It is
often said that Carnot disovered the seond law of Thermodynamis while ignoring
the rst one, and furthermore, that he onfused entropy and heat. One reason for
the misunderstanding is that part of the Carnot ontribution appeared in print only
deades after his early death. A seond one is that his work was popularized by
Clapeyron in a partly erroneous manner. A third one is the unfortunate use by
Carnot of the word alorique to designate what Clausius later on alled entropy.
The word alorique had been formerly employed by Lavoisier to designate some
hypothetial heat substane. Let us quote Zemansky and Dittman: [11℄ Carnot
used haleur when referring to heat in general, but when referring to the motive
power of re that is brought about when heat enters an engine at high temperature
and leaves at low temperature, he uses the expression hute de alorique, never hute
de haleur. Carnot had in the bak of his mind the onept of entropy, for whih he
reserved the term alorique.
We are aware of approximately ten papers, written from 1919 up to this time,
onerning the early history of Thermodynamis, that attempted to orret this sit-
uation. A. Kastler in a olloquium [10℄ and the russian sientist Brodiansky in a
reent book "Sadi Carnot" [12℄, maintain that Carnot disovered both the rst law
and the seond law of Thermodynamis. Another paper is by La Mer (1954) who
expressed himself forth-fully as follows: Unless the view-point that the Carnot the-
ory is aurate is adopted, one is plaed in the position of maintaining that Carnot
sueeded in demonstrating some of the most fundamental and profound priniples
of physial siene by the most masterly display of sienti double-talk that has
ever been perpetrated upon the sienti world. This view is untenable. The his-
torian of siene R. Fox says: Until reently there were very few studies onerning
[the physis of Carnot reexions℄. Thanks to the work of Hoyer [13℄, we now have
papers on the logial impliations of the Carnot theory, and its analogy with modern
thermodynamis. It is not at all obvious to understand how Carnot disovered the
mehanial equivalent of heat. Hoyer artiles provide omplete referenes to earlier
attempts. He explains the exatness of Carnot alulation (whih is even more strik-
ing if one uses modern values for the spei heats) by notiing that the Carnot
theory is entirely aurate.
The next giant step onerning heat proesses was made near the end of the 19
th
entury by Boltzmann, who introdued the onept of probability. Previous work in
that diretion had been made by Bernoulli and Maxwell.
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Figure 5.1: Shemati representation of an engine that onverts potential energy
into mehanial work. The gure represents two reservoirs loated at low and high
altitudes, El, Eh respetively, with Nl, Nh possible ball loations (Nl = Nh = 5 in
the gure). The number of weight-1 balls (blak irles) is nl in the lower reservoir,
and nh in the higher reservoir (with nl = 1, nh = 2 in the gure). For eah reservoir,
every ball onguration is equally likely onsidering that the energies are the same.
A yle onsists of exhanging two randomly piked up balls from one reservoir to
the other. Alternatively, one may view the dark irles as eletrons in a stati eld.
This gure may then be viewed as representing ve atoms numbered from 1 to 5
from left to right. 1 and 4 are in the emitting state, 3 is in the absorbing state, and
2 and 5 are inative. A Rabi osillation may onvert atom 1 from one state to the
other, thereby inrementing or derementing the resonator energy.
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5.2 Exhange of balls between two reservoirs
Consider two reservoirs at altitudes El and Eh respetively, with Eh > El by onven-
tion, as shown in Fig. 5.1. There are Nl possible ball loations in the lower reservoir
and nl < Nl/2 weight-one balls. Likewise, there are Nh possible ball loations in the
higher reservoir and nh < Nh/2 weight-one balls
1
. A yle onsists of exhanging
randomly-piked balls between the two reservoirs
2
.
The energy of a reservoir at altitude E ontaining n weight-1 balls is obviously
Q = nE (kineti energy being not onsidered, the total energy oinides with the
potential energy). The letter Q is employed antiipating a orrespondene with
heat. When a weight-1 ball is added to a reservoir at altitude E the reservoir energy
is inremented by E. On the other hand, if a ball is randomly piked up from
the N loations of a reservoir ontaining n weight-1 balls and subsequently arried
to a reservoir at altitude E, the latter reservoir average energy is inremented by
∆Q = E n/N . The word average is omitted for brevity when onfusion is unlikely
to arise.
Consider now two suh reservoirs. One at altitude El (lower reservoir) and on-
taining nl weight-1 balls. The other at altitude Eh (higher reservoir) ontaining nh
weight-1 balls. A yle onsists of exhanging two random balls between the two
reservoirs. From what has just been said and if we set l ≡ nl/Nl, h ≡ nh/Nh, the
energies added to the lower and higher reservoirs read respetively
∆Ql = El(h− l),
∆Qh = −Eh(h− l). (5.1)
The work performed follows from the law of onservation of energy
W = −∆Ql −∆Qh = (Eh − El)(h− l). (5.2)
The engine eieny, dened as the ratio of the work performed W and the energy
−∆Qh lost by the higher reservoir, is therefore
η ≡ W−∆Qh = 1−
El
Eh
. (5.3)
1
We require that n < N/2 so that temperatures are positive.
2
More formally, a yle onsists in piking in eah reservoir one loation, uniformly at random
and independently, then exhanging the ontent of these loations. If n ≤ N denotes the number
of balls in a given reservoir, it is lear that the probability of piking up a ball inside is n/N .
Another setting onsists in piking a loation in eah reservoir as above, removing the balls if any,
and piking a hole at random in the other reservoir to reeive eah removed ball. It is not diult
to see that the two settings are stritly equivalent. In the sequel, we simply say that two random
balls are exhanged between the two reservoirs.
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The purpose of the next setion is to relate the engine desribed above to heat
engines. We will show that when h ≈ l the eieny given in (5.3) oinides with
the Carnot eieny and the work given in (5.2) oinides with the expression given
by Carnot.
5.3 Heat engines
We onsider again reservoirs ontaining N loations and n weight-1 balls. To relate
this devie to heat engines, let us rst reall that the number of ball ongurations
in a reservoir is N !/n!(N−n)!. For example, if N = 3 and n = 1, there are 3!/1!2!=3
ongurations, namely (• ◦ ◦), (◦ • ◦) and (◦ ◦ •). Next, we dene the entropy as the
logarithm of the number of ongurations, the Boltzmann onstant being set equal
to unity, that is, for a reservoir,
S(n) = ln
(
N !
n!(N − n)!
)
. (5.4)
Note that
S(n+ 1)− S(n) = ln
(
N !
(n+ 1)!(N − n− 1)!
)
− ln
(
N !
n!(N − n)!
)
= ln
(
N − n
n+ 1
)
≈ ln
(
N
n
− 1
)
, (5.5)
for large n.
The absolute temperature of a reservoir is then dened as
T (n) =
Q(n + 1)−Q(n)
S(n + 1)− S(n) ≈
E
ln(N
n
− 1) . (5.6)
Temperature is an intensive quantity. For example, the temperature of two idential
bodies at temperature T , onsidered together, is again T . Beause heat has the
nature of an energy and is an extensive quantity, it is required that S be also an
extensive quantity. Sine the number of ongurations in two separate bodies is the
produt of the ongurations (for eah onguration of one body one must onsider all
the ongurations of the other body) and the logarithmi funtion has the property
that ln(ab) = ln(a) + ln(b), the above denitions do ensure that T be an intensive
quantity. Note that we have hosen a temperature unit suh that the Boltzmann
onstant kB be unity. By doing so the distintion between extensive and intensive
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quantities drops out of sight. For example, the energy of a single-mode osillator
E = kBT reads in our notation E = T . However, the distintion may be restored,
while keeping kB = 1, by writing E = T× the number of modes. The number of
modes depends on volume, while T does not.
The yle eieny given in (5.3) may now be written in terms of temperatures
as
η = 1− El
Eh
= 1− Tl
Th
ln(1
l
− 1)
ln( 1
h
− 1) . (5.7)
Thus, when l ≈ h, the last fration in the above equation drops out and the Carnot
eieny is indeed obtained. In the limit l ≈ h the work W produed per yle is
very small. However, one may always add up the work ontributions of any number of
similar devies having the same reservoir temperatures (but possibly dierent values
of E, n), and ahieve any speied work at the Carnot eieny.
The ball exhange disussed above may inrement the reservoir entropies. The
number of balls in a reservoir may indeed be inremented by one, remain the same, or
be deremented by one. From what was said before, the probability that a weight-1
ball be transferred from the high reservoir to the lower one is h ≡ nh/Nh, and the
probability that a weight-1 ball be transferred from the low reservoir to the higher
one is l ≡ nl/Nl. Sine these events are independent, the lower reservoir entropy
inrement reads
∆Sl = h(1− l)[S(nl + 1)− S(nl)] + l(1− h)[S(nl − 1)− S(nl)]. (5.8)
Using (5.5) we obtain
∆Sl = (h− l) ln
(
1
l
− 1
)
. (5.9)
The inrement of the higher reservoir entropy is obtained by exhanging the h and l
labels in the above expression, that is
∆Sh = −(h− l) ln
(
1
h
− 1
)
. (5.10)
We thus nd that, in the limit nl/Nl ≈ nh/Nh (or l ≈ h), ∆Sl ≈ −∆Sh so that
there is no net entropy produed. Entropy is just arried from the higher reservoir
to the lower one. The Carnot expression for the work realled in Setion 2 may thus
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be written as
W = (Th − Tl)∆Sl = −(Th − Tl)∆Sh ≈
(
Eh
ln
(
1
h
− 1) − Elln (1
l
− 1)
)
∆Sl
≈ (Eh −El)(h− l), (5.11)
so that the Carnot general formula for W realled in Setion 2 indeed oinides
with the expression for the work performed per yle evaluated for our model from
simple reasoning. More preisely, the ratio of the total entropy produed to the work
produed tends to zero as h→ l, as we explain in the next setion.
The nal expression tells us that the engine, aording to our model, delivers
work only if the terms Eh − El and h − l are both positive or both negative. But
sine Eh > El by onvention, this implies that we must have h > l. Going bak to
the expression of the temperature in (5.6), and remembering that the ln(.) funtion
is a monotonially inreasing funtion of its argument, we nd that work may be
produed only if Th > Tl. Whenever Th > Tl there exist heat engines that may
deliver work. But this is not so for every heat engine. In partiular, we will later
on disuss the properties of an Otto heat engine that stops delivering work when a
ondition similar to our l = h ondition holds, even though Th > Tl.
Conventional heat engines operate with two large baths, or reservoirs, one hot and
one old. Beause these baths are not innite in size, yle after yle, the hot bath
ools down and the old bath warms up. Eventually no work is being produed.
The same situation ours in our model. After a very large number of yles the
values of h and the value of l tend to oinide and no work is being produed any
more. Beause the reservoir temperatures do not equalize, however, one may say
that the system has then reahed a state of equilibrium, but not a state of thermal
equilibrium. This is not a peuliarity of our model, but a general property of some
heat engines.
5.4 Flutuations
Laser noise is related to utuations. We are thus interested in the utuations (pre-
isely the varianes) of the quantities onsidered above, namely the work produed
and the total entropy produed.
Reall that in our model a yle onsists of exhanging simultaneously a ball
from the higher reservoir (at altitude Eh and ontaining nh balls) and a ball from
the lower reservoir (at altitudeEl and ontaining nl balls). The probability that a ball
be piked up from the higher reservoir is h ≡ nh/Nh (and therefore the probability
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that no ball be piked up is 1 − h), The probability that a ball be piked up from
the lower reservoir is l ≡ nl/Nl (and therefore the probability that no ball be piked
up is 1− l). The two events are independent. Reall that Nl, Nh are the numbers of
possible ball loations in the reservoirs.
Setting E ≡ Eh − El, we have seen in the main text that the average work
produed per yle is 〈W 〉 = E(h− l). We now evaluate 〈W 2〉. The probability that
a ball falls and none is raised is h(1 − l). If this event ours, the work performed
squared is equal to E2. Conversely, the probability that a ball is raised and none
falls is l(1 − h). If this event ours, the work performed squared is again equal to
E2. Beause the two other ases (exhange of weight-1 balls or exhange of nothing)
produe no work, it follows that 〈W 2〉 = E2[h(1 − l) + l(1 − h)]. Therefore, the
variane of the work produed reads
var(W ) ≡ 〈W 2〉− 〈W 〉2 = E2[h(1− h) + l(1− l)]. (5.12)
In the limit h ≈ l onsidered in the main text, we have
var(W ) ≈ 2E2l(1− l). (5.13)
Let us now onsider the total entropy produed ∆S ≡ ∆Sl + ∆Sh. When a
ball is being transferred from the high reservoir to the lower one and none from
the low reservoir to the higher one, an event that ours with probability h(1 − l),
the inrement of Sl is, aording to (5.5), ∆S(nl + 1) − ∆S(nl) = ln(1l − 1), and
the inrement of Sh is ∆S(nh − 1) − ∆S(nh) = − ln( 1h − 1). It follows that the
inrement in total entropy is ln(
1
l
−1
1
h
−1
) with probability h(1− l). When a ball is being
transferred from the low reservoir to the higher one and none from the high reservoir
to the lower one, an event that ours with probability l(1− h), the inrement of Sl
is, aording to (5.5), ∆S(nl − 1)−∆S(nl) = − ln(1l − 1), and the inrement of Sh
is ∆S(nh + 1)−∆S(nh) = ln( 1h − 1). It follows that the inrement in total entropy
is ln(
1
h
−1
1
l
−1
) with probability l(1− h).
The average inrement in total entropy is therefore
〈∆S〉 = h(1− l) ln
( 1
l
− 1
1
h
− 1
)
+ l(1− h) ln
( 1
h
− 1
1
l
− 1
)
= (h− l) ln
( 1
l
− 1
1
h
− 1
)
> 0. (5.14)
As we said in the main text, when h ≈ l, ∆S ≈ 0 and the system tends to be
reversible and to ahieve the highest eieny. Note that the entropy inrement is
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non-negative for both a heat engine (h > l) and a heat pump l > h). More preisely,
noting that to rst order in δ ≡ h− l we have ln[(1/l − 1)/(1/h− 1)] ≈ δ/[l(1− l)],
〈∆S〉 ≈ δ
2
l(1− l) . (5.15)
The whole model presented makes sense beause the generated entropy is propor-
tional to δ2 while the work produed is proportional to δ, so that, for small δ,
reversibility does not imply zero work.
Finally, we evaluate the variane of the total entropy inrement. From the above
expressions, it follows that
〈
(∆S)2
〉
= h(1− l)
[
ln
( 1
l
− 1
1
h
− 1
)]2
+ l(1− h)
[
ln
( 1
h
− 1
1
l
− 1
)]2
= (h+ l − 2lh)
[
ln
( 1
l
− 1
1
h
− 1
)]2
, (5.16)
and the variane reads
var(∆S) ≡ 〈(∆S)2〉− 〈∆S〉2
= (h+ l − 2lh− (h− l)2)
[
ln
( 1
l
− 1
1
h
− 1
)]2
= [(h(1− h) + l(1− l)]
[
ln
( 1
l
− 1
1
h
− 1
)]2
, (5.17)
whih vanishes, as well as the average entropy produed, when h ≈ l. To rst order
in δ ≡ h− l, we have
var(∆S) ≈ 2 〈∆S〉 , (5.18)
a remarkably simple result.
5.5 Relation to pratial heat engines
Real heat engines retrieve energy from two arbitrarily large baths, one at temperature
Tl and the other at temperature Th > Tl. A working agent suh as a gas-lled ylinder
of length L is put in ontat alternately with the hot bath and the old bath. There
are four steps. A parameter suh as the length L of a ylinder or a magneti eld
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(see below) may vary during these four steps.Net work may be obtained in that
manner. We onsider below in partiular the so-alled Otto yle, whih desribes in
an idealized form the gasoline engine,disovered by Beau de Rohas in 1862 and Otto
in 1876. In that yle, the parameter does not vary when the working agent is in
ontat with either bath. The parameter varies only during the adiabati transitions
from one bath to the other. Furthermore, we suppose that the working agent is a
olletion of eletrons (whose magneti moments are ±µ) submitted to a magneti
eld Bl in the lower (old) bath and Bh in the higher (hot) bath. We denote by El and
Eh the orresponding dierenes in eletroni level energies. Otto yle eienies
approah the Carnot eieny when the work produed per yle tends to zero. This
is exatly what our ball model desribes.
To see more learly their relationship, onsider the speial ase where, in the Otto
yle, El/Tl = Eh/Th. Then, aording to the Boltzmann statistis, the two eletron
level populations are the same in either bath. Indeed, alling n the upper state
population and N −n the lower-state population, we have (N−n)/n = exp(E/T ), a
relation to whih subsripts l and hmay be appended. It follows that nl/Nl = nh/Nh.
It is also known that during the (slow) adiabati transformations the level populations
do not vary. We onlude that the populations are the same at all time. The
work produed when the eletrons are arried from the hot bath to the old bath is
therefore opposite to the work performed when the eletrons are arried from the old
bath to the hot bath, so that the net work W delivered in the speial irumstane
presently onsidered vanishes. But the relation nl/Nl = nh/Nh oinides with the
relation l = h introdued in our ball model for the ase where W = 0, sine we have
dened l ≡ nl/Nl, h ≡ nh/Nh. In both our model and the Otto yle, whenever h
slightly exeeds l there is some work produed almost at the Carnot eieny, and
whenever l slightly exeeds h there is some work absorbed almost at the Carnot
eieny (ideal heat pump). Thus we onlude that the ball model realistially
desribes some ommon heat engines. For an exat desription of Carnot heat engines
see the generalization of the ball model given below in 5.7.
To summarize, the only onepts involved in the present setion are those of
potential energy and of uniform probability. We have been able to prove that the
eieny and work oinide with the Carnot expressions in some limit. Flutuations
are obtained straightforwardly.
5.6 Relation to lasers
As in the previous setion we view the gure dark irles as eletrons in a stati
eld. Figure 5.1 may then be viewed as representing ve atoms numbered from 1 to
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5 from left to right. 1 and 4 are in the emitting state, 3 is in the absorbing state,
while 2 and 5 are inative. A Rabi osillation resulting from the eld at frequeny
ω with ~ω = Eh − El of a resonator, may onvert the atom 1 from one state to the
other, thereby inrementing or derementing the resonator energy. We suppose that
atom 1 only is onerned. The Rabi period, inversely proportional to the square
root of the resonator energy, orresponds to the yle duration. The probability
that atom 1 be in the emitting state is h(1 − l) and the probability that atom 1 be
in the absorbing state is l(1 − h), using the previous l, h notation. One the Rabi
exhange has been performed, the resonator has reeived, on the average, an energy
W = (Eh − El)
(
h(1 − l) − l(1 − h)) = (Eh − El)(h − l). This is the same result
as obtained before in (5.2) for the thermodynami yle. Note that the population
inversion may be used to dene a negative temperature T , as usual, aording to the
Boltzmann law:
l(1−h)
h(1−l)
≡ exp Eh−El
T
.
The laser shemati ould be ompleted by letting the resonator interat with
an atomi olletion similar to the one shown in 5.1, but absorbing energy on the
average, that is, with l > h and orresponding to a positive temperature. Eieny
and utuations may be obtained for some laser systems on the basis of suh a model.
The eieny of a laser is dened as the ratio of the optial power produed to the
pump power. In the present model the output energy is W per yle. In order
to sustain the osillation one must add steadily emitting-state atoms and remove
absorbing-state atoms.
5.7 Full Carnot yle
In the two-reservoir model previously desribed the Carnot eieny was reahed
only in the limit of small work produed per yle. That model suers from some
restritions sine, obviously, with only two reservoirs reversing the yle is immaterial.
In the present setion the model is generalized, and the exat properties of Carnot
yles are obtained. The higher reservoir is being replaed by a very large number
of higher reservoirs, and likewise the lower reservoir is being replaed by a very large
number of lower reservoirs. A ball randomly piked in one reservoir is arried to the
next in a yli manner. If the yle is being reversed the heat engine gets onverted
into a heat pump. We all "fores" the ratios n/N , and denote altitudes by E as
before.
There arem low-level reservoirs (referred to as sub-reservoirs) at altitudesEl,1, El,2, . . . El,m,
with fores fl,1, fl,2, . . . fl,m, respetively. Likewise, we suppose that there are m
high-level sub-reservoirs at altitudes Eh,1, Eh,2, . . . Eh,m, with fores fh,1, fh,2, . . . fh,m,
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respetively. We obtain
Ql = El1fhm +
m−1∑
i=1
fli(El,i+1 − El,i)−Elmflm
Qh = Eh1flm +
m−1∑
i=1
fhi(Eh,i+1 −Eh,i)− Ehmfhm. (5.19)
We have onsidered above arbitrary sub-reservoir fores. We now restrit the
generality by supposing that the fores depend on the reservoir altitudes aording
to laws of the form
fi = f(βEi). (5.20)
where f(.) denotes some funtion to be speied later, and Ei, with i = 1, 2 . . .m
denotes as before the altitude of the (lower or higher) sub-reservoirs. The parameter
β takes the values βl for the lower sub-reservoirs and the value βh for the higher one.
Under that restrition, the above expressions for the reservoir energies read
βlQl = L1f(Hm) +
m−1∑
i=1
f(Li)(Li+1 − Li)− Lmf(Lm)
βhQh = H1f(Lm) +
m−1∑
i=1
f(Hi)(Hi+1 −Hi)−Hmf(Hm). (5.21)
where we have dened Li = βlEl,i and Hi = βhEh,i, i = 1, 2 . . .m.
If the E-values do not vary muh from one low sub-reservoir to the next, and
likewise, do not vary muh from one high sub-reservoir to the next, sums may be
replaed by integrals and we have
βlQl = s(L1, Hm)− s(Lm)
βhQh = s(H1, Lm)− s(Hm), (5.22)
where
s(x, y) ≡ xf(y)−
∫ x
f(x′)dx′, s(x) ≡ s(x, x), (5.23)
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the lower limit of the integral being unimportant.
When L1 = Hm ≡ L and H1 = Lm ≡ H the maximum eieny is reahed.
Indeed, the quantity βlQl + βhQh then vanishes. If we set βl ≡ 1/Tl, βh ≡ 1/Th, the
eieny reads
η = 1− Tl
Th
. (5.24)
The work performed is then the produt of the hange of T and the hange of s,
namely
W = (Th − Tl) (s(H)− s(L)). (5.25)
We have thus reovered the properties of Carnot yles. Flutuations ould be ob-
tained as was done in the previous setion.
Even though the above relations were obtained for a rather peuliar kind of heat
engine, the results are general. Dierent working agents dier only by the expression
of the f(x) funtion introdued above, and therefore by the s(x, y) funtion. It is
important to notie that these funtions are unaeted by the addition of a onstant
to f . As a onsequene, if the working agent employed is a single-mode resonator,
the term ~ω/2 in the expression of the average energy 〈E〉 of the resonator, that is
the additional term ~/2 in the expression of the osillator ation f ≡ 〈E〉 /ω, aets
neither the work produed nor the eieny.
5.8 Two-states agent
The ball-reservoirs onsidered in this paper model may reah equilibrium with baths
loated at the same altitude ǫ provided they have the same h or l values. This is
ahieved by allowing balls to be displaed between the ball-reservoir and the bath.
Usually, working agents and baths exhange energy, but not partiles. If we insist on
the ondition that only energy be exhanged, our model needs be modied. Instead
of balls one should onsider eletrons immersed in a magneti eld. An eletron
has two energy levels depending on its spin state. The lower one may be set at 0
(orresponding to empty loations) and the other at 1 (orresponding to a weight-1
ball). What we previously alled the ball-reservoir altitude orresponds here to the
magneti eld in whih the eletrons are being immersed.
There is an alternative model lose to the one shown in the gure. Instead of
weight-1 balls in the earth gravitational eld, one may have eletrons in a onstant
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eletrial eld V/d reated by two parallel onduting plates spaed a distane d
apart, with a potential dierene V . The potential between the plates is a onstant
if they are onneted to an arbitrarily large apaitane. There may be a olletion of
nl < Nl eletrons at altitude El and a olletion of nh < Nh eletrons at altitude Eh.
Nl, Nh then represent the number of states in the lower and higher bands. When an
eletron drops from altitude Eh to altitude El, it delivers an energy eV (Eh −El)/d.
Conversely, when an eletron at altitude El is raised to Eh it absorbs an energy
eV (Eh−El)/d. These energies inrement or derement the large apaitane harge
by q, suh that qV equals the energy delivered by the eletron. In that model, the
work W evaluated above appears in the form of an eletrial energy orresponding
to a urrent i = q/τ lasting during the yle duration τ . The work is positive if there
is population inversion nh/Nh > nl/Nl.
5.9 Quantized working agents
We have treated above a rather peuliar type of heat engine onsisting of balls at
dierent altitudes. We would like to onsider now more onventional heat engines
involving a "working agent" depending on a varying parameter that we denotes ω
(in view of the ase where the working agent would be an osillator at frequeny ω).
This working agent is displaed from a heat-temperature bath to a low-temperature
bath and bak. In the historial part of this hapter the thermal properties of ideal
lassial gas have been realled, that enabled Carnot to propose a spei ideal yle.
From now on we onsider quantized working agents, when the quantized energy levels
fatorize aording to ǫk(ω) = h(k)g(ω). If this were not the ase, the onept of
temperature ould not be dened aurately, and therefore the Carnot requirement
that two bodies should be ontated only if they have the same temperature would
loose part of its meaning. This fatorization ondition is fullled in partiular for a
partile moving in a power-law potential of the form V (x) ∝ x2κ. The ase κ → ∞
orresponds to a partile moving bak and forth between two walls, and the ase
κ = 1 orresponds to harmoni osillators. We may onsider also the ase of B
evenly spaed levels, where B = 2 orresponds to the two-level ase (e.g., an eletron
in a magneti eld), B = 10 is appliable to bismuth nulei in a magneti eld, and
B →∞ orresponds again to harmoni osillators. The model applies also to a large
olletion of single-spin non-interating eletrons oupying evenly spaed levels (one
eletron per level). Let us begin by realling the properties of osillators.
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5.10 Harmoni osillators
In the present setion we rst reall the lassial properties of osillators and par-
tiularly the theorem that says that if the resonant frequeny ω is hanged slowly,
the resonator average energy U is proportional to ω, so that the resonator ation
f ≡ U/ω is a onstant3.
Adiabati transformation A transformation is alled "adiabati" (literally "does
not go through") when there is no heat exhange with the outside, and the proess
is slow. We treat here the adiabati transformation of lassial harmoni osillators.
We evaluate the work produed when the resonant frequeny ω vary slowly. Next,
we observe that the result is valid for any energy distribution, and applies therefore
also to semi-lassial and quantized harmoni resonators.
For onreteness, let us onsider a lassial indutaneapaitane L−C iruit
resonating at angular frequeny ω. To begin with, note that the osillator onsidered
involves a huge number of eletrons that at olletively, and that, aordingly, it
would be meaningless to quantize these eletrons (this, of ourse, is not what is meant
by "quantizing the resonator" in Quantum Optis). The eletrial harges on the
apaitor plates osillate sinusoidally in the ourse of time. The resonator is initially
neutral, so that the eletri harge appearing on one plate is opposite to the eletrial
harge appearing on the other plate, and the plates always attrat eah other. It
follows from the Coulomb law that the average fore F = U/2a, where a denotes
the plate separation, and U the osillator energy. If a is inremented by da slowly
so that the osillation remains almost sinusoidal, the elementary work performed by
the osillator is dW = −Fda = Uda/2a. On the other hand, it follows from the well
known resonane ondition LCω2 = 1 and the fat that C ∝ 1/a, where ∝ denotes
proportionality, that 2dω/ω = da/a. The elementary work may therefore be written
as dW = −(U/ω)dω ≡ −fdω, where we have introdued the generalized fore, or
"ation", f = U/ω. It may be that U varies slightly when a is inremented by da, but
this variation does not aet dW to rst order. Aordingly, the above disussion
3
Suh onsiderations are relevant to blak-body radiation, whih, historially, is at the origin
of Einstein theory of light quanta (later on alled "photons" by Lewis), in partiular in relation
of the Wien displaement law. Note that a blak-body may be onsidered as a large olletion of
resonators that are not diretly oupled to one another. Rather than onsidering the blak body as
a whole, it is simpler to onsider rst the properties of a single resonator. At the time of Plank the
word "resonator" was referring to atoms or moleules. In the present text "resonator" always refers
to eletrial (or optial) resonating iruits. As far as material objets are onerned we employ
the term "osillators". Even though optial resonators and (harmoni) osillators have lose formal
resemblane, they are distinguished in this book.
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holds both for isolated osillators, as presently onsidered, and for osillators in
ontat with a bath, even though U varies dierently in these two situations. It
follows that if the initial frequeny ω1 of an osillator of energy U1 is slowly hanged
to ω2, the energy U2 is given by U2 = U1(ω2/ω1). Beause the osillator presently
onsidered is isolated (adiabati transformation), the work performed is W = U1 −
U2 = U1(1− ω2/ω1).
One may apply the above lassial result to more general systems involving a
distribution P (U) of energy. If Ui is not known preisely, but the probability density
P1(U1) is known, the probability density of U2 is (ω1/ω2)P1
(
U2(ω1/ω2)
)
. It follows
that one may evaluate the umulants of the osillator energy after an adiabati
transformation. In partiular, the average energies are related as
〈U2〉 = 〈U1〉 (ω2/ω1). (5.26)
The average work performed 〈W 〉 = 〈U1〉 (1 − ω2/ω1) is given formally by the same
relation as for sure energies.
Osillator in ontat with a heat bath It remains to evaluate the average
energy 〈U〉 ≡ 〈E〉 of an osillator in ontat with a bath at absolute temperature
T . The average energy of a lassial osillator at temperature T equals T beause
an osillator possesses two degrees of freedom. For a quantized harmoni osillator
with energy levels Ek = (
1
2
+ k)ǫ, ǫ ≡ ~ω, we have, using the Boltzmann distribution
and after summation
〈E〉 = ~ω
2
exp(β~ω) + 1
exp(β~ω)− 1 , (5.27)
where β ≡ 1/T . We therefore have now all the information required to study ther-
mal yles employing osillators as working agents. In partiular, we an evaluate
the work delivered in a Carnot yle employing as working agent a olletion of in-
dependent osillators. The above expressions apply both to mehanial quantized
osillators and semi-lassial optial resonators, sine they have the same average
energy at some temperature.
In a yle, one may start from a frequeny ω1 when the resonator is in ontat
with the low-temperature bath Tl. It then possesses an average energy given by
(5.27) with T = Tl. Then, the resonator is arried to the high-temperature bath
at temperature Th and the frequeny is made to evolve slowly from ω1 to a value
ω2 suh that the average energy given in (5.26) oinides with the value given in
(5.27) with T = Th, ω = ω2. If this is the ase the resonator average energy is
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unaeted when ontating the hot bath. The seond step onsists of hanging ω2
to ω3 while the resonator remains at temperature Th. The third and fourth steps are
similar. We are therefore in position to evaluate the work performed by the engine
and its eieny. The point of this disussion is to emphasize that the working-agent
entropy is irrelevant. Aordingly, one may onsider that the resonator eld does not
possess any entropy without ontraditing experimental fats.
5.11 Many eletrons with evenly-spaed levels
For the analysis of semi-ondutors, it is important to know the Fermi-Dira dis-
tribution. This distribution is based on the Pauli priniple that forbids two ele-
trons to oupy the same state (only one spin state is onsidered). We assume for
simpliity evenly-spaed energy levels, with energy separation ǫ. This assumption
would be valid if the eletrons were moving in a square-law potential. But in a two-
dimensional semiondutor the density of state is onstant, so that the assumption
of evenly-spaed levels entails little errors
4
. Our model is approximately appliable
to any semiondutor beause the density of state may often be taken as a onstant
near the operating point. For simpliity, we further take ǫ as the energy unit (e.g., 1
meV). In the gure it is assumed that, at T = 0K, all the states are oupied from
level k = 0 to k = 6. Beause the added energy r that we shall onsider is less than
6, we may as well suppose that the negative k levels are all oupied). The Fermi
level µ employed below orresponds to the highest oupied level plus 1/2.
The probability that a level k be oupied at some temperature T > 0 is given
by the Fermi-Dira distribution
p(k) =
1
qµ−k + 1
q ≡ exp(−β) ≡ exp(−1/T ). (5.28)
To understand the signiane of this formula it is useful to onsider rst the isolated
system (miro-anonial ensemble) represented in Fig. 5.2 on the left. At T = 0K,
only states labeled by κ < 0 are oupied. Note that µ = 6 + 1/2 in the ase
of the gure, and κ ≡ k − µ = −1/2. If an energy r is added to the system
(r=6 in the ase of the gure), eletrons are moving upward until the total energy
aquired be equal to r. This may be aomplished in W (r) dierent manners, where
W (r) denotes the number of partitions of r (see the mathematial setion, where
4
In fat, a similar observation was made by Boltzmann, who introdued an energy spaing ǫ for
the purpose of evaluating the number of ongurations, and found this assumption aurate for
a two-dimensional box. However, Boltzmann eventually let ǫ tend to zero. In ontradistintion,
Plank and Einstein kept non-zero ǫ values.
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k κ mirostate mk(6) 〈Nκ〉 〈Nκ〉C 〈Nκ〉FD
7 6.5 0 0.000 0.032 0.032
6 5.5 • 1 0.091 0.052 0.053
5 4.5 • 1 0.091 0.084 0.087
4 3.5 • • 2 0.182 0.131 0.138
3 2.5 • • • 3 0.273 0.202 0.213
2 1.5 • • • • 4 0.364 0.300 0.313
1 0.5 • • • • • 5 0.455 0.430 0.435
0 -0.5 • • • • • • 6 0.545 0.570 0.565
−1 -1.5 • • • • • • • 7 0.636 0.700 0.687
−2 -2.5 • • • • • • • • 8 0.727 0.798 0.787
−3 -3.5 • • • • • • • • • 9 0.818 0.869 0.862
−4 -4.5 • • • • • • • • • • 10 0.909 0.916 0.913
−5 -5.5 • • • • • • • • • • 10 0.909 0.948 0.947
−6 -6.5 • • • • • • • • • • • 11 1.000 0.968 0.968
Figure 5.2: System ontaining seven single-spin eletrons alloated to evenly-spaed
levels. An energy r = 6 is added to the system. The mirostate olumn exhibits the
W (6) = 11 ways of inrementing the energy by that amount. The level oupations
in the miro-anonial (isolated), anonial (thermal exhange with a heat bath) and
grand anonial (exhange with a heat and eletron bath) situations are given in the
olumns 〈Nκ〉, 〈Nκ〉C and 〈Nκ〉FD, respetively. In the so-alled "Thermodynamis
limit", all these oupations tend to oinide.
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W (r) is denoted p(r)). We obtain the entropy S as the logarithm of W (r), and
the temperature by derivation. Referring to (3.52), we have, for large r values,
S = log(W (r)) ≈ π√2r/3. It follows that r = 3S2/2π2, T = dr/dS =√6r/π. The
(onstant-ǫ) eletroni heat apaity is therefore CV ≡ dr/dT = π2T/3.
Next we introdue the so-alled anonial distribution by allowing r to vary a-
ording to the Boltzmann distribution. Finally, we allow the number of eletrons to
utuate. The oupations in the miro-anonial 〈Nκ〉, anonial 〈Nκ〉c and grand
anonial 〈Nκ〉FD ensembles are shown on Fig. 5.2 on the right. Following this three-
steps proedure, the elebrated Fermi-Dira distribution quoted above is reovered.
We also obtain three distint expressions for the onstant-ǫ eletroni heat apaity.
These expressions tend in the so-alled "Thermodynamis" (high energy) limit to
the value given above, namely CV = π
2 T/3. This heat apaity vanishes at T = 0,
as it must, if the entropy is to be nite when the integration begins at T = 0K.
Generalization of these onsiderations to aount for the two eletron spin states has
been done.
Chapter 6
Spetral density of random soures
The present hapter desribes four dierent (partly heuristi) ways of establishing
the expression of the spetral density of the random (urrent or rate) soures. The
basis of these methods and the approximations made are listed below.
• Setion 6.1
Any of the media desribed in hapter 5 ould in priniple be used to evaluate
the probability P (m) of having m light quanta in a resonator, from whih we
may obtain the variane of m, where m denotes the integer part of the optial
energy divided by ~ω. For reasons of simpliity, this is done only for N two-
level atoms (and one eletron per atom). The theory assumes that we are
dealing with a Markov proess, and it is valid when the number n of atoms
in the emitting state and the number m of light quanta are large ompared
with unity so that the time-derivatives of n ,m make sense. We evaluate the
random rates r(t) that ensure that the alulated variane of m is obtained.
• Setion 6.2
Here, we look diretly for a generalization of the lassial expression for the
average resonator energy, and do not onsider random soures. We employ the
lassial expression 〈E〉 = T of the average resonator energy, and observe that
the resonator ation f = 〈E〉 /ω obeys a Riatti equation. By adding a on-
stant (C/2)2 on the right-hand-side of this equation, the well-known divergene
of the lassial blak-body radiation is removed. Next we argue that when old
resonating atoms interat with a high-energy resonator, the energy in the res-
onator gets eventually uniformly distributed between 0 and ~ω, so that the
average energy is ~ω/2. This ondition at T = 0 entails that the onstant C
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introdued above is equal to ~. The Plank law is then obtained. This method
requires that the resonator interats with a large number of atoms, but any
value of m is allowed.
• Setion 6.3
We alulate the energy of a (single-mode) resonator driven by two urrent
soures, one assoiated with atoms in the exited state and the other asso-
iated with atoms in the absorbing state. The population ratio of these two
populations is given by the Boltzmann law. The requirement that the average
resonator energy be T for large T -values gives the spetral density of the ran-
dom urrent soures. A symmetry ondition between emission and absorption
is also employed.
• Setion 6.4
We rst draw a omparison between reex klystrons (lassial mirowave-
generating devies) and lasers. Next we onsider a single eletron interating
with a single-mode resonator. The optial eld is presribed, whih implies
that the number m of light quanta in the resonator is large ompared with
unity. (Otherwise one should aount for the bak ation of the evolving ele-
tron on the amplitude and phase of the optial eld, a random proess. This
will not be done here). The Rabi equations, modied by a phenomenologial
deay onstant γ, are valid as long as no transition event has ourred. If γ
is large, the random rate spetral density is shown to be equal to the average
rate, that is, the event rate is Poisson distributed. The same result holds for
any γ-value if a large number of independent eletrons are present (i.e., n≫ 1).
6.1 Isolated resonator with N two-level atoms
In 1916 Bohr proposed that atomi eletrons may oupy only disrete energy levels
and that these eletrons may perform jumps from one state to another, thereby
explaining the appearane of absorption lines and related dispersion eets. The
probabilities of oupation of these levels obey the lassial Boltzmann statistis. In
previous setions we have taken for granted the Boltzmann distribution for the integer
part m of the resonator energy divided by ~ω. In the present setion we onsider a
losed system that ontains N two-level atoms and a single-mode resonator. Let us
reall that from the semi-lassial view-point the optial eld is a reservoir of energy
having no independent degree of freedom and therefore no entropy. We rst onsider
the average number of exited-state atoms, the average value of m (onveniently
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alled the number of light quanta), and subsequently the variane of these quantities.
We establish the expression of the random rates and the expression of the random
urrents.
The basi properties of thermodynamial yles have been realled in the previous
setions. We have shown how the work utuation may be evaluated. As we indiated
there, our ball-reservoir model is appliable to eletrons immersed in a magneti eld.
Suh eletrons have two spin states orresponding to two energy levels, whih we set
at 0 and ǫ by onvention, where ǫ is proportional to the magneti eld. In the present
setion the magneti eld is kept onstant and for simpliity we assume that the level
energies are 0 and 1. Equivalently, we may onsider two-level atoms of level energies
0 and 1, respetively, the diret oupling between atoms being non-zero so that an
equilibrium may be reahed, but is vanishingly small.
The number of atoms that are in the upper state is denoted by n, and the number
of atoms in the lower level is therefore N − n. Within our onventions the atomi
energy equals n. There is population inversion when n > N/2. The statistial
weight W (n) of the atomi olletion is the number of distinguishable ongurations
orresponding to some total energy n. For N idential atoms, the statistial weight
(number of ways of piking up n atoms out of N) is
W (n) =
N !
n!(N − n)! Z ≡
N∑
n=0
W (n) = 2N . (6.1)
Suppose next that these atoms are oupled to a single-mode resonator. The
integer part of the resonator energy is denoted m. Following Bohr, we suppose that
the atoms reside in either one of the two levels, but may possibly perform jumps from
one level to the other in the ourse of time. By onservation of energy, whenever
an atom drops from the level of energy 1 to the level of energy 0, m is inremented
by 1 (m → m + 1). Conversely, whenever an atom jumps from the level of energy
0 to the level of energy 1, the osillator energy is deremented by 1 (m → m − 1).
The basi priniple of Statistial Mehanis asserts that in isolated systems all states
of equal energy are equally likely to our. Aordingly, the probability p(m) that
some m value ours at equilibrium is proportional toW (N−m), where W (n) is the
statistial weight of the atomi system. As an example, onsider two (distinguishable)
atoms (N=2). A mirostate of the isolated (matter+eld) system is speied by
telling whether the rst and seond atoms are in their upper (1) or lower (0) states
and the value of m. Sine the total energy is N = 2, the omplete olletion of
mirostates (rst atom state, seond atom state, eld energy), is: (1,1,0), (1,0,1),
(0,1,1) and (0,0,2). Sine these four mirostates are equally likely, the probabilities
that m = 0, 1, 2 are proportional to 1,2,1 respetively. This is in agreement with
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the fat stated earlier that p(m) is proportional to W (n) ≡ W (N − m). After
normalization, we obtain for example that p(0)=1/4.
The normalized probability reads in general
p(m) =
W (N −m)
Z
=
N !
2Nm!(N −m)! (6.2)
The moments of m are dened as usual as
〈mr〉 ≡
N∑
m=0
mrp(m) (6.3)
where brakets denote averagings. It is easily shown that 〈m〉 = N/2 and var(m) ≡
〈m2〉 − 〈m〉2 = N/4: The statistis of m is sub-Poisson, with a variane less than
the mean
1
.
The expression of p(m) just obtained has physial and pratial impliations.
Suppose indeed that the equilibrium avity eld is allowed to esape into free spae
at some time, thereby generating an optial pulse ontaining m light quanta. It may
happen, however, that no pulse is emitted when one is expeted, ausing a ounting
error. From the expression in (6.2) and the fat that 〈m〉 = N/2, the probability
that no light quantum be emitted is seen to be p(0) = 4−〈m〉. For example, if the
average number of light quanta 〈m〉 is equal to 20, the ommuniation system suers
from one ounting error (no pulse reeived when one is expeted) on the average over
approximately 1012 pulses. Light pulses of equal energy with Poissonian statistis
are inferior to the light presently onsidered in that one ounting error is reorded
on the average over exp(〈m〉) = exp(20) ≈ 0.5 109 pulses.
Let us generalize the previous result, supposing that initially all the atoms are in
the lower state (n=0) and that m also vanishes. Let an energy U with integer part
u be introdued in the system. At equilibrium, we have by onservation of energy
u = n+m. The probability to have m light quanta reads, replaing in the previous
expression n by u−m
p(m) ∝ N !
(u−m)!(N − u+m)! (6.4)
1
For a single atom with B evenly-spaed levels and n ≤ B eletrons, two eletrons may not
oupy the same level aording to the Pauli priniple (only one spin state is onsidered). The
variane ofm is found to be (B+1)/6 times the average of m. This result is obtained by onsidering
the shifting of eletrons downward beginning with the lowest one, until the speied energy m is
subtrated. For some subtrated m value the statistial weight is the number p(n,m) of partitions
of m into at most n parts, none of whih exeed B − n. Aording to (3.55), 〈m〉 = 1
2
n(B− n) and
variane(m)= 1
12
n(B − n)(B + 1). The same result holds for any number N of B-level atoms. This
more general result oinides with the one given above if we set B = 2.
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From this expression, given u and N , we may evaluate 〈m〉 and then 〈n〉 = u− 〈m〉.
Under the assumption that u≪ N , we may dene a temperature T from the average
atomi populations aording to the Boltzmann distribution
exp(1/T ) =
N − 〈n〉
〈n〉 (6.5)
We ompare below p(m) as given by (6.4) to the Boltzmann law ∝ exp(−m/T ),
where T is obtained from the above expression, for N = 100 and u = 20.
m 0 1 2 3
p(m) 0.7578 0.187 0.043 0.009
Boltzmann 0.754 0.185 0.045 0.01
The omparison shows that the Boltzmann distribution is appliable. A formal proof
ould be obtained from the Stirling approximation.
Beause no entropy is asribed to the resonator, the system total entropy reads
S = ln
( N∑
n=0
W (n)
)
= ln(Z) = N ln(2) (6.6)
In an artiial manner this total entropy may be split, however, into a matter entropy
and a eld entropy.
Stimulated transitions Historially, Einstein explained the law of blak-body
radiation by onsidering a highly multi-moded avity and assuming that atoms have
a probability BE of performing a transition from one state to the other, per unit
time, where E is a measure of the energy in the resonator (stimulated emission and
absorption). In addition, atoms in the upper state have a probability A per unit time
of deaying spontaneously. Under those assumptions, the Plank law of blak-body
radiation is indeed reovered
2
. We onsider here only a single-mode resonator. In
that ase spontaneous emission is represented by the number 1 in the expressionm+1
of deay probability, while the atom promotion probability is proportional tom. Note
also that the Rabi theory does not predit transition rates proportional to time, as
postulated by Einstein. This result requires the introdution of a phenomenologial
parameter γ, as is disussed later on.
2
Einstein went one step further by establishing under what onditions the Maxwell atomi dis-
tribution is reovered at equilibrium. In this book, however, atoms are supposed to have extremely
large nulei masses, and their motion is not of onern to us.
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We thus onsider below proesses by whih an atom in the upper state deays
to the lower state under the inuene of the resonator eld (stimulated emission)
or is promoted to the upper level (stimulated absorption), the equilibrium situation
being known from the priniples of Statistial Mehanis. The rate of absorption
is found equal to m, while the rate of emission is found equal to m + 1, to within
a ommon onstant. (We will indiate at the end of the present setion how the
symmetry between absorption and emission may be restored. In brief, this amounts
to onsidering m at jump time, dened as the arithmeti average of m just before
and just after a transition. From that view-point, an observer annot tell whether a
movie reporting the transition events is being run forward or bakward).
As said earlier eletrons perform jumps from one state to another in response to
the optial eld, so that the number of atoms in the upper state is some funtion n(t)
of time. If m(t) denote the number of light quanta at time t (dened earlier as the
integer part of the average energy), the sum n(t)+m(t) is a onserved quantity. This
is the total atom+eld energy to within an additive onstant omprised between 0
and 1. If N atoms in their upper state are introdued at t = 0 and m = 0, part of the
atomi energy gets onverted into eld energy as a result of the atom-eld oupling
and eventually the equilibrium situation is reahed.
Let us now evaluate the probability p(m, t) of having m light quanta at time t.
Note that here m and t represent two independent variables. A partiular realization
of the proess is sometimes denoted m(t). It is hoped that this simplied notation
will not ause onfusion. Let Re(m)dt denote the probability that, given m at time
t, this number jumps to m + 1 during the innitesimal time interval [t, t + dt℄, and
let Ra(m)dt denote the probability that m jumps to m − 1 during that same time
interval (the letters "e" and "a" stand respetively for "emission" and "absorption").
The probability p(m, t) obeys the relation
p(m, t+ dt) = p(m+ 1, t)Ra(m+ 1)dt+ p(m− 1, t)Re(m− 1)dt
+p(m, t)[1−Ra(m)dt− Re(m)dt]. (6.7)
Indeed, the probability of having m light quanta at time t + dt is the sum of the
probabilities that this ours via states m+1, m−1 orm at time t. All other possible
states are two or more jumps away fromm and thus ontribute negligibly in the small
dt limit. After a suiently long time, one expets p(m, t) to be independent of time,
that is p(m, t+ dt) = p(m, t) ≡ p(m). It is easy to see that the "detailed balaning"
relation
p(m+ 1)Ra(m+ 1) = p(m)Re(m) (6.8)
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holds true beause m annot go negative. When the expression of p(m) obtained in
(6.2) is introdued in (6.8), one nds that
Re(m)
Ra(m+ 1)
=
p(m+ 1)
p(m)
=
N −m
m+ 1
. (6.9)
Re must be proportional to the number n = N −m atoms in the upper state while
Ra must be proportional to the number N − n = m of atoms in the lower state. We
therefore set Re(m) =
(
N − m)f(m), Ra(m) = mg(m), where f(m) and g(m) are
two funtions to be determined. Substituting in (6.9) we nd that
f(m) = g(m+ 1). (6.10)
Beause we assume that atoms emit or absorb a single light quantum at a time,
the two funtions f(m) and g(m) must be of the linear form f(m) = am + b and
g(m) = cm + d, where a, b, c, d are onstants. But Ra is required to vanish for
m = 0 sine, otherwise, m ould go negative, and thus d = 0. Substituting into
(6.10), we nd the relation am + b = c(m + 1) whih must hold for any m-value.
Therefore, a = b = c. Setting for brevity a = b = c = 1 amounts to xing up a
time sale. Then Re(n,m) = n
(
m + 1
)
, Ra(n,m) =
(
N − n)m. We note here a
lak of symmetry between the rate of stimulated emission (proportional to m + 1)
and the rate of stimulated absorption (proportional to m). Sine aording to the
Shrödinger equation the two proesses should be similar, we are led to dene the
resonator average energy as 〈E〉 = m + 1/2, and to express Re and Ra in terms of
the integer resonator energy at jump time, dened as the arithmeti average of m
just before and just after the jump. If we do so, we nally obtain, setting n ≡ ne
and N − n ≡ na
Re(ne, m) = ne 〈E〉 (6.11)
Ra(na, m) = na 〈E〉 , (6.12)
and the symmetry is indeed restored. Thus, the rates per atom are both equal to
the average resonator energy at jump time. In the pratial appliations to be later
onsidered, m is a large number and onsequently the above detailed onsiderations
are of little onsequene.
Time evolution We now show that the average transition rates Re, Ra must be
supplemented by random rates e(t), a(t) if the variane of m derived from Statistial
mehanis is to be reovered. We restrit our attention to large N, m n values. Sine
m is large, it may be viewed as a ontinuous funtion of time with a well-dened
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time-derivative. Beause the standard deviation
√
N/4 of m is muh smaller than
the average value, the so-alled "weak-noise approximation" is permissible. Within
that approximation, the average value of any smooth funtion f(n,m) may be taken
as approximately equal to f(〈n〉 , 〈m〉).
The evolution in time of a partiular realization m(t) of the proess obeys the
lassial Langevin equation
dm
dt
= E− A, (6.13)
where
E ≡ Re(m) + e(t) A ≡ Ra(m) + a(t). (6.14)
In these expressions, e(t) and a(t) represent unorrelated random rates whose spetral
densities are set equal to αRe(〈m〉) and αRa(〈m〉), respetively, where α is a onstant
to be determined.
Let us show that the variane of m obtained from the above Langevin equation
oinides with the result obtained diretly from Statistial Mehanis only if α = 1.
Without the noise soures, the evolution of m in (6.13) would be deterministi, with
a time-derivative equals to the drift term Re(m)− Ra(m). If the expressions (6.10)
are employed, the Langevin equation (6.13) reads
dm
dt
= Nm− 2m2 + e− a
Se−a = α
(
Re +Ra
)
= αN 〈m〉 = αN2/2, (6.15)
where the approximation N ≫ 1 has been made.
Let m(t) be expressed as the sum of its average value 〈m〉 plus a small deviation
∆m(t), and Nm−2m2 in (6.15) be expanded to rst order. A Fourier transformation
of ∆m(t) with respet to time amounts to replaing d/dt by jΩ. The Langevin
equation now reads
jΩ∆m = −N∆m + e− a Se−a = αN2/2, (6.16)
where m has been replaed by its average value N/2.
Sine the spetral density of some random funtion of time z(t) = ax(t), where
a ≡ a′ + ja′′ is a omplex number and x(t) a stationary proess, reads Sz(Ω) =
|a|2Sx(Ω), see Setion 3.8, one nds from (6.16) that the spetral density of the
∆m(t) proess is
S∆m(Ω) =
αN2/2
N2 + Ω2
. (6.17)
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The variane of m is the integral of S∆m(Ω) over frequeny (Ω/2π) from minus to
plus innity, that is var(m) = αN/4. There is agreement with the previous result
derived from the basi Statistial Mehanis rule only if α = 1. It follows that the
spetral density of utuation rates suh as r(t) must be equal to the average rates,
say R.
As seen earlier, the probability density of a resonator energy is
P (E) = (1− q)qm m ≡ int(E), (6.18)
where int(x) denotes the largest integer not exeeding x. We have set for brevity
~ω = 1, and q ≡ exp(−1/T ). Consider in partiular the T = 0 limit. Initially, we
know nothing about the resonator energy E, and we may suppose that the distri-
bution of E is uniform up to very large values. Let this resonator interat with a
large olletion of old resonating atoms, that is atoms in the ground state. Eah
atom interating with the osillator has a non-zero probability of exiting in the up-
per state and thereby removing from it a unity amount of energy, as long as the
resonator energy remains positive. It follows that after some time the osillator en-
ergy is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. This distribution leads to an average
energy 1/2. This zero-temperature average energy is the same as the one predited
by Quantum Optis methods, but the variane obtained for E is dierent. In the
large T -limit, the above probability law in (6.18) gives umulants that oinide with
the ones obtained from the Boltzmann distribution P (E) ∝ exp(−E/T ). This is not
the ase for the even umulants (partiularly the seond umulant, i.e., the variane)
obtained from the Quantum Optis distribution. The dierene is -1/12.
6.2 Comparison with the lassial expression
In the lassial regime, single-mode resonators at frequeny ω have a probability
exp(−βE) of having an energy E, aording to Classial Statistial Mehanis. Thus
the average energy reads
〈E〉 =
∫∞
0
E exp(−βE)dE∫∞
0
exp(−βE)dE =
1
β
= T. (6.19)
The ation f of an osillator is dened as the ratio 〈E〉 /ω of its average energy and
frequeny, and aordingly f(x) = 1/x, setting x ≡ β 〈E〉 = ω/T . Thus f(x) obeys
lassially the Riati equation
df(x)
dx
+ f(x)2 = 0. (6.20)
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However, as was noted at the end of the 19
th
entury, the expression 〈E〉 = T
leads to an innite avity energy sine the number of eletromagneti modes is innite
in a avity with perfetly reeting walls. It was apparently not observed at the time
that this diulty is resolved simply by adding a onstant
(
~/2
)2
on the right-hand
side of (6.20), that is, supposing that
df(x)
dx
+ f(x)2 =
(~
2
)2
, (6.21)
where ~ is a universal onstant with the dimension of ation. The solution of this
modied equation reads
x =
∫
df(
~/2
)2 − f 2 =
1
~
log(
2f + 1
2f − 1) + xo, (6.22)
where xo denotes an arbitrary onstant. For xo=0 we obtain
f(x) =
~
2
exp(~x) + 1
exp(~x)− 1 (6.23)
whih oinides with the Plank formula. The arbitrary onstant xo on the right-
hand-side of (6.22) must vanish to obtain agreement with the lassial result
3
. The
nite blak-body argument would still hold if the right-hand-side of (6.21) were
multiplied by a number dierent from one. But then the requirement that at T = 0
we have 〈E〉 = ~ω/2 would not hold.
To onlude, the lassial expression of the average resonator energy generalizes
to
〈E〉 = ~ω
2
exp(β~ω) + 1
exp(β~ω)− 1 . (6.25)
If we next onsider a avity with perfetly-onduting walls, solutions of the
Maxwell equation exist only for a series of real resonating frequenies ω1, ω2, · · · .
Eah of these modes of resonane is asribed an average energy given by the above
expression with ω replaed by ω1, ω2, · · · . For a d-dimensional avity the mode
3
It was noted by Einstein and Stern in 1913, that f(x)−1/x→ 0 if x→ 0, that is, the expansion
of f(x) is of the form
f(x) =
1
x
+ ax+ ..., (6.24)
where a is a onstant, without an x-independent term.
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density ρ(ω), where ρ(ω)dω denotes the number of modes whose frequenies are
between ω and ω + dω, grows in proportion of ωd−1. It follows that the total energy
is apparently innite. This is perhaps why, in his original work, Plank subtrated
the vauum energy ~ω/2 from the expression given in (6.25). The total energy in a
avity of volume V in thermal equilibrium at absolute temperature T is then found
to be nite and proportional to the fourth power of T . If the avity is piered with a
small hole that does not perturb muh the state of thermal equilibrium, the measured
output-power spetral density is supposed to be proportional to the internal energy
spetrum, that is, to the produt of 〈E(ω)〉−~ω/2 and the mode density ρ(ω). This
leads to the famous blak-body spetrum measured around 1899, and obtained by
Plank in 1900. This formula agrees very well with measurements. In our formalism
we onsider that the power radiated from the small hole piered in the avity is in
fat olleted by an absorber at T = 0K having its own noise soure. A nite result
is then obtained from the expression of 〈E(ω)〉 as given in (6.25), without having to
subtrat the T = 0 energy term.
6.3 Energy of random soures driven osillators.
Having established that the average energy of a old resonator is 〈E(ω)〉 = ~ω/2,
let us show that this result is onsistent with the expressions given earlier for the
spetral densities of the random urrents C ′(t), C ′′(t).
A single-mode resonator may be in a state of thermal equilibrium with a small
negative ondutane and a small larger positive ondutane (in absolute values).
We onsider an indutane-apaitane (L−C) osillator resonating at frequeny ωo
(LCω2o = 1) with a small negative ondutane −Ge (subsript "e" for "emitting")
and a small positive ondutane Ga (subsript "a" for "absorbing") in parallel. Ga
exeeds Ge so that there is positive absorption: the resonator is slightly damped. We
set Ga − Ge ≡ G > 0. The ondutane Ga is supposed to represent the absorption
by two-level atoms in the lower state, while Ge represents the emission from atoms
in the upper state. A near-resonane ondition at frequeny ωo holds. Aording to
the Shrödinger equation (see the setion 6.5), the ondutanes are proportional to
the orresponding numbers of atoms, na and ne, respetively.
Beause the ondutanes onsidered are onstant the iruit is linear. The po-
tential V aross the iruit is therefore equal to C/Y (ω), where C denotes the driving
urrent, assumed to be independent of frequeny, and the resonating iruit admit-
tane Y (ω) = G+iB(ω) where B(ω) represents the sum of the L and C suseptanes.
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(a) (b)
() (d)
Figure 6.1: a) represents a potential soure V applied to a ondutane G. C repre-
sents the random urrent soure assoiated with G. We are mostly onerned with
the power owing from left to right through the dashed line, b) represents a ondu-
tane driven by a urrent soure I, ) is a laser model with a negative ondutane
−Ge, a resonating iruit, and a positive ondutane Ga, representing the dete-
tor of radiation, onneted in parallel, d) represents a laser model that exhibits a
linewidth-enhanement fator.
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Referring to (4.6) the osillator energy is
E =
∫ +∞
−∞
dω
2π
C |C|2
G2 + 4C2
(
ω − ωo
)2 = |C|24G 1π
∫ +∞
−∞
dx
1 + x2
=
|C|2
4G
. (6.26)
Let this osillator be in thermal ontat with a bath at absolute temperature
T . We replae the deterministi urrent C by a omplex random funtion of time4.
Beause the proesses are stationary we expet that the statistial properties of the
random soure C(t) ≡ C ′(t) + iC ′′(t) are unaeted by an arbitrary phase hange,
that is, we require that C(t) exp(iφ) has the same statistial property as C(t) for
any phase φ. This entails that C ′(t) and C ′′(t) are unorrelated and have the same
statistial density. We thus set S ′C = S
′′
C ≡ S . We have seen that for n independent
atoms in some state both G and S are proportional to n. We therefore expet that
S = αG, where α is a onstant to be determined.
Beause of the symmetry between stimulated absorption and stimulated emission
implied by the Shrödinger equation the spetral densities have the same form for
positive ondutanes Ga and negative ondutanes −Ge, namely Sa = αGa and
Se = αGe, with the same onstant of proportionality α. Note that C
′
and C ′′
ontribute equally and that double-sided spetral densities for C ′, C ′′ in the Fourier
Ω-domain are employed. If the ondutanes Ga and −Ge are onneted in parallel
the total ondutane is G = Ga −Ge, as said above, and the total spetral density
is 2α
(
Ga +Ge
)
. The average resonator energy follows from (6.26)
〈E〉 = 2α(Ga +Ge)
4G
=
α
2
Ga/Ge + 1
Ga/Ge − 1 . (6.27)
Classial Statistial Mehanis tells us that at thermal equilibrium
na
ne
is equal to
exp(Ee−Ea
Tm
). It follows that
Ga
Ge
=
na
ne
= exp
(Ee − Ea
T
)
= exp
(~ωo
T
)
. (6.28)
Classial Statistial Mehanis also tells us that in the lassial limit the average en-
ergy equals T/2 per degree of freedom, and thus 〈E〉 = T for the osillator onsidered
4
Note that in the present linear regime the regulation mehanism at work in above-threshold
lasers does not our, and the utuations of V are omparable to average values. Supposing that
the urrent soure is gaussian distributed, this is also the ase for the optial potential V and
optial urrent I. Power should in general be evaluated as the real part of V ⋆(I +C(t)), but in the
linear regime presently onsidered the term C(t), muh smaller than the utuations of I, may be
negleted. The power ℜ{V ⋆I} is Rayleigh-distributed.
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when T ≫ ~ωo. Aording to (6.27) this is the ase if and only if
α = ~ωo. (6.29)
We have thus obtained expressions of the spetral densities of the random urrent
soures assoiated with a ondutane that lead to the average energy of a resonator
in ontat with a bath at temperature T .
6.4 Waiting time
The mehanism behind the probability per unit time that an eletron jump from one
state to another under the inuene of the optial eld was at the Einstein time,
and even later, rather mysterious. In the present setion we onsider an optial eld
whih is presribed, that is, the eld is not signiantly aeted by the eletron
motion. This is a permissible approximation when the number of light quantas m is
muh larger than unity. Under that approximation, the optial eld may be treated
as a time-varying potential added to the stati potential in the Shrödinger equation.
It is found that the probability that an eletron, being in the lower state at t = 0
(say), be found in the upper state upon a measurement at time t is sin2(ΩR
2
t), where
the Rabi frequeny ΩR is proportional to the optial eld E . This result in itself does
not lead to a transition probability per unit time as required by the Einstein onept.
It is neessary to introdue a phenomenologial parameter γ. When this parameter
is large enough we do indeed obtain a waiting time whih is Poisson distributed.
This result, derived in the present setion, leads to the desired probability onept.
It also enables us to reover the result obtained in the previous hapter, namely that
a Poisson random rate must be asribed to any absorbed or emitted rate. If m is
not large ompared with unity, the present treatment is inappliable. For example,
if m = 0 and the eletron is in the lower state at t=0, onservation of energy requires
that that eletron remains in the lower state at any time. Sine the optial eld E
may not be stritly equal to zero, one must presume that, instead of being presribed
as assumed above, it evolves in the ourse of time under the inuene of the eletron
motion in suh a way that the onlusion just stated holds.
6.5 Indued urrent
We onsider in this hapter a single eletron submitted to an optial eld, onsid-
ering rst the lassial treatment appliable, for example, to reex klystrons. We
then undertake the quantum treatment. Provided a phenomenologial onstant γ is
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introdued in the well-known Rabi equations, we obtain the average emitted rate 〈R〉
and the utuation ∆R of that rate. If γ is large, the emitted rate is Poisson. If γ
is not large, the emitted rate is sub-Poisson, as is the ase in resonane uoresene.
However, the superposition of a large number of point distributions being known to
be Poisson, for a large number of independent eletrons the emitted rate is Poisson
in any event. This is the onlusion that we have reahed before by various means
based on Statistial Mehanis, whih is relevant beause the non-zero onstant γ
term makes the one-eletron system part of a larger system. The pure-state density
matrix that would desribe an eletron submitted to a presribed eld beomes a
mixed-state density matrix.
Eletron motion is desribed by a solution of the Shrödinger equation in whih
enters the sum of a stati potential that determines the eletron level energies, and
a potential of the form xE(t), where x is a spatial oordinate and E(t) denotes a
lassial eletri eld varying sinusoidally in time at frequeny ω. A resonane ours
when ~ω is equal to the energy dierene between two atomi levels, aording to
the Shrödinger equation, the other levels being ignored. When this is the ase, the
probability that the eletron be found in the lower (or upper) state varies sinusoidally
as a funtion of time (Rabi osillation at frequeny ΩR ≪ ω). In other words, there is
a ontinuous bak and forth exhange of energy between the eletron and the devie
that generates the alternating eld. It follows that the average ondutane "seen"
by the eld soure vanishes. At that point one must introdue a mehanism allowing
Rabi osillations to be somehow interrupted. In the ase of resonane uoresene,
this interruption is aused by spontaneous emission. One supposes instead here that
the eletron is not fully onned by the stati potential but may esape through
tunneling. In any ase, a phenomenologial parameter 2γ need be introdued. As a
result, the eld soure "sees" a well-dened ondutane G, with events that interrupt
the Rabi proess. As said above, if n non-diretly oupled eletrons are present
instead of a single one, the average ondutane is multiplied by n, and the event-
times statistis tend to be Poisson-distributed for large n values.
We will point out a lose similarity between the onguration just desribed and
(idealized) reex klystrons. These vauum tubes are mirowave osillators disovered
by the Varian brothers before the seond world war. The eletron motion there ours
between a athode and a reetor, approximately at the same potential. The eletron
moving bak and forth between the athode and the reetor, interats resonantly
with a resonator made of two parallel grids (permeable to eletrons but ensuring a
uniform alternating eld) and an indutane. This resonator, loated between the
athode and the reetor, is positively biased with respet to the athode at potential
U .
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The motion of suessive eletrons is perturbed by the eld in suh a way that
these eletrons get bunhed, that is, grouped together in the form of a periodi se-
quene of eletroni pakets. In return, these bunhes indue a urrent bak to the
eld soure. However a denite (negative) ondutane appears only if the eletrons
are allowed to be aptured by the anode. The probability that this apture ours
is somewhat analogous to the γ parameter mentioned above. In ne, the onstant
potential U delivers a power whih, ideally, would be entirely onverted into eletro-
magneti energy. The onverse proess may also our.
There are therefore strong similarities between the lasers onsidered and reex
klystrons. The dierenes relate mainly on the approximations that are allowed in
the treatment of klystrons, but not in the ase of lasers. To wit, in klystrons 1) the
eletron motion under the inuenes of the stati and alternating elds is treated
aording to the laws of lassial mehanis, 2) the urrent indued in the resonator
is essentially the eletron momentum, and 3) a probability that the eletron be
aptured by the anode when it has lost most of its energy is given. In the ase of
lasers, the eletron is desribed by the Shrödinger equation, 2) the indued urrent
is evaluated by the methods of quantum mehanis and 3) instead of the apture
probability mentioned above, a phenomenologial parameter γ is introdued that
indues a deay in the Rabi equations. Note that spae-harge eets (Coulomb
interation between eletrons) have not been onsidered in the above disussion,
even though this is an important fator in klystrons
5
. We are now going to review
the above steps one at a time.
Consider rst a single eletron loated between two parallel onduting plates. A
stati xed potential soure U and an alternating potential soure v(t) at the optial
frequeny ω are applied to the plates. The potential v(t) is presently supposed to be
independent of the urrent that the eletron motion may indue. The sign onvention
is the one given in Fig. 4.1 in (). In both the Classial and Quantum Theories, the
indued urrent i(t) is, to within a onstant, equal to the eletron momentum p(t),
although the interpretations of i(t) and p(t) dier. The power v(t)i(t) supplied by
the optial potential, one averaged over an optial period, is denoted by P (t).
The over-all eet of the eletron motion is to transfer energy from the stati
soure to the alternating soure (stimulated emission) or the onverse (stimulated
absorption). Spontaneous emission in the usual sense does not our beause the
optial avity is losed and oupling to free-spae modes does not take plae. What
may our is that the eletron is emitted by the athode and aptured by the anode
5
Spae harge renders the eletron arrival events sub-Poisson, whih is a favorable eet. On
the other hand spae harge prevents eletrons to be fully bunhed. The latter eet redues the
devie eieny.
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(resonator), or remains in the interation region for a limited time. In the Classial
treatment, one rst evaluate 1) the eletron motion under the stati eld, 2) the
perturbation aused by alternating eld, and 3) the eletron momentum and the
indued urrent. The same steps are taken in the Quantum treatment. Namely,
we onsider the stationary states of the eletron submitted to the stati eld, the
perturbation of those states due to the alternating eld, and nally evaluate the
indued urrent from the eletron momentum.
6.6 Classial Equations of Eletron Motion
The equations of motion of an eletron of harge −e and mass m are rst established
for the ase of a stati (time-independent) potential. As an example onsider an
anode at zero potential and an eletron emitted from a athode at potential −U in
vauum, and look for the eletron motion and the indued urrent. If i(t) denotes
the urrent delivered by the potential soure, the power Ui(t) must be equal at any
instant to the power delivered to the eletron, whih is the produt of the veloity
p(t)/m, where p denotes the eletron momentum, and the fore eU/d exerted upon
it, where d denotes the eletrode spaing. Sine the potential U drops out from this
equation, the urrent is
i(t) =
e
md
p(t). (6.30)
Solving the equations of motion, we nd that the diode urrent i(t) = e
2U
md2
t
inreases linearly with time and drops to zero when the eletron reahes the anode.
Thus, eah eletron freed from the athode entails a triangularly-shaped urrent
pulse. If i(t) is integrated over time from t = 0 to t = τ we obtain of ourse the
eletron harge e. We will neglet the pulse duration (or transit time) τ , so that
triangularly-shaped urrent pulses are approximated by eδ(t)-funtions. The above
theory is appliable only when few eletrons are emitted so that the initial eletron
veloities and spae-harge eets are negleted.
As a seond example, onsider a one-dimensional square-well, whose potential
is equal to 0 for |x| < d/2 and innite (or nearly so) beyond. This potential may
be generated by parallel anodes at potential 0 and athodes at potential −U , as
shown in Fig. 6.2. The eletron spae-time trajetories x = x(t) onsist of straight
lines with slopes dx(t)/dt = ±p/m, where p2/2m = E is the eletron energy, whih
may be seleted arbitrarily from 0 to eU so that the eletron is not aptured by the
athodes. The eletron is prevented from being aptured by the anodes by a strong
magneti eld in the x-diretion. The quik eletron inursions between anodes and
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(a) (b)
() (d)
Figure 6.2: a) Illustrates the potential reated by two anodes (inner eletrodes) and
two athodes loated just outside the anodes. The potential is generated by a large,
harged, apaitane, shown on the left. Aording to the Classial Piture the
spae-time eletron trajetory is almost a zig-zag path, with slight inursions of the
eletron between the anodes and the athodes. b) Represents a reex klystron, whih
is similar to the previous shemati, but with a resonator added to it. The urrent
is regulated by a spae-harge limited athode. ) Pitures the wave-funtions of
the ground state and rst exited state of a square potential well. d) Represents a
"surfae-emitting" laser diode. The urrent is regulated by a large old resistane
Rs.
athodes are here negleted. We may onsider in partiular a lower eletron energy
E1 and a higher eletron energy E2, orresponding to small and large slopes in the
x = x(t) diagram, respetively.
The eletron motion indues an eletrial urrent i(t) in the potential soure
proportional to the eletron momentum p(t), as said above. In the ase of a stati
potential soure the indued urrent does not orrespond to any power delivered or
reeived by the soure on the average, so that the eletron motion may go on, in
priniple, for ever.
If now the stati potential U is supplemented by a sinusoidal potential v(t) of
small amplitude, whose frequeny is resonant with the eletron motion desribed
above, the unperturbed eletron momentum p(t) does ause the alternating potential
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soure to reeive or generate power, depending of the eletron state. However, if we
onsider a large olletion of unperturbed eletrons, the power averages out again to
zero. It follows that a net energy transfer may be obtained only if we take into aount
the fat that the alternating potential perturbs the eletroni motion. In the present
lassial piture this amounts to bringing all the eletrons with the appropriate phase
with the alternating potential, an eet alled "bunhing". This name originates from
the fat that eletrons initially spread out uniformly on the time sale eventually are
fored by the alternating eld to form periodi "bunhes". This desirable bunhing
eet is limited by the veloity spread of eletrons originating from the hot athode
and the fat that eletrons tend to repel eah others (spae-harge eet).
This is not however the end of the story. The eletron, initially in the lower energy
state, may gain enough energy to be aptured by a athode. One in a athode, the
eletron ows through the potential soure to the anode, delivering an energy eU to
that soure, and is emitted by the anode bak into the lower energy state. The net
eet of these proesses is that some power is being transferred from the alternating
potential soure to the stati potential soure, or the onverse, the eletrons playing
an intermediate role.
In more general situations, the Classial Equations of Motion of eletrons of
harge −e, massm, and potential energy −eu(x, t) are best based on the Hamiltonian
formulation. The partile total energy E(t) is expressed as a funtion of position x,
momentum p, and time t aording to the relation
H(x, p, t)−E(t) ≡ p
2
2m
− eu(x, t)− E(t) = 0, (6.31)
where p2/(2m) represents the kineti energy. The Hamiltonian equations read
dx(t)
dt
=
∂H(x, p, t)
∂p
=
p(t)
m
(6.32)
dp(t)
dt
= −∂H(x, p, t)
∂x
= e
∂u(x, t)
∂x
. (6.33)
The rst equation says that the partile momentum p(t) = mdx(t)/dt, and the seond
equation may be written, with the help of the rst equation, in the Newtonian form
m d2x(t)/dt2 = e (∂u(x, t)/∂x)x=x(t). Going bak to the rst example in this setion,
let us onsider two parallel plates loated at x = 0 and x = d, and at potentials 0 and
−u(t), respetively. We have u(x, t) = −u(t)x/d, and thus the equation of motion
is md2x(t)/dt2 = −eu(t)/d. The eletron deelerates if u(t) > 0. The eletron is
repelled by the negatively-harged athode.
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As far as stati onditions are onerned, an eletron submitted to a stati poten-
tial soure U is analogous to an eletron submitted to the Coulomb potential reated
by positively-harged nulei. The potentials, on the order of 1 volt (orresponding
to potential energies of 1.6 10
−19
joules) are omparable in the two situations. In the
ase of atoms, however, the Bohr radius, whih is roughly equivalent to our distane
d, is on the order of 0.05 nanometers while, in the ase of two onduting plates,
the distane an hardly be less than 100 nanometers for pratial reasons. As a on-
sequene there exist in the two-plate model many states whose energy is omprised
between the lower-state energy E1 ≈ 0 and the upper-state energy E2 ≈ eU . This is
why a lassial mehanial treatment is appropriate in the ase of mirowave vauum
tubes. In both the mirowave and the optial ases the ondutane (ratio of the
indued urrent to the applied potential) is initially equal to zero and grows in time
linearly until the eletron is somehow absorbed or leaves the interation region.
6.7 Quantum Equations of Eletron Motion
The onguration that we have in mind is again the one shown in Fig. 6.2 in (a),
but with the eletron motion quantized as in (). In this piture, as was disussed
earlier, the eletron is submitted to a stati potential soure generated by a harged
apaitane of arbitrarily large value. This potential is applied between inner ele-
trodes and outer eletrodes. The eletron is onstrained to move along the x-axis
with the help of a magneti eld (not shown on the gure). Classially, the eletron
performs a zig-zag x(t) path. From the time-independent Shrödinger-equation view
point, the eletron may reside only in a lower state 1 and an upper state 2. In real
masers or lasers the potential is generated by the stati potential of xed, positively-
harged point-like nulei (beause of their large mass, plates or nulei reoils may be
negleted). However, from our view-point, the two ongurations dier only in the
form of the wave-funtions and the value of the transition element later on denoted
by x12.
The stati potential is supplemented by an alternating potential soure, at a
frequeny on the order of 10 GHz for klystrons and 300 THz for lasers, generated
in the piture of Fig. 6.2 in (a) on the left by a sinusoidal motion of the inner
apaitane plate. In a real klystron, the alternating potential is generated by an
indutane-apaitane iruit, as shown in Fig. 6.2 in (b), In general, this osillator,
resonant with the eletron alternating motion, annot be onsidered as a soure,
beause the potential depends on the indued urrent (remember that aording to
our terminology "soures" supply potentials or urrents that are independent of the
load). It is only in the limit where the tuned-iruit apaitane would be extremely
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large and the indutane extremely small (the resonating frequeny remaining the
same), that this tuned iruit ould be onsidered as an alternating potential soure.
Indeed, in the limit onsidered, for a given alternating eld, the tuned iruit energy
is extremely large and little aeted by the eletron motion
6
. Let us emphasize that
the onguration treated in the present setion is only one idealized omponent of a
omplete laser devie. We need to haraterize this omponent aurately (in terms
of ondutanes and event time statistis) before going on.
What is missing in the shematis of Fig. 6.2 in (a) is the absorber of radiation. In
that shematis this absorber ould be realized by adding on the right a triple-plate
apaitane, as already shown on the left. Similarly, in Fig. 6.2 in (b) the wavy line,
symbolizing the esape of radiation, ould be replaed by a potential onguration
similar to the one shown on the left, but with a slightly dierent stati potential, so
that power ows from the potential soure on the left to the potential soure on the
right, rather than the opposite. The esaping radiation is olleted by a detetor,
and eventually onverted bak to an eletrial urrent. The eletron motion and the
alternating eld may be viewed as playing intermediate roles. If this is the ase,
one may wonder why ompliated devies are needed to merely transfer energy from
one apaitane (or battery) to another. The answer of ourse is that either in the
mirowave or optial forms energy may be arried over large distanes with little
absorption or diration loss. High-frequeny eletromagneti waves also serve as
sensors, e.g., in the radar.
The Quantum Equations of Motion of an eletron of harge −e and mass m
are rst established for a stati (i.e., time-independent) potential soure. As an
example we onsider a one-dimensional square-well, whose potential is equal to 0 for
|x| < d/2 and innite (or nearly so) beyond. This potential may be generated by
parallel anodes at potential 0 and athodes at potential −U , as shown in Fig. 6.2.
We solve the time-independent Shrödinger equation and obtain in partiular a state
1 with lower energy E1 and a state 2 with higher energy E2. As we shall see,
these two states orrespond to wave-funtions ψ1(x) = cos(x) and ψ2(x) = sin(2x),
respetively, leaving aside onstants. In the ase of a stati potential there is no
energy exhange between the potential soure and the eletron when the eletron
is initially in a stationary state, so that the eletron remains in stationary states,
in priniple, for ever. There are no energy exhange either if we perform a time
averaging when the eletron is in a superposition of stationary states. This situation
may be ompared to the one disussed lassially above.
Let now the stati potential soure U be supplemented by a sinusoidal potential
6
In quantum optis, this limiting situation is desribed by saying that "the number of photons in
the avity is supposed to be extremely large, so that a lassial treatment of the eld is adequate".
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soure v(t) of small amplitude, whose frequeny is (in some sense to be dened later)
resonant with the eletron motion desribed above. A net energy transfer may be
obtained only if we take into aount the fat that the alternating potential perturbs
the eletroni motion. In the Classial piture this amounts to bringing all the
eletrons with the appropriate phase, an eet alled "bunhing", as said previously.
In the Quantum piture (time-dependent Shrödinger equation), the eletron wave
funtion ψ(x, t) is the weighted sum of the unperturbed states dened above, with
time-dependent weights. The theory leads to (Rabi) osillations between the two
states. Initially, the indued urrent is equal to zero and grows in proportion to
time, but the ondutane vanishes on the average. A non-zero positive ondutane
is obtained if the eletron initially in the lower state does not remain permanently
in the interation region. We may then evaluate the average ondutane "seen" by
the optial potential soure.
The quantum treatment is based on the Shrödinger equation
[H(x, p, t)−E]ψ(x, t) = 0, E = i~∂/∂t, p = −i~∂/∂x, (6.34)
where the sign "∂" denotes partial derivation. ψ(x, t) is alled the wave-funtion,
whose initial value ψ(x, 0) is supposed to be known, and H(x, p, t) = p
2
2m
−eu(x, t) as
in the Classial Equations of Motion, but p and E are now operators of derivation.
It is easily shown that, provided ψ(x, t) dereases suiently fast as x → ±∞, the
integral over all spae of |ψ(x, t)|2 does not depend on time. It therefore remains
equal to 1 if the initial value is 1, a result onsistent with the Born interpretation of
the wave funtion. Beause of linearity the sum of two solutions of the Shrödinger
equation is a solution of the Shrödinger equation (superposition state). The wave-
funtions add up, but not in general the probabilities.
Let us state the rst Ehrenfest equation
d 〈x(t)〉
dt
=
〈p(t)〉
m
. (6.35)
Thus the lassial relation p = mdx
dt
still holds provided x and p be replaed by their
QM-averaged values.
6.8 Stati potentials
Let us suppose that u(x, t) ≡ u(x) does not depend on time. In that ase solutions
of the above equation of the form ψ(x, t) = ψn(x) exp(−iωnt) may be found, where
n = 1, 2.... The ψn(x) are real funtions of x and En ≡ ~ωn that form a omplete
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orthogonal set of funtions. For n = 1, 2 the wave funtions obey the dierential
equations
~
2
2m
d2ψ1(x)
dx2
+ eu(x)ψ1(x) + E1ψ1(x) = 0
~
2
2m
d2ψ2(x)
dx2
+ eu(x)ψ2(x) + E2ψ2(x) = 0. (6.36)
with the appropriate boundary onditions. They may be ortho-normalized suh that
∫ +∞
−∞
dx ψm(x)ψn(x) = δmn, (6.37)
where δmn = 1 if m = n and 0 otherwise, and they form a omplete set.
6.9 Potential well
As an example onsider an eletron of mass m moving along the x axis be reeted
by boundaries at x = −d/2 and x = d/2 where the wave-funtion is required to
vanish, that is, ψ(±d/2) = 0. The lowest-energy state n = 1 and the rst exited
state n = 2 are
ψ1(x, t) =
√
2/d cos(πx/d) exp(−iω1t) (6.38)
ψ2(x, t) =
√
2/d sin(2πx/d) exp(−iω2t). (6.39)
Notie that ψ1(x) is even in x, while ψ2(x) is odd in x. Substituting these expressions
in the Shrödinger equation (6.34) with u(x, t) = 0, we obtain that
~
2
2m
d2ψn(x)
dx2
+ ~ωnψn(x) = 0 (6.40)
provided
En ≡ ~ωn = π
2
~
2
2md2
n2 n = 1, 2. (6.41)
We will see later on that optial elds at frequeny ωo = ω2 − ω1 =
(
3π2~
)
/
(
2md2
)
may ause the system to evolve from state 1 to state 2 and bak. Numerially,
~ωo ≈ 1.12 eletron-volt if d = 1 nano-meter.
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For later use let us evaluate
x12 ≡
∫ d/2
−d/2
dx x ψ1(x)ψ2(x)
=
2
d
∫ d/2
−d/2
dx x cos(πx/d) sin(2πx/d)
=
16d
9π2
, (6.42)
where we have used the mathematial relation∫ π/2
−π/2
t cos(t) sin(2t)dt =
8
9
. (6.43)
The parameter x12 determines the strength of the atom-eld oupling. It is onve-
nient to dene a dimensionless osillator strength
f ≡ 2mωo
~
x212 =
256
27π2
≈ 0.96. (6.44)
The maximum value of f is 1.
6.10 Perturbed motion
We next suppose that a potential soure v(t) =
√
2V cos(ωot) is applied between
the two anodes in Fig. 6.2. Sine the potential varies linearly with x the eletron
is submitted to a spae-independent optial eld E(t) = Eo cos(ωot), Eo =
√
2V/d,
where ωo ≡ ω2 − ω1 is the 1-2 transition frequeny dened in the previous setion.
In that ase (6.34) reads
Hψ ≡
(
p2
2m
− eEo cos(ωot)x− E
)
ψ(x, t) = 0, E = i~∂/∂t, p = −i~∂/∂x,
(6.45)
remembering that for stationary states ψn(x)(
p2
2m
− ~ωn
)
ψn(x) = 0. (6.46)
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The wave funtion may be expressed as an innite sum of ψn(x) exp(−iωnt) fun-
tions with slowly time-varying oeients Cn(t), that is
ψ(x, t) =
∞∑
n=1
Cn(t) exp(−iωnt)ψn(x). (6.47)
We rst evaluate(
p2
2m
− eEo cos(ωot)x
)
ψ(x, t) =
∞∑
n=1
Cn(t) exp(−iωnt) (~ωn − eEo cos(ωot)x)ψn(x)
Eψ(x, t) =
∞∑
n=1
exp(−iωnt)
(
~ωnCn(t) + i~
dCn(t)
dt
)
ψn(x).
(6.48)
If we subtrat the rst expression from the seond and substitute this expression into
the Shrödinger equation, taking (6.46) into aount, we obtain
0 =
∞∑
n=1
exp(−iωnt)
(
i~
dCn(t)
dt
+ eEo cos(ωot) x Cn(t)
)
ψn(x). (6.49)
If we multiply (6.49) throughout by ψm(x), integrate with respet to x, and take into
aount the ortho-normality of the ψm(x) funtions, we obtain an innite number of
exat ordinary dierential equations that an be solved numerially.
Considering only states 1 and 2, we set
ψ(x, t) = C1(t) exp(−iω1t)ψ1(x) + C2(t) exp(−iω2t)ψ2(x). (6.50)
Introduing the resonane ondition ωo = ω2 − ω1, we obtain from (6.49)
0 = i~
dC1(t)
dt
+ exp(−iωot) cos(ωot)Eoex12C2(t),
0 = i~
dC2(t)
dt
+ exp(−iωot) cos(ωot)Eoex12C1(t), (6.51)
where x12 is given in (6.42). Beause the wave-funtions ψ1(x), ψ2(x) are real x12 is
real, and beause of the symmetry of the wave-funtions x11 = x22 = 0.
The rotating-wave approximation onsists of keeping only the slowly-varying
terms, that is, replaing exp(−iωot) cos(ωot) by 1/2. Thus, the omplex oeients
C1(t), C2(t) obey the dierential equations
dC1(t)
dt
= i
ΩR
2
C2(t)
dC2(t)
dt
= i
ΩR
2
C1(t) C1(t)C
⋆
1 (t) + C2(t)C
⋆
2 (t) = 1,
(6.52)
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where ΩR ≪ ωo is the Rabi frequeny given by
~ΩR = Eoex12. (6.53)
For the potential onsidered and the value obtained in (6.44), the above relation
reads
~ΩR =
16
9π2
e
√
2V ≈ 0.17 e
√
2V. (6.54)
Normalization requires that |C1(t)|2+ |C2(t)|2 = 1. The pair of rst-order dierential
equations in (6.52) is easily solved. Assuming that the eletron is initially (t = 0) in
the absorbing state, we have the initial ondition C2(0) = 0. The wave funtion thus
reads
ψ(x, t) = C1(t) exp(−iω1t)ψ1(x) + C2(t) exp(−iω2t)ψ2(x)
= cos(
ΩR
2
t)ψ1(x) exp(−iω1t) + i sin(ΩR
2
t)ψ2(x) exp(−iω2t). (6.55)
6.11 Waiting time evaluation
The equations in (6.52) generalize to
dC1(t)
dt
= i
ΩR
2
C2(t)− γC1(t) dC2(t)
dt
= i
ΩR
2
C1(t). (6.56)
The same nal expression may be obtained from the density-matrix method. Starting
from a pure state as above, onstraints appear in the time evolution of ρ, so that
one a 2γ parameter has been seleted for the deay of ρ11, a orresponding deay
of ρ12 is required. We shall follow here the simpler route of using the C1(t), C2(t)
funtions. However, it should be noted that the equations in (6.56) are valid only as
long as no event has ourred. They do not desribe the eletron wave-funtion.
The equation obeyed by C1(t) is obtained by deriving the rst equation with
respet to time and employing the seond equation. We obtain
d2C1(t)
dt2
+ γ
dC1(t)
dt
+ (
ΩR
2
)2C1(t) = 0. (6.57)
When the eletron is initially in the upper-energy state 2, the initial ondition is
C2(0) = 1, C1(0) = 0, and we nd from (6.57)
C1(t) =
iΩR
2α
(
exp(
−γ + α
2
t)− exp(−γ − α
2
t)
)
α ≡
√
γ2 − Ω2R. (6.58)
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The quantity C1(t)C
⋆
1(t) represents the probability that the eletron resides in the
lower state as long as no jump ours.
We obtain diretly from (6.58) the waiting-time probability density
w(t) = 2γC1(t)C
⋆
1 (t) =
γΩ2R
2α2
{exp(−(γ − α)t) + exp(−(γ + α)t)− 2 exp(−γt)}.
(6.59)
The quantity w(t)dt is the probability that, given that the eletron is in the upper
state at t = 0, it performs a jump from state 1 to state 2 for the rst time between
t and t + dt. When suh a jump ours, the same proess starts again. Thus the
jumps form an ordinary renewal proess. The average inter-event time
〈τ〉 = 1
R
≡
∫ ∞
0
dt t w(t) =
1 + 2γ2/Ω2R
γ
≡ 1 + a
γ
a ≡ 2γ2/Ω2R, (6.60)
where R denotes the average jump rate. It is straightforward to go from the waiting
time probability density w(t) evaluated above to the event probability density G(t).
The onept is that the probability density of an event ourring at t is the sum of
the probabilities that this ours through 1 jump, 2 jumps,...It follows that G(t) =
w(t)+w(t)∗w(t)+w(t)∗w(t)∗w(t)+ ..., where the middle stars denote onvolution
produts.
The Laplae transform w(p) of w(t) in (6.59) reads
w(p) ≡
∫ ∞
0
dt exp(−pt)w(t) = γΩ
2
R
p3 + 3γp2 + (2γ2 + Ω2R)p+ γΩ
2
R
. (6.61)
Thus the Laplae transform G(p) of G(t) is the sum of an innite geometri series,
whih may be written in terms of the Laplae transform w˜(p) of w(t) as
G(p) =
w(p)
1− w(p) . (6.62)
The jump rate may be written in general as R(t) = R+r(t) where r(t) represents
a small utuation. The quantity we are interested in is the (double-sided) spetral
density SR(t)(Ω) of the jumps at Fourier (angular) frequeny Ω. Aording to the
Wiener-Khinthine theorem, the spetral density is the Fourier transform of the event
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orrelation. It may thus be obtained diretly from G˜(p) after some rearranging as
SR(t)(Ω)
R
= 1 +G(ǫ+ jΩ) +G(ǫ− jΩ) ǫ→ 0
= 2πRδ(Ω) + 1− 3a
(1 + a)2 + a(5a/4− 1)(Ω/γ)2 + (a2/4)(Ω/γ)4
≡ 2πRδ(Ω) + Sr(Ω)
R
. (6.63)
The rst term 2πRδ(Ω) whih simply expresses that the average rate equals R is
heneforth omitted. The subsequent terms may be obtained by subtrating R/p
from G(p), setting p = jΩ, and rearranging. We onsider partiularly the Ω → 0
limit of Sr(Ω)
Sr(0)
R
= 1− 3a
(1 + a)2
a ≡ 2γ2/Ω2R. (6.64)
In the large-γ limit the shot-noise level Sr(0) = R is reovered. Otherwise, the event
sttistis is sub-Poisson, as is the ase in resonane uoresene.
In the ase of stimulated absorption, the role of the upper and lower states should
be interhanged. Stimulated absorption ours in optial detetors. Then the jumps
previously onsidered orrespond to photo-eletron emission events. Unless the op-
tial power is very large detetors are linear. This weak-eld ondition orresponds
in previous expressions to the ase where ΩR ≪ γ. The utuations are then seen to
be at the shot-noise level. Alternatively, one may employ in that limiting situation
random urrent soures and ondutanes.
6.12 Semiondutor eletrial properties
We will not enter into muh details here, but reall the basi fats. A resonant
atom may be represented by a series l, c, r iruit, possibly onneted in parallel
with the optial resonator desribed by an L,C iruit, as previously desribed. The
ondutane of the l, c, r iruit reads
g(ω) =
r
r2 +
(
lω − 1/(cω))2 , (6.65)
whih exhibits a Lorentzian (bell-like) shape, with a maximum value gmax = 1/r
when lcω2 = 1. This iruit orresponds to an atom in the absorbing state when
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g > 0 and an atom in the emitting state when g < 0. For semi-ondutors, it is in
fat unneessary to know the value of g. Indeed, the dierent semi-ondutor states
(analogous to detuned atoms) are so losely spaed (spaing ǫ) that is sues to
perform an integration of g(ω) over ω from 0 to ∞. The population inversion fator
is derived from the fermi-Dira distribution at the semiondutor temperature T .
Next we employ the ausality relation to obtain the suseptane and derive the α
fator. Alternatively, we may sum up the suseptane part of eah transition. The
parameters h or K ≡ 1 + h2 depend on the omplete iruitry. They annot be on-
sidered as a property of the semi-ondutor alone. Finally, we may onsider a "gain
ompression" parameter κ. The origin of this parameter is that ondutanes (gain
or loss) G(n,R) depend expliitly on the emitted rate R. This implies a departure
from the Fermi-Dira distribution, whih, on the other hand, tends to be restored by
Auger-like or thermal eets.
Chapter 7
Linear systems
First we onsider C-states. These are dened as light beams that generate in dete-
tors photo-eletrons having Poisson statistis, irrespetively of the arrier phase. We
show that urrent or potential soures radiate light in the C-state. We will examine
what happens when the inident light is split into parts, perhaps by using linear
ondutanes onneted in parallel, or an array of beam splitters. As an appliation,
balaned photo-detetion is disussed. The noise added by linear loss or linear gain
is onsidered.
7.1 C-states
Let us rst give an example of Poisson-distributed eletrons. The urrent emitted
by a athode whose emission is limited by the athode temperature (instead of spae
harge) onsists of independently emitted eletrons
1
. Let the emitted urrent be
denoted by eJ ≡ eJ + e∆J(t), where J denotes the time-averaged emitted eletron
rate, where e denotes the absolute value of the eletron eletrial harge. The spetral
density of the rate utuation ∆J(t) is given by the well-known formula
S∆J = J (7.1)
where, as in the rest of this book, double-sided spetral densities are employed.
Relation (7.1) says that the average power dissipated in a 1Ω resistane following
1
The urrent owing in a onduting wire onsists of a large number of slowly-moving eletrons.
One should onsider the eletron ow as a ontinuous inompressible uid. But one emitted in
vauum, aelerated and possibly dispersed, the eletrons, all of them with the same harge −e,
should be onsidered individually. Negleting the spae harge amounts to treating eah eletron
as a solution of the one-eletron Shrödinger equation, with some stati potential.
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a 1 Hz band-pass lter entered at any low frequeny (white noise) is given by the
shot-noise formula 2eJ .
Light beams may be reeived from free spae or from transmission lines made up
of two parallel ideally onduting wires with harateristi ondutane Gc. Let this
transmission line be terminated by a old detetor of ondutane G = Gc in whih
ase the light beam is fully absorbed. From the photo-detetion events reord one
may dene an average event rate D and a utuation ∆D(t) that may be Fourier
analyzed to provide a spetrum S∆D(Ω). Suh inident waves will be said to be in
the C-state
2
if they generate Poisson-distributed photo-eletrons events irrespetively
of the arrier phase
3
. We will show that potential or urrent soures radiate light
waves in the C-state.
Thus, if D(t) ≡ 〈D〉+∆D denotes the detetion rate, the spetral density of ∆D
must be equal to 〈D〉, that is S∆D = D, the averaging sign being omitted. If we
express D in terms of the wave amplitude b, we have to rst order D = |b+∆b|2 ≈
b2 + 2b∆b. Note that there is a random soure assoiated with the mathed load
of ondutane G. However, to rst order, the deteted rate depends only on the
inident wave b and its utuation. Thus ∆D = 2b∆b ≡ bx, where we have dened
for brevity x ≡ 2∆b. We have S∆D = b2Sx = DX , if X denotes the spetral density
of x. It follows that for a C-state we have X = 1. Considering now the phase, we
set b ≡ b′ + ib′′, dene x′ ≡ 2∆b′, x′′ ≡ 2∆b′′. X denotes the spetral density of x′
and Y denotes the spetral density of x′′. Proeeding as above we onlude that a
light beam is in the C-state if and only if X = Y = 1.
The studied ongurations onsist of onservative elements suh as indutanes,
apaitanes, non-reiproal devies suh as irulators, and positive and negative
ondutanes G to whih one assoiates random urrent soures c(t) of spetral den-
sity ~ωo |G|, where ~ denotes the Plank onstant (divided by 2π). Beause we are
interested only in narrow bands around the optial frequeny ωo, this noise soure is
2
C-state beams resemble the so-alled "oherent" states of light employed in Quantum Optis.
However, C-states are fundamentally states of propagating light, dened by the outome of a
detetion proess, while oherent states are primarily states of the eld in optial resonators. In the
ontext of Quantum Optis, Glauber has shown in 1963 that a lassial presribed urrent (whih
we would all a urrent soure) radiates light in the so-alled "oherent state". When oherent
states are inident on a photo-detetor the statistis of the photo-eletrons is Poisson. The results
therefore are similar.
3
Conretely, the arrier phase may be hanged by inserting on the optial beam, before detetion,
a seond-order all-pass lter. This is a onservative (i.e., lossless, gainless) devie that hanges the
arrier phase without hanging the amplitude. We suppose that this iruit bandwidth is very small
ompared with the frequenies of the utuations of interest. In that ase, the arrier phase may
be hanged arbitrarily from 0 to 2π through a slight lter-frequeny hange. The utuations, on
the other hand, are essentially unaeted by that lter.
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onsidered to be frequeny ltered by a narrow-band lter entered at ωo and whose
spetral width is muh larger than the relevant Fourier-frequeny range, but muh
smaller than ωo. c(t) may then be written as c(t) = C
′(t) cos(ωot) + C
′′(t) sin(ωot),
where C ′(t), C ′′(t) are unorrelated and have spetral densities ~ωo |G|. The opti-
al eld is treated as a lassial funtion of time ≈ cos(ωot), with some amplitude
and phase utuations. Potentials and urrents varying at, or near, the optial fre-
queny are alled "optial potentials", V , and "optial urrents", I, respetively, to
distinguish them from the stati potentials U and stati urrents eJ . The simplest
ongurations, treated in the present hapter, are of ourse those in whih the on-
dutanes are onstant. The response of linear systems to speied soures is well
known. The linear regime is appliable to lasers below the so-alled "threshold"
driving urrent and usually to attenuators and ampliers. We shall introdue the h
(or K ≡ 1 + h2) fator, viewed as resulting from the fat that negative and positive
ondutanes are separated from one another by onservative elements.
7.2 Radiation from potential and urrent soures
Suppose rst that G is positive onstant. We are referring to it as a "old load"
(i.e., at T=0K) or, if this ondutane desribes a detetor, as a "old detetor". A
old detetor is a olletion of atoms that are in the ground state most of the time
and quikly revert to the ground state non-radiatively (through a stati potential U)
whenever they get promoted to the exited state under the inuene of the inident
optial eld. Let us see how the above formalism ts with previously-quoted shot-
noise formulas. We onsider rst a potential soure and subsequently a urrent
soure. We nd that in both ases the emitted light is in the C-state, that is,
the photo-eletron events generated in a (old, ideal) photo-detetor are Poisson
distributed, irrespetively of the light arrier phase.
For a potential soure, the proof follows straightforwardly from previous onsid-
erations. Let the potential soure be denoted V ≡ V ′ + iV ′′. The positive on-
dutane G with its assoiated noise soure C(t) ≡ C ′(t) + iC ′′(t) represents the
photo-detetor, see Fig.6.1 in a. Sine the ondutane G is submitted to the poten-
tial V , the urrent owing through G is GV . Taking into onsideration the random
soure C(t) (for the sign, see the gure), the total urrent delivered by the poten-
tial soure is GV − C(t). The power entering into the photo-detetor is the power
owing from left to right through the dotted line in the gure. This power reads
Re{V ⋆(GV − C(t))}. It onsists of a steady-state value P = GV ⋆V , and a u-
tuating power ∆P (t) = −Re{(V ′ − iV ′′)(C ′(t) + iC ′′(t))} = −V ′C ′(t) − V ′′C ′′(t).
Let us reall that the spetral density of z(t) ≡ ax(t) + by(t), where a, b are on-
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stants and x(t), y(t) unorrelated random funtions of time of spetral densities Sx,
Sy, respetively, is Sz = |a|2 Sx + |b|2 Sy. The spetral density of the utuating
power is therefore, setting in this formula a = −V ′, b = −V ′′ and Sx = Sy = ~ωoG,
S∆P =
(
V ′2 + V ′′2
)
~ωoG = ~ωoP . The spetral density of the rate utuations
∆D = ∆P/~ωo, is therefore S∆D = S∆P/(~ωo)
2 = ~ωoP/(~ωo)
2 = D. This shows
that the detetor event rate is at the shot-noise level irrespetively of the phase of V
(see the above disussion on the C- light beams). We have not onsidered dispersive
elements and therefore the utuations are "white", that is, have a uniform spetrum
(i.e., a onstant spetral density).
Current soure. Consider next a non-utuating omplex urrent I ≡ I ′ + iI ′′
that ows through a old ondutane G as shown in Fig.6.1 in b, endowed with a
urrent noise soure C ≡ C ′ + iC ′′ as above. Using Ohm's law, the power entering
the detetor through the dashed line is
P ≡ P +∆P = Re{V ⋆I} = Re{I
⋆ + C⋆
G
I} = I
⋆I
G
+Re{(C
′ − iC ′′)(I ′ + iI ′′)
G
}.
(7.2)
The power utuation is therefore
∆P =
I ′C ′ + I ′′C ′′
G
. (7.3)
Sine C ′ and C ′′ are unorrelated, the spetral density of ∆P is the weighted sum of
the spetral densities ~ωoG of C
′
and C ′′ and thus
S∆P =
I ′2SC′ + I
′′2SC′′
G2
= I⋆I
~ωo
G
= P~ωo, (7.4)
It follows that
S∆D = S∆P/~ωo =
P
~ωo
= D. (7.5)
in agreement with the shot-noise formula. We have thus proved that urrent soures
radiate light in the C-state. Aording to the expression in (7.4), S∆D does not
depend on the phase of the soure I as one expets on physial grounds.
7.3 Current soure with a random modulation.
At that point, one may wonder how a quiet detetor output ould possibly be ob-
tained from a semi-lassial theory, as was asserted from the very beginning of this
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book. Indeed, we have just seen that a presribed urrent soure I gives a detetor
output at the shot-noise level. If I utuates randomly and independently of the
previous random urrents, the detetor-output utuation may only be above the
shot-noise level sine the random urrent soure C is unorrelated with I. This is in
fat the ase for the urrent soure presently onsidered as shown below.
We thus generalize the result of the previous setion, asribing to the urrent
soure I, shown in Fig.6.1 in b), the form ∆I(t) ≡ ∆I ′(t)+ i∆I ′′(t) speied from the
outside and therefore independent of C(t). This may be ahieved by an amplitude
modulator driven by a random potential. The new term in the expression of the
detetor-power utuation reads, negleting ross produts of small quantities,
∆P = 2
I ′∆I ′ + I ′′∆I ′′
G
. (7.6)
Beause a xed average frequeny ωo is onsidered throughout this book, we may
take without loss of generality ~ωo as the energy unit and suppress it. Thus, from
now on, D ≡ P . Supposing further I real for simpliity, the full expression for the
spetral density of ∆D = ∆P reads
S∆D = 4D
2
S∆I′/I +D. (7.7)
It follows from this relation that the relative noise N dened by
DN ≡ S∆D
D
− 1 = S2∆I′/I . (7.8)
From the above expression and the fat that the spetral density of any measur-
able quantity is non-negative, it follows that S∆D > D, that is, the detetor rate
utuation always exeeds the shot-noise level.
Sub-Poisson photo-eletron statistis may nevertheless be obtained from orre-
lated urrent and potential soures. Beause these two soures refer to the same
ondutane they may be orrelated. There are irumstanes where the deteted-
rate utuation atually vanishes (ideal quiet lasers), as is shown in Setion 8.1.
7.4 Balaned detetion
The relative noise N ould in priniple be measured with a single (ideal) detetor.
If the average photo-eletron rate is measured to be D, a measurement of the rate
spetral density at some Fourier frequeny Ω gives N from its denition in (7.8)4.
4
Relative noises should be expressed in seonds. Let us reall that the photo-urrent i(t) = eD(t),
so that expressions in terms of rates may alternatively be written in terms of eletrial urrents
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Unfortunately, detetors suer from various defets, optial loss at the entrane
window and non-unity quantum eieny, for example. A better sheme is therefore
to employ a alibrating light beam having the same average power level as the light
beam under test, and known to exhibit Poisson statistis. Suh a alibrating light
soure may be obtained from a light-emitting-diode provided its spetral width be
muh larger than the detetor response time reiproal. If S denotes the spetral
density of the light beam under test and So the spetral density of the referene
soure, the ratio (S /So − 1)/D provides a measure of N . However, any strongly
attenuated light tends to exhibit a Poisson statistis, so that in many irumstanes
N , whether positive or negative, is small in absolute value. The balane-detetion
sheme disussed below allows one to measure small values of N more aurately
than it would be possible with a single detetor. It is important, though, that the
two detetors employed in that sheme be almost idential.
We denote by Q the event rate that would be measured by a detetor loated just
after the laser. The measuring apparatus now involves a lossless beam splitter. A
fration R of the inident light power is reeted toward detetor 1, while a fration
T = 1 − R is transmitted toward detetor 2. Under ideal onditions, the average
output rates from detetors 1 and 2 are therefore
D1 = RQ D2 = (1−R)Q (7.9)
The spetral densities of the deteted rates are, by straightforward appliation of
previous formulas
S∆D1 = D1 +D
2
1N (7.10)
S∆D2 = D2 +D
2
2N (7.11)
S∆D1∆D2 = D1D2N . (7.12)
It follows that the relative noiseN equals S∆D1∆D2 normalized by D1D2. S∆D1∆D2 is
measured by performing by eletroni means the produt of the two photo-urrents,
and time averaging (reall that the proesses onsidered are stationary and ergodi).
7.5 Splitting light into many beams
We have onsidered in the previous setion the ase where an inident light beam
is split into two parts with the help of a beam splitter. We onsider presently the
more general situation where an inident beam is split into N seondary beams. The
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light beam perhaps expands as a result of diration and is olleted by a mosai of
detetors. The purpose of this setion is to show that the relative noise is unaeted
5
.
Another dierene with the previous setion is that the light soure is viewed as a
resonator ontaining m light quanta6. When the output light is absorbed by a single
element (e.g., a detetor) at rate Q(t) ≡ Q+∆Q, where Q denotes the average rate
and ∆Q(t) the utuation, the rate utuation is of the form
∆Q = Q
∆m
m
+ q, (7.13)
where ∆m denotes the utuation of m, and q the noise term assoiated with the
detetor, whose spetral density is equal to the average rate Q7. The relative utu-
ation of m given in (8.9) may be written in the form
∆m
m
= x+ aq, (7.14)
where x is unorrelated with q, and a denotes some omplex onstant. This ex-
pression aounts for the orrelation that may exist between ∆m and q if a 6= 0.
However, we do not intend to solve here the omplete laser equations. We only need
the general form in (7.14).
Let us now suppose that the total rate Q is olleted by N detetors whose
5
It is worthwhile realling the photon piture of this eet. Light at frequeny ωo is supposed
to onsist of partiles alled photons, eah of them arrying an energy ~ωo. Attenuation of light is
supposed to imply that photons are randomly deleted. For the ase of an ideal detetor eah photon
generates a photo-eletron. It follows that the photo-eletron statistis is "thinned" (we employ
here the language of point-proesses, see Chapter 3). It is known that thinning does not aet the
normalized orrelation funtion, or the relative noise, of a point proess. In subsequent alulations
no suh onsiderations enter. We employ only the onept of random urrent soures, and do not
onsider meaningful the statistial properties of light itself. We later onsider the ross orrelation
between two detetors. Here again the onguration is often modeled by a series of beam splitters.
It is supposed that the inident light beam onsists of a stream of tiny partiles alled "photons"
inident on the beam splitters. These photons are independent and are asribed some probabilities
of being transmitted or reeted. It an be shown that the statistis of the output light beams
obtained in that manner are aurate. The photon (viewed as a partile) piture fails, however, in
more general situations.
6m is dened as the integer part of the ratio of the energy, E, and ~ωo. The expression "light
quantum" does not refer to any partile property of light.
7
Note that if the term q in the above equation were omitted the detetor utuations would
simply reet the m-number utuations. This assumption, made in many optial-engineering
papers, is inorret, exept at very high noise levels.
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individual rates are denoted Dk, with k = 1, 2 . . . , N , that is
Q =
N∑
k=1
Dk ∆Q =
N∑
k=1
∆Dk. (7.15)
The form of eah ∆Dk is the same as in (7.13), namely
∆Dk = Dk
∆m
m
+ dk, (7.16)
where the dk are independent noise soures whose spetral densities are equal to the
orresponding average rates Dk. The noise term q is the sum over k of the dk. Sine
the dk are independent and have spetral densities Dk, the spetral density of q is
equal to Q.
If the expression of ∆m/m in (7.14) is substituted into (7.16), we obtain
∆Dk = Dkx+ (aDk + 1)dk +Dka
∑
j 6=k
dj. (7.17)
The spetral density of ∆Dk is therefore
S∆Dk = D
2
kSx + |aDk + 1|2Dk +D2k|a|2(Q−Dk). (7.18)
It follows from (7.17) that the relative noise
N ≡ S∆Dk/Dk −
1
Dk
= Sx + a+ a
⋆ + a⋆aQ (7.19)
is the same for all the absorbers.
The ross-spetral density between the rate at absorber (detetor) k and the rate
at absorber l is obtained similarly. We use the expression in (7.17) twie, one with
subsripts k and one with subsript l 6= k. In the produt, only terms with the
same subsripts are retained sine dk and dl are unorrelated. We obtain
S∆Dk∆Dl = DkDlSx + (Dka+ 1)
⋆aDkDl
+ (Dla + 1)
⋆a⋆DkDl +Dka
⋆a(Q−Dk −Dl). (7.20)
After simpliation, and realling the result previously derived for the ase where
k = l, we obtain
S∆Dk∆Dl = δklDk +DkDlN , (7.21)
where δkl equal 1 if k = l and 0 otherwise. It follows from this expression that if the
inident beam is Poissonian (N = 0) the seondary beams are unorrelated.
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7.6 Linear attenuators
Previous results relating to the noise properties of old linear attenuators are now
expressed in terms of propagating waves. Let us reall that the Ohm law reads
I = Y (ω)V , where I denotes the eletrial urrent, V the eletrial potential at
optial frequeny ω, and Y (ω) the iruit admittane. It is sometimes onvenient to
desribe iruits in terms of forward-propagating waves of omplex amplitude a and
bakward-propagating waves of amplitude b instead of voltages V and urrents I, see
Fig. 7.2 in a). Taking the transmission line harateristi ondutane as unity for
simpliity these quantities are related by
a =
V + I
2
b =
V − I
2
,
V = a + b I = a− b. (7.22)
In this formalism, |a|2 and |b|2 represent respetively the forward and bakward
propagating rates, setting for onveniene ~ω = 1. The dierene |a|2 − |b|2 =
(V ⋆I + I⋆V )/2 = Re{I⋆V } represents the power dissipated in the load admittane
Y .
We suppose that forward-propagating and bakward-propagating waves are sep-
arated physially from one another with the help of the (ideal) irulator shown
in Fig. 7.2. It is then appropriate to all the a-wave the input wave and the b-
wave the output wave. Q ≡ |a|2 is the rate that a detetor plaed just behind the
light soure would measure. Beause there is no reexion bak to the soure, Q
may be viewed as representing the input rate. We suppose that the load at the
seond port of the irulator is a old positive ondutane, that is, Y = G with
0 ≤ G <∞, and we take 〈a〉 , 〈b〉 real for simpliity, see 7.2. The input rate utu-
ation is thus the utuating part of 〈Q〉 + ∆Q = |〈a〉+∆a|2 = 〈Q〉 + 2 〈a〉∆a′, to
rst order, where ∆a′ denotes the real part of ∆a. If the output wave is deteted by
an ideal old detetor D ≡ |b|2 represents the output rate. The utuating part of
〈D〉+∆D = |〈b〉+∆b|2 = 〈D〉+ 2 〈b〉∆b′, to rst order, where ∆b′ denotes the real
part of ∆b.
The noise-soure C spetral density equals G. For simpliity, all the quantities
introdued in the present setion are supposed to be real. Aording to the Ohm law
we have I = GV − C. Replaing I and V by their expressions in (7.22) we obtain
that a− b = G(a+ b)− C. Solving this relation for b
b =
1−G
1 +G
a+
C
1 +G
. (7.23)
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Figure 7.1: Transmission line with forward a-wave and bakward b-wave. The noise
soure is not shown.
Figure 7.2: The a and b- waves may be separated from one another with the help
of a lossless non-reiproal devie alled a irulator.
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The relation between the a and b-waves average values is obtained from the above
equation by suppressing the C-noise term, that is
〈b〉 = 1−G
1 +G
〈a〉 =⇒ g ≡ 〈b〉〈a〉 =
1−G
1 +G
. (7.24)
The ratio of the average output to input rates is therefore (the letter G stands for
power gain even though in the present situation this quantity is less than unity and
in fat expresses a loss)
G ≡ g2 = (1−G
1 +G
)2 ≤ 1. (7.25)
Consider now a small variation ∆a of a from its average value 〈a〉, orresponding
to an input rate utuation ∆Q = 2a∆a (when no onfusion may arise we omit the
brakets representing average values). The output b-wave utuation reads aording
to (7.23)
∆b =
1−G
1 +G
∆a +
C
1 +G
. (7.26)
If, as supposed above, the reeted b-wave is inident on a old detetor delivering
an eletron rate D ≡ D+∆D = (〈b〉+∆b)2 ≈ b2 + 2b∆b. It follows from (7.24) and
(7.26) that the deteted-rate utuation is
∆D = 2b∆b = 2
1−G
1 +G
a
(
1−G
1 +G
∆a+
C
1 +G
)
= G∆Q + 2 1−G
(1 +G)2
aC. (7.27)
sine ∆Q = 2a∆a.
Beause the internal noise soure C is independent of the input wave utuation
∆Q and its spetral density equals G, the spetral-density of the deteted rate ∆D
reads
S∆D = G2S∆Q + 4G(1−G)
2
(1 +G)4
Q (7.28)
It follows after (muh) rearranging that
Nout ≡ S∆D
D
− 1
D
= S∆Q
Q
− 1
Q
≡ Nin. (7.29)
where Nout denotes the output relative noise. We thus observe one more that old
linear attenuators preserve the relative noise, that is, Nout = Nin. In partiular, if
the input light utuates at the shot-noise level, that is, if S∆Q = Q, the output light
also utuates at the shot-noise level, S∆D = D.
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Complex form. Generalizing (7.26) to the omplex form we obtain
∆b′ =
1−G
1 +G
∆a′ +
C ′
1 +G
,
∆b′′ =
1−G
1 +G
∆a′′ +
C ′′
1 +G
,
SC′C′′ = 0 SC′ = SC′′ = G. (7.30)
Setting 2∆a ≡ x′in + ix′′in, 2∆b ≡ x′out + ix′′out and 2C/(1 +G) ≡ u′ + iu′′, we may
write (7.30) as
x′out = gx
′
in + u
′,
x′′out = gx
′′
in + u
′′,
Su′u′′ = 0 Su′ = Su′′ = 1− G ≥ 0, (7.31)
Indeed, the spetral densities of u′ ≡ 2C ′/(1+G) and u′′ ≡ 2C ′′/(1+G) are 4G/(1+
G)2 = 1− ((1−G)/(1 +G))2 ≡ 1− G.
Let furtherX, Y denote the spetral densities of the x′, x′′ noise terms respetively,
with subsripts "in" and "out" appended where needed. Sine the internal u noise
and the input noise are independent of one another, the input and output noise
spetral densities are related, aording to (7.31), by
Xout = GXin + 1− G,
Yout = GYin + 1− G. (7.32)
We say that a light beam is in the C-state whenever X = Y = 1. It follows that
when a C-state beam (Xin = Yin = 1) suers from any old attenuation it remains
in the C-state (i.e., Xout = Yout = 1), as we have seen before in various ways.
The ondutane G reeives a net rate J = Re{I⋆V } = a⋆a − b⋆b. If this on-
dutane desribe an ideal old photo-detetor, the photo-detetion rate utuation
denoted ∆J is, in terms of the x-utuations
∆J = ∆(a⋆a− b⋆b) = 2a∆a′ − 2b∆b′
= ax′in − bx′out = a(x′in − gx′out) (7.33)
where we have supposed again 〈a〉 , 〈b〉 real for simpliity. The noise soure assoiated
with G enters in the expression of ∆J expliitly when x′out is expressed in terms of
x′in as given in (7.31).
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7.7 Linear ampliers
We onsidered above a olletion of 2-level atoms, all of them residing most of the
time in the lower state, whih we alled a old absorber (or old detetor) and de-
sribed it in terms of a positive ondutane G. We now onsider a olletion of
2-level atoms that reside most of the time in the upper state, and all it an ampli-
fying medium. Full population inversion is assumed for simpliity, and spontaneous
eletroni deay from upper to lower states is negleted. Suh an atomi olletion
is haraterized by a onstant negative ondutane denoted −G. The ondutane
−G terminates a transmission-line whose harateristi ondutane is unity. We
require that 0 < G < 1, the restrition G < 1 being needed to avoid a singularity.
As in the previous sub-setion, the input a-wave and the amplied b-wave are
supposed to be separated from one another with the help of a irulator, as shown in
Fig.7.2. Beause in-phase as well as quadrature utuations are equally amplied in
the present set-up the system is alled a "phase-insensitive" amplier. The amplier
eld gain g and power gain G are given by the same formula as in (7.25) but with G
hanged to −G, that is
g ≡ 〈b〉〈a〉 =
1 +G
1−G ≥ 1 (7.34)
G = g2 =
(
1 +G
1−G
)2
1 ≤ G <∞. (7.35)
We denote by Q + ∆Q the input rate (whih ould be deteted, but is not in
the present onguration) and by D + ∆D the output (deteted) rate. As far as
the average rates are onerned, we have D = GQ. Proeeding as in the previous
setion, the spetral density of the photo-urrent rate utuation ∆D is found to be
S∆D = SG∆Q + (G − 1)D = G2S∆Q + (G − 1)D. (7.36)
The rst term in the above expression results from amplied input utuations while
the seond term has been introdued by the ampliation proess.
In the speial ase where the input utuations are at the shot-noise level, that
is when S∆Q = Q, the above equation tells us that
S∆D = (2G − 1)D = 2(G − 1)D +D (7.37)
The seond expression of S∆D above, namely 2(G − 1)D + D, has been split into
two terms. The rst one, 2(G − 1)D, is sometimes interpreted as resulting from the
beat between the signal and the spontaneously emitted noise, while the seond one is
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viewed as the shot noise assoiated with the optial power inident on the detetor.
These interpretations however are only of historial interest.
Using the notation introdued above, namely x”in + ix
′′
in ≡ 2∆a, x′out + ix′′out ≡
2∆b, where ∆a, ∆b denote the input and output wave utuations, we have
xout = gxin + u
′,
yout = gyin + u
′′, (7.38)
Su′u′′ = 0 Su′ = Su′′ = G − 1 ≥ 0. (7.39)
Denoting as before by X, Y the spetral densities of the x′, x′′-noise terms, respe-
tively, with appropriate subsripts "in" and "out", and remembering that the internal
u-noise and the input noise are independent, the above expressions show that the
input and output noise spetral densities are related by
Xout = GXin + G − 1,
Yout = GYin + G − 1. (7.40)
For a C-state input beam in partiular (Xin = Yin = 1) the spetral densities of the
in-phase and quadrature utuations are both equal to Xout = Yout = 2G − 1.
If two ampliers of gains G1 and G2 respetively are plaed in sequene, it is
straightforward to show on the basis of (7.40) that the output noise is the same as
for a single amplier of gain G = G1G2 as one expets, a result that an be generalized
to any sequene of linear ampliers. The ase where the ative medium inversion is
inomplete may be treated by the same method.
An attenuator reeives a greater rate at the input than it delivers at the output.
As a onsequene, by onservation of energy an attenuator delivers an eletron rate
J = a⋆a− b⋆b as we have seen earlier. Conversely, an amplier delivers a greater rate
at the output than it reeives at the input. Aordingly, it delivers an eletron rate
J = a⋆a− b⋆b whih is negative. It is then appropriate to all −J > 0 the amplier
pumping rate. The utuation ∆J of J may be employed as a modulating signal.
Let us summarize the main results given above relating to linear attenuators
and ampliers. The iruit-theory formalism onsists of assoiating a omplex noise
soure C ′+ iC ′′ with positive ondutanes G or negative ondutanes −G. In both
ases G ≥ 0. Full population inversion is assumed. Here C ′, C ′′ are unorrelated
random funtions of time whose spetral densities are both equal to |G| (setting
~ωo = 1). We onsidered a transmission line of harateristi ondutane unity and
alled a the amplitude of the forward-propagating wave (input wave of average rate
Q = 〈a〉2) and b the amplitude of the bakward-propagating wave (output wave of
average rate D = 〈b〉2). The latter is supposed to be deteted, that is, onverted
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into a photo-eletron ow. We have G ≡ D/Q = ((1 − G)/(1 + G))2 ≤ 1 for
the loss ase and G ≡ D/Q = ((1 + G)/(1 − G))2 ≥ 1 for the gain ase. We
dene the input relative noise Nin ≡ S∆Q/Q − 1/Q and the output relative noise
Nout ≡ S∆D/D − 1/D. Our main result is that old linear losses do not aet the
relative noise, that is Nout = Nin. For the ase of loss and gain we have respetively
Nout = S2∆Q
Q
− G
D
G ≤ 1, (7.41)
Nout = S2∆Q
Q
+
G − 2
D
G ≥ 1. (7.42)
Of ourse the two formulas oinide when G = 1.
7.8 Linear osillators with inomplete population in-
version
We have represented in Fig.6.1 in ) a simple laser model onsisting of a frequeny-
independent negative ondutane −Ge and a positive frequeny-independent on-
dutane Ga > Ge, in parallel with an L−C-iruit resonating at frequeny ωo. The
noise soures assoiated with these ondutanes lead us to the elebrated Shawlow-
Townes (ST) linewith formula. The spetrum is Lorentzian with full-width at half-
power (FWHP)
δωST Q τ
2
p = 1, (7.43)
where τp = C/Ga is the resonator lifetime. This is the average time that a light
pulse would spent in the iruit if no laser ation were taken plae (i.e., if Ge = 0),
and Q the output rate, that is, the power dissipated in the load Ga divided by ~ωo.
Note that Ge and Ga may rather large, so that the iruit is strongly damped when
Ge is being suppressed. In that ase the resonator lifetime is ill-dened. It is then
preferable to give the expression of the produt δωQ in terms of the various elements
that onstitute the devie, rather than in referene to the ST formula.
In the above expression, (7.43), it was assumed that the ondutane Ga is at
temperature T = 0K. It was further assumed that the population inversion in the
laser material is omplete. We now relax the latter assumption. If the population
inversion is inomplete the laser material ontains eletrons in the lower state and a
greater number of eletrons in the upper state. If the laser material is represented
by a negative ondutane −Ge in parallel with a positive ondutane Ga we dene
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the ondutane-inversion fator
Ge +Ga
Ge −Ga ≈
ne + na
ne − na > 1. (7.44)
The seond expression in (7.44) holds for isolated atoms, the ondutanes being in
that ase proportional to the number of atoms. It ould alternatively be expressed
in terms of a negative temperature. In parallel with the laser ondutanes there
is a load ondutane that we denoted Go, and we have Go ≈ Ge − Ga that is
Ga + Go ≈ Ge, so that the iruit is again highly resonant. The linewidth for the
iruit presently onsidered is the same as before if we replae Ga in the previous
expression by Ga + Go. However, what we now all radiated power P is the power
dissipated in Go alone, not in Ga+Go. Furthermore the photon lifetime τp obtained
by suppressing the laser material, that is both Ga and Ge being set equal to 0, is now
dened as τp = C/Go. The end result of the alulation is that the ST linewidth in
(7.43) should be multiplied by a population-inversion fator
np =
Ge
Ge −Ga . (7.45)
7.9 Dispersive linear osillators.
We onsider again linear osillators. The optial potentials and urrents are simply
responses of a linear iruit to the urrent soures assoiated with ondutanes or
resistanes. For simpliity, we maintain that the ative laser material is represented
by a frequeny-independent ondutane −Ge and assume omplete population in-
version. We onsider the ase where the iruit onsists of a apaitane C and an
indutane L in series with a old positive resistane Ra, as represented in Fig. 6.1
in d).
Let Y (ω) represent the admittane of the iruit. We have
Y (ω) ≡ G(ω) + iB(ω) = −Ge − iCω + 1
Ra − iLω
=
Ra
R2a + L
2ω2
−Ge + i
( Lω
R2a + L
2ω2
− Cω). (7.46)
The resonant frequeny ωo orresponds to a vanishing suseptane B(ωo) = 0, that
is ωo =
√
1/
(
LC
)− (Ra/L)2, whih implies that Ra <√L/C. We also assume that
the iruit is only very slightly damped, whih implies that Ge is almost equal to
RaC/L. At the resonant frequeny, the positive ondutane is frequeny-dependent.
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Derivating the ondutanes and suseptanes given above with respet to ω or using
(4.7) we may evaluate the h parameter dened as
h ≡ (dG/dω
dB/dω
)
ω=ωo
. (7.47)
The non-zero value of the h fator may be viewed as a onsequene of the fat that
gain and loss do not our at the same loation. That is, if the gain and loss are
represented by two ondutanes in parallel, the h-fator vanishes, and there is no
linewidth-enhanement fator. But in the present situation the ondutane −Ge and
the resistane Ro are separated from one another in the iruit by the indutane L,
and the h-fator is non-zero.
When the negative ondutane is suppressed, the resonane frequeny aquires
a negative imaginary part that may be employed to dene the resonator lifetime
τp ≡ dB/dω
2Ge
. (7.48)
In the ase of a lassial L − C-iruit, we have dB/dω = 2C, the indutane and
apaitane ontributing equally, and the previous formula τp ≡ C/Ge is reovered
from (7.48).
Detailed alulations show that the h fator dened above results in a linewidth-
enhanement fator K = 1 + h2 with respet to the ST result. For the C,L,Ra
iruit presently onsidered we obtain
K =
1
1− R2aC/L
. (7.49)
Aording to (7.49), the K-fator is unity when Ra ≪
√
L/C but tends to innity
when Ra approahes
√
L/C.
To onlude, simple osillators are subjeted to linewidth enhanement. Similar
onlusions onerning various linear iruits have been reahed. A related linewidth-
enhanement fator was disovered by Petermann in relation to the so-alled "gain-
guiding" lasers. Using an appropriately simplied shematis one an show that
the above linewidth-enhanement eet is the same as the one given by Petermann.
Sine linewidth enhanement ours for single-mode resonators, as we have just seen,
this eet does not seem to be fundamentally related to mode non-orthogonality as
other treatments suggested.
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7.10 Cavity linear osillators
The linewidth may be obtained for an arbitrary avity ontaining (linear, time-
independent) dispersive and spae dependent dieletris ǫ(x, ω) (or even more gen-
erally bi-anisotropi media) in terms of the resonating elds. Here x represents the
three spatial oordinates. The detetor is onsidered a part of the avity, rather than
being an external devie, so that the system is losed.
Let us onsider a avity with perfetly onduting walls ontaining a medium
with permittivity ǫ(x, ω) ≡ ǫ′(x, ω) + i(ǫ′′a(x, ω) − ǫ′′e(x, ω)), ǫ′′a(x, ω), ǫ′′e(x, ω) ≥ 0.
The imaginary part of the permittivity onsists of two (possibly overlapping) spatial
distributions. One, with subsript a is absorbing, and may orrespond physially to a
photo-eletron generating medium, while the other, with subsript e is emitting and
reeives some pump power. For positive ǫ′′ all the eletrons are in the lower state (zero
temperature) and for negative ǫ′′ all the eletrons are in the upper state. The spatial
distributions are suh that there is only one mode in the avity whose frequeny is
slightly damped, the other modes being strongly damped may be ignored. Under
those onditions the power generated by the medium with gain is nearly equal to
the power absorbed by the medium with loss, but their spatial distributions may
be entirely dierent. Furthermore, the resonating mode frequeny ωo is nearly real
in the limit onsidered. For simpliity we let the medium permeability be a real
onstant µ. The rst step onsists of evaluating the linear response of the resonator
to some given eletrial distribution. Next, this urrent distribution is taken to be
the random urrent density assoiated with both ǫ′′a and ǫ
′′
e . The power absorbed
by ǫ′′a slightly exeeds the power generated by ǫ
′′
e , so that the response is stable but
sharply peaked. We will only give the result of the alulation.
The produt of the (full-width at half power) linewith δω and power P dissipated
in the ǫ′′a-part of the medium (or generated by the ǫ
′′
e -part of the medium), reads
δω P =
4
( ∫
dx ωǫ′′e(x, ω) |E|2
)2∣∣∣∫ dx [d(ωǫ(x,ω))dω E2 − µH2]∣∣∣2
. (7.50)
where E ,H denotes the (omplex) resonating eletrial and magneti elds. All the
quantities are evaluated at the real frequeny ωo. Here dx stands for dx dy dz and
the integrals are over the full avity volume. This fairly general formula may be
speialized to the one dimensional or zero-dimensional formulas given earlier.
Usually, the power delivered by the ative medium is not dissipated internally
as we supposed above. Instead, part of the avity wall transmits power to some
external detetor. Formally, we may in that ase apply the previous expression
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a large avity enlosing both the part of the medium onsidered as being the laser
and the part of the medium onsidered as the detetor. One expets intuitively
that the linewidth measured by some old reexion-less detetor does not depend
on the distane between the laser and the detetor, the laser being separated from
the detetor by a loss-less, dispersion-less transmission line. Let us show that this
is indeed the ase. Changing the laser-detetor distane learly does not aet the
numerator of (7.50) sine ǫ in the intermediate region is real. The denominator is
not aeted either beause ǫ does not depend on ω in the intermediate region, and
thus d(ωǫ(ω))/dω = ǫ. For a mathed transmission line we have ǫE2 + µH2 = 0.
It follows that the additional term in the denominator of (7.50) orresponding to
the transmission-line volume, that is, the spae omprised between the laser and the
detetor, does not ontribute to the above expression.
7.11 Propagating wave osillators with gain.
In the present setion we onsider linear propagating-wave osillators. That is, we
onsider either a dieletri wave-guide exhibiting gain and terminated at planes z = 0
and z = L by partially-transmitting mirrors, or a dieletri wave-guide with no net
gain or loss, terminated at planes z = 0 and z = L by perfetly-transmitting mirrors.
In the latter ase, the generated power is dissipated internally. This onguration is
learly of little pratial interest, but it helps omprehend the gain-guidane funda-
mentals.
Let us rst reall simple properties of dieletri waveguides. We onsider a
medium uniform in the propagation diretion z, with permittivity ǫ(x), and a soure
at some xed frequeny ω. The medium may be haraterized instead by the "free
wave-number" k(x) with k(x)2 = ǫ(ω)µω2. Beause ω is a onstant this argument is
omitted. For simpliity we take the permeability µ as being a real onstant.
Reall that if the medium is z-invariant we may dene "transverse modes" as
solutions of the wave equation of the form ψ(x) exp(ikzz), where ψ(x) may represent
the eletri eld within the salar or weakly-guiding approximation, and the prop-
agation onstant kz may be omplex valued. We suppose that the real part of kz
is positive and that aordingly the wave propagates in the positive z-diretion. If
the imaginary part of kz is positive the wave amplitude deays as it propagates, and
onversely the wave amplitude grows if the imaginary part of kz is negative. The
funtion ψ(x) is some omplex funtion of x.
If the permittivity is real (that is, the medium is loss-less, gain-less) and dereases
as |x| inreases, there exist a number of solutions (trapped modes) orresponding to
real kz-values and real ψ(x)-funtions deaying exponentially in the outer medium. In
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that ase the wave is said to be "index-guided". Some higher-order modes, however,
may be "leaky", in whih ase the wave amplitude deays along the z-axis while
ψ(x)grows exponentially as a funtion of |x| and is no longer real8. As a matter of
fat, when the permittivity inreases as a funtion of |x|, only leaky-modes an be
found.
The question we are driving at is the following. Let us onsider a leaky mode
and suppose that the medium has gain for |x| < d/2, but is loss-less, gain-less, for
|x| > d/2. Intuitively, we feel that the inner-medium gain is, guratively speaking,
ghting against the leaky-mode loss, and that, provided the gain is large enough,
the wave amplitude may grow along the z-axis, instead of deaying. There is indeed
a threshold gain when this does our. What is not so obvious is that, above that
threshold, the wave eases to be leaky, that is, ψ(x) deays exponentially at large |x|
values.
To prove this statement, let us suppose that the loss-less gain-less outer-medium
is homogenous with a real propagation onstant k, that is, for |x| > d/2, we have
k2x + k
2
z = k
2
real. If there is a net gain the imaginary part kz is negative while
the real part is positive. On the other hand, for a growing wave propagating away
laterally (x axis) we must have similarly that the imaginary part of kx negative
while the real part is positive. But sine k is real these onditions are inonsistent.
Indeed the ondition 0 = Im{k2} = 2k′xk′′x+2k′zk′′z annot be fullled sine the right-
hand-side of this expression is the sum of two negative quantities. This argument
shows that there exist no basi dierene between index-guided and gain-guided
ongurations. In both ases, as long as there is a net gain along the z-axis, the eld
deays exponentially in the outer medium and the modes may be viewed as being
"trapped". The wave may be pefetly mathed to an inident beam at plane z = 0,
and perfetly mathed to an outgoing beam at the output plane z = L. In suh
mode-mathing onditions the power delivered by the ative medium is simply the
dierene between the outgoing and ingoing powers. However the ψ(x) funtion is
omplex in suh waveguides with gain. This orresponds to a diverging wavefront.
As a onsequene, there is a K-fator larger than unity in both ases. It must be
reognized, however, that the K-fator is likely to be muh greater in the ase of an
inverted real-index prole than in the ase of the usual real-index prole.
As a spei example we may onsider a uniform dieletri slab of thikness d in
the x diretion, with free wae-number k for |x| < d/2, and wave-number squared
8
To avoid a onfusion let us note that by introduing titious planes far-away from the guiding
struture, where the eld is required to vanish, we obtain the so-alled "radiation modes". These
modes are needed from a mathematial stand-point to expend the atual eld into a omplete set
of funtions.
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k2o = k
2
x + k
2
z in the outer medium, |x| ≥ d/2. In the (thin-slab or reative-surfae)
limit where d → 0, the (y-direted) eletrial eld obeys the following boundary
ondition dψ/dx +
(
k2d/2
)
ψ = 0 for x → 0+. It follows that ikx + k2d/2 = 0 or
kx = ik
2d/2. In the usual index-guiding onditions, ko is real (loss-less, gain-less outer
medium) and k is real and larger than ko. In that ase the wave propagate along the
z-axis with a onstant amplitude, and the wave amplitude deays exponentially away
from the slab. When the medium has gain, that is when k′′ < 0, the wave grows along
the z-axis with some power gain per unit length. The eld ψ(x) is omplex-valued.
from its expression we may alulate a K-fator greater than unity.
Alternatively, we may onsider in plae of a propagating wave a standing-wave
by introduing perfetly-reeting mirrors at z = 0 and z = L. However, sine in
the present model no loss our along the z-axis, the loss is introdued by asribing
slight losses to the outer medium. In suh a resonator with inner gain and outer loss
the eld varies sinusoidally as a funtion of z. We may represent suh a system by a
simple iruit, with the slab with gain being represented by a negative ondutane
−Ge and the lossy outer medium by a dispersive absorbing medium. We are thus
led to the iruit onsidered earlier, and the same K-fator is obtained.
In order to treat a onguration similar to the gain-guiding onguration initially
introdued in onnetion with laser diodes
9
, one must envisioned two parallel anti-
guiding slabs.
9
The double-hetero-juntion desribed in Setion 2.5 guides optial waves in the x-diretion
perpendiular to the layers, but is anti-guiding along the transverse y-diretion beause urrent
injetion tends to make the eetive refrative index to derease. The problem of gain-guidane
then ours along the y, rather than x, diretion, as we suppose in the present disussion.
Chapter 8
Nonlinear operation
In the linearized regime generally appliable to above threshold lasers, we rst solve
the iruit or rate equations ignoring the random-urrent soures. We then approx-
imate the ondutanes by introduing terms of the form dG(n)/dn, evaluated at
the average value of n, where n denotes the number of eletrons. That number itself
is onsidered to be muh larger than unity. It obeys a rate equation of the form
dn/dt = J − R(t), where J denotes the onstant injeted rate and R(t) the output
rate. Line-widths are evaluated from the spetral density of the "instantaneous"
frequeny deviation ∆ω(t). The latter are obtained by stating that the total urrent
(inluding the random urrents) vanish at any time.
8.1 Laser rate equations
Lasers are open systems with a soure of energy alled the pump, and a sink of
energy presently viewed as an ideal optial detetor. It is natural to suppose that
the probabilities of atomi deay or atomi promotion that were found onsistent
with the laws of statistial mehanis still hold when there is a supply of atoms in
the emitting state (the pump), and an absorber of light power (the detetor).
We evaluate the relative noise of lasers driven by a non-utuating pump of rate
J . Let us reall that we assoiate to any absorbed or emitted rate of average value
R a random rate r(t) whose spetral density equals R. Rates of dierent origins are
unorrelated. This is also the ase when a ondutane both emits and absorbs. The
random rates, say ra and re, are independent and, aordingly, their spetral densities
add up. They are supposed to be negligibly aeted by the small utuations of the
system elements.
We onsider an ideal single-mode avity resonating at frequeny ω ontaining
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resonating atoms whose eletrons may be either in the upper state of energy ~ω ≡ 1
or the lower state of zero energy. n ≫ 1 denotes the number of eletrons in the
emitting state, and m ≫ 1 denotes the number of light quanta: the integer part
of the eld energy. If the avity were an isolated system we would have m + n =
onstant. This is not presently the ase beause of pumping and detetion.
8.2 Time evolutions of m and n.
The evolution equation for m is obtained by subtrating the detetion rate Q from
the net light quanta generation rate E − A, see setion (6.14). Sine the system is
not isolated, n+m may now utuate and the expressions of Re(n,m) and Ra(n,m)
given in (6.11) must be employed. A seond equation desribing the evolution of the
number n of atoms in the upper state is needed, whih involves the presribed pump
rate J . Thus, the evolution equations for m and n are
dn
dt
= J − E+ A,
dm
dt
= E− A−Q = J − dn
dt
−Q, (8.1)
where
E ≡ Re(n,m) + e(t), A ≡ Ra(n,m) + a(t), (8.2)
Q = m
τp
+ q(t), (8.3)
Re(n,m) = nm, Ra(n,m) = (N − n)m, (8.4)
Se = Re, Sa = Ra, Sq = Q. (8.5)
In the following, averaging signs are omitted when no onfusion is likely to arise.
The average light output rate Q (or detetion rate) is the ratio ofm and the resonator
lifetime τp. In the steady-state, the right-hand-sides of 8.1) vanish, and we have:
J = Re −Ra = Q, that is
J = Q = (2n−N)m = m
τp
(8.6)
The latter relation expresses the fat that the stimulated emission gain oeient n
minus the stimulated absorption loss oeient N −n equals in the steady state the
linear loss oeient 1/τp.
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When the above equations are linearized and ∆m,∆n are Fourier transformed,
one obtains
jΩ∆m = −jΩ∆n − ∆m
τp
− q (8.7)
jΩ∆n = −2m∆n− ∆m
τp
− e + a. (8.8)
Let us reall that e, a and q are unorrelated proesses whose spetral densities
are equal to the orresponding average rates (i.e., the orresponding apital letters).
After elimination of ∆n from the above two equations, ∆m may be expressed in
terms of unorrelated noise soures as
∆m =
jΩ(e− a)− (2m+ jΩ)q
jΩ2m+ 2m/τp − Ω2 . (8.9)
Evaluating the spetral density of ∆m and integrating over frequeny to obtain
the variane of m we obtain
var(m)
m
=
N + 1/τp
4m
+
1
2
. (8.10)
In the limit that Nτp ≫ 1 and m = N/2, the right-hand-side of (8.10) is 1 while
the orresponding result for the isolated avity is 1/2. This is due to the singular
behavior of the spetral density of ∆m at Ω = 0 in the limit onsidered. Physially,
this means that small losses allow m(t) to drift slowly.
We are however mostly interested in the detetion rate utuation∆Q = ∆m/τp+
q. Notie that m and q are orrelated. Proeeding as in the previous setion, we
obtain
QN ≡ S∆Q(Ω)
Q
− 1 = [(Nτp + 1)/4 〈m〉
2]Ω2 − 1
(Ωτp)2 + [1− Ω2τp/2 〈m〉]2 . (8.11)
In the limit that Nτp ≫ 1, 〈m〉 = N/2, the above result redues to the one given
earlier at high frequenies Ωτp ≫
√
Nτp. As expeted, the spetral densities of the
photodetetion proess go to zero at zero Fourier frequenies. For the parameter
values N = 100, τp = 0.05 and m = N/2 for example, a small relaxation osillation
peak appears. In the large optial power limit (m≫ 1), the above expression redues
to
S∆Q(Ω)
Q
= 1− 1
(Ωτp)2 + 1
. (8.12)
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In that limiting form it is even learer that the spetral density of the photo-urrent
vanishes at zero Fourier frequeny, Ω = 0. An erroneous result would be obtained if
the orrelation between q and ∆m were ignored.
8.3 Arbitrary dependene of the gain on the ele-
tron number
In general the gain is some funtion of the number of atoms in the emitting state,
or of the number of eletrons in the ondution band in a semi-ondutor, again
denoted n. For example, for a semi-ondutor at T = 0 we have at the optial
frequeny at whih the gain is maximum Gmax ∝ n1/3. Furthermore, there are in
general no simple relation between the population inversion fator np and n. We
need therefore perform a alulation similar to the one just performed, but in a more
general setting.
We set
dn
dt
= J −R, dm
dt
= R−Q = J − dn
dt
−Q,
R ≡ E− A = G(n)m+ r, Sr = (2np − 1)R,
Q = m
τp
+ q(t), Sq = Q,
J = R = Q =
m
τp
, (8.13)
where the last expression relates to average values, and we have dened the popula-
tion inversion fator np ≡ Re/(Re − Ra).
To evaluate the spetral density of ∆Q we onsider rst-order variations and set
d/dt = jΩ. The last equation on the rst line of (8.13)
∆R =
gm
τpn
∆n+
∆m
τp
+ r Sr = (2np − 1)Q
∆Q = ∆m
τp
+ q Sq = Q (8.14)
where g ≡ (n/G(n))(dG(n)/dn).
Therefore, replaing dm/dt by jΩ∆m and dn/dt by jΩ∆n, we obtain, setting
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b ≡ gm/n and Ω◦ ≡ Ωτp for brevity,(
1 + jΩ◦
)∆m
τp
+ jΩ◦
∆n
τp
+ q = 0
(
1 +
b
jΩ◦
)
jΩ◦
∆n
τp
+
∆m
τp
+ r = 0 Ω◦ ≡ Ωτp (8.15)
Substituting jΩ∆n from the rst above equation to the seond and replaing ∆m/τp
by ∆Q− q, we obtain
∆Q− q + r = (1 + b
jΩ◦
)(
(1 + jΩ◦)(∆Q− q) + q) (8.16)
that is
∆Q =
r + (jΩ◦ + b)q
jΩ◦ + b+ b/jΩ◦
(8.17)
Sine the spetral density of z = ax + by is Sz = |a|2 Sx + |b|2 Sy when x, y are
unorrelated, and Sq = Q, Sr = (2np − 1)Q, we obtain
QN ≡ S∆Q
Q
− 1 = Ω
◦2 + b2 + 2np − 1
b2 + (Ω◦ − b/Ω◦)2 − 1
=
(2np − 1 + 2b)Ω◦2/b2 − 1
Ω◦2 + (1− Ω◦2/b)2 (8.18)
We note that at high power b→∞ we obtain again
QN = − 1
1 + Ω◦2
(8.19)
whih is equal to -1 when Ω◦ → 0, that is, the deteted utuation vanishes.
In the avity model treated earlier, the number of atoms in the emitting state is
n ≡ ne and the number of atoms in the absorbing state is N − n ≡ na. It follows
that the net rate R(n,m) ≡ G(n)m = Re(n,m)−Ra(n,m) =
(
Ge(n)−Ga(n)
)
m we
have Ge(n) = n, Ga(n) = N − n and thus G(n) = n − (N − n) = 2n − N , whih
means that the net gain is positive, that is, there is population inversion (negative
temperature), when n > N/21. The dimensionless dierential gain reads
g ≡ n
G
dG
dn
=
1
1−N/2n. (8.20)
1G(n) should not be onfused with the onstant resonator load G. Osillation ours when
Ge ≈ G + Ga. Note further that with an appropriate normalization we need not distinguish the
gain and the ondutane, both being denoted by the letter G.
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The spetral density of the net random rate is Se−a = Se + Sa = Re +Ra, and we
dene a population inversion fator
np ≡ ne
ne − na =
n
2n−N =
1/2
1−N/2n =
g
2
. (8.21)
Note that in the present model this population-inversion fator approahes unity
(ideal ase) when n approahes N/2.
The general expression in (8.18) gives again (8.11) when the substitution in (8.20)
are made, namely g = 2np = 1/(1−N/2n) = 2nτp implying that b ≡ gm/n = 2τpm.
8.4 Laser diodes with evenly-spaed levels
The method of obtaining above-threshold-laser relative noise given in the previous
setion is appliable to laser diodes. Stimulated transitions our between the valene
band and the ondution band of a semi-ondutor. For simpliity, both bands
are desribed by B levels separated in energy by ǫ, with ǫ ≪ T ≪ Bǫ, where
T denotes the temperature. The two bands are separated from one another by a
band-gap, whih, though essential to determine the osillation frequeny, does not
enter expliitly in our alulations. We give in the present setion the result for
the ase where the eletron distributions in both bands is given by quasi Fermi-
Dira distributions orresponding to the same lattie temperature T . Spetral-hole
burning is negleted. The diode driving urrent orresponds to a onstant rate J .
The general proedure is the same as the one disussed in the previous setion.
We dene J ≡ Jǫ/T , and τp denotes as before the resonator lifetime (absorption
is assumed to be due entirely to the detetor), Ω2r =
(τ2p−1)J
2τ2p
is the square of the
(angular) relaxation frequeny, and F ≡ ( Ω
Ωr
)2
. The relative noise at frequeny Ω is
found to be given by the expression
JN (Ω) =
τp+1
τp−1
F
J
− 1
τ2p−1
2τ2p
JF + (1− F )2
. (8.22)
Thus, the relative noise an be evaluated as a funtion of the Fourier frequeny
Ω by an expliit expression, the parameters being the injeted rate J , the resonator
lifetime τp, the temperature T , and the spaing ǫ between adjaent states. For
typial values (τp = 2, J = 0.58) we obtain a relaxation frequeny of 74 MHz. The
expression given in (8.22) is in exellent agreement with the relative noise evaluated
through a purely numerial method, desribed in the next setion, when the power
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is not too high. Otherwise, spetral-hole burning should be taken into aount, see
Fig. 8.3.
8.5 Numerial simulation of high-power laser diodes
This setion reports results obtained from a numerial simulation that keeps trak of
the number (0 or 1) of eletrons in eah state of a semiondutor and of the number
of light quanta m in the resonator. A onstant eletron injetion rate J is assumed
as before, and spontaneous inter-band reombination is negleted, as in previous
setions. As the laser diode power inreases, signiant departures from the Fermi-
Dira distributions our. To rst order, suh departures ould be taken into aount
by introduing the onept of gain ompression but suh a formulation has not been
onsidered yet in detail. At low optial power a very good agreement between the
numerial alulations and the theoretial formulas given in the previous setion that
employs the Fermi-Dira distribution is noted. At high powers, a "spetral hole"
is found to ours in the eletroni distribution in both bands, as expeted. The
relaxation osillation is damped and the relative noise peak gets displaed toward
lower Fourier frequenies.
The Monte Carlo simulation keeps trak of eah level oupany in the on-
dution and valene bands and of the integer resonator energy m. At high power
levels, new eets our (spetral-hole burning, temperature utuations, statistial
utuations of the optial gain) that are diult to handle analytially. The nal
outome of the numerial proedure is the relative noise as a funtion of the Fourier
frequeny. The urves show that the frequeny domain over whih the photo-urrent
spetral density is below the shot-noise level beomes narrower as the optial power
inreases. Exhaustive Monte Carlo simulations of lasers have apparently not been
made in the past, probably beause of the high omputer time required in the ase
of bulk semiondutor lasers. But dramati size redutions have been obtained with
miro-avity quantum dot lasers and two-dimensional photoni-bandgap quantum-
dots lasers. Beause the ative layers involve few optially ative quantum dots in
the gain region an individual aount of eah level oupany is manageable. Suh
devies are likely to be the next generation semiondutor lasers. Note that in optial
omputing appliations only small optial output powers are needed and small driv-
ing urrents are desired. For onventional appliations, e.g., optial ommuniations,
milliwatts of powers are usually required. In that ase, our simulation results have to
be saled up sine it would be impratial to aount for every level oupany in the
ase of bulk semiondutors numerially. Saling laws appliable to the linearized
theory need generalization if one wishes to take into aount advaned eets suh
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as spetral-hole burning. The numerial results presented in this setion would help
asertain the validity of more advaned theories.
The main proesses involved in laser light generation are realled in subsetion
8.6, and the numerial proedure is explained in subsetion 8.7. Numerial results
onerning photo-detetion noise are illustrated in subsetion 8.8.
8.6 Laser diode proesses
In the present setion the basi Physis of Semiondutors, and proesses relevant to
resonators ontaining semiondutors in ontat with a thermal bath, are onsidered.
Pumping and optial absorption are disussed subsequently.
One-eletron energy levels in semiondutors are supposed to be of the form
ǫk = kǫ, with k an integer and ǫ a onstant. The lasers onsidered may inorporate
quantum dots in the gain region. The evenly-spaed-level assumption may then be
justied by the mehanism of level `repulsion' in nanometer-sale irregular partiles.
The probability that adjaent levels be separated by ǫ is of the form ǫ4 exp(−ǫ2), a
sharply peaked funtion of ǫ. Note also that quantum wells exhibit levels that are
evenly spaed on the average within eah sub-bands. That is, the density of states
is a onstant.
Some levels are allowed while others are forbidden. Allowed levels may be o-
upied by at most one eletron to omply with the Pauli exlusion priniple, the
eletron spin being ignored. In semiondutors the allowed eletroni levels group
into two bands, the upper one being alled the ondution band (CB) and the lower
one the valene band (VB). We suppose that both bands involve the same number
B = 100 of levels, and are separated by Gp forbidden levels, as shown in Fig. 8.1. The
band gap energy is instrumental in determining the laser osillation frequeny but it
will not enter in our model beause of simplifying assumptions to be later disussed.
Only one valene band is onsidered, but it would be straightforward to take into
aount the heavy-hole, light-hole and split-o bands found in most semiondutors.
N = B eletrons are alloated to the allowed energy levels. For pure semiondutors
at T = 0 K, the N eletrons ll up the valene band while the ondution band is
empty. The eletron-lattie system is eletrially neutral.
Without a thermal bath, the eletron gas reahes an equilibrium state through
Auger-type transitions: an eletron gets promoted to upper levels while another
eletron gets demoted to lower levels in suh a way that the total energy remains the
same. The two eletrons may belong to the same band or to distint bands, but only
the former situation is presently onsidered. Auger transitions ensure that all the
system mirostates are being explored in the ourse of time so that eletron gases
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Figure 8.1: Shemati view of the energy level system onsidered.
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possess well-dened temperatures at any instant in eah band. Nothing, however,
prevents these temperatures from utuating in the ourse of time. When ǫ≪ T ≪
Bǫ the Fermi-Dira (FD) distribution is reovered with great auray. But T needs
not be very large ompared with ǫ in mesosopi devies, e.g., short quantum wires
or quantum dots. Note that laser noise depends in general, not only on ative levels
average oupanies, but also on the fat that, even in the equilibrium (or quasi-
equilibrium) state, eletrons keep moving in and out these levels, ausing the optial
gain to utuate. Suh utuations are automatially aounted for in Monte-Carlo
simulations. It is only in the linearized theory that statistial gain utuations may
be ignored.
Let us now onsider the proess of thermalization between the eletron gas and the
lattie. To enfore thermalization in the numerial model, eah eletron is asribed
a probability p per unit time of being demoted to the adjaent lower level provided
this level is empty, and a probability pq, where q ≡ exp(−ǫ/T ) of being promoted
to the adjaent upper level if it is empty. Stritly speaking, this thermalization
model would be appliable to solids with ~ωphonon = ǫ, but the detailed modeling
turns out to be rather unimportant. If p is large, thermalization is very eient.
This implies that eletron-gas temperatures in both bands are equal to the lattie
temperature, i.e., are onstant in the ourse of time. The main purpose of this
setion is to onsider the noise spetrum when p is not large, in whih ase eletron
gas temperatures are ill dened. Near equilibrium, it is immaterial whether Auger or
thermalization transitions are dominant sine both lead to well-dened temperatures
and, in the appropriate limit, to the FD distribution. But beause lasers are out of
equilibrium systems, intensity-noise spetra do depend on whih one of the Auger or
thermalization proesses dominates.
Consider now an isolated system onsisting of a single-mode resonator at angular
frequeny ω. We suppose that the oherent interation takes plae between the
middle of the ondution band and the middle of the valene band, that is: ~ω =
(Gp + B)ǫ. The optial eld enters only through the number of light quanta m.
Stimulated absorption is modelled by assigning a probability m to eletrons in the
lower working level to be promoted to the upper working level (if that level is empty).
Stimulated emission is modeled by assigning a probability m+ 1 to eletrons in the
upper working level to be demoted to the lower working level (if that level is empty)
2
.
Setting as unity the fator that multiplies the expressions m or m + 1 amounts to
seleting a time sale.
2
In the laser analyti theory the 1 of the Einstein expression m + 1 may be negleted in the
steady-state beause m is a large number. The term 1 must be kept in the Monte Carlo simulation
beause the initial value of m onsidered is 0. Without that term laser start-up would not our.
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Optial pumping would be modeled by assigning some onstant probability to
eletrons in low valene-band levels to be promoted to high ondution-band levels,
provided these levels are empty, and almost the same probability for the opposite
transition. In that ase the pump-rate utuations would be lose to the shot-noise
level. But the eletrial urrent generated by old high-impedane eletrial soures
is almost non-utuating as a onsequene of the Nyquist theorem. The nature of
the deteted light depends on the ratio of this impedane to the intrinsi dynami
resistane of the laser. We restrit ourselves to perfetly regular eletrial pumping,
i.e. to innite old impedanes. Quiet eletrial pumping is modeled by promoting
low-lying eletrons into high-lying levels periodially in time
3
, every ∆t = 0.2 ns,
orresponding to a pumping rate J = 5ns−1. Beause the time period onsidered is
very short in omparison with the time sales of interest, this presription implies
that the pumping rate is nearly onstant. This has been veried numerially.
8.7 Laser noise from a birth-death proess
The method is best explained by onsidering rst time intervals δt small enough that
the probability that an event of a partiular kind ours within it is small ompared
with unity, and that the probability of two or more events ourring is negligible,
e.g., δt = 10−15 s. A typial run lasts T = 1 µs, orresponding to 109 elementary
time intervals. The total number of events per run is on the order of 108. Averaging
is made over 20 independent runs. Instead of the above pedestrian approah, the
algorithm atually employed aounts more rigorously for the birth-death proess
and minimizes the CPU time.
Stimulated deay of an eletron during an elementary time interval δt is allowed
to our with probability (m + 1)δt, m being inremented by 1 if the event does
our. Likewise, stimulated eletron promotion is allowed to our with probability
mδt, m being redued by 1 if the event ours. The fat that the proportionality
onstant has been omitted amounts to seleting a time unit, typially, 1 ns, as said
earlier.
Thermalization is required for steady-state laser operation. In the omputer
model, thermalization is ensured by asribing to eah eletron a probability pδt to
deay to the adjaent lower level if that level is empty, and a probability qpδt to be
promoted to the adjaent upper level if that level is empty, where q ≡ exp(−ǫ/T )
denotes the Boltzmann fator. We selet T = 100 K, orresponding to q = 0.891.
3
If the lowest level happens to be unoupied or if the highest level happens to be oupied, a
rather infrequent irumstane, the program searhes for the next adjaent levels.
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Without absorption and pumping (τp = ∞, J = 0), the program gives level ou-
panies very lose to those predited by the Fermi-Dira distribution.
Regular pumping is onsidered with an eletron at the bottom of the VB promoted
to the top of the CB every ∆t = 0.2 ns. This period orresponds to a pumping rate
J = 1/∆t = 5 events per ns, and a pump eletrial urrent in the nA range. For a
1 µmlong quantum wire with a 10 nm × 10 nm ross-setion this orresponds to
107 A/m3.
Eah light quantum is asribed a onstant probability δt/τp of being absorbed by
the photodetetor, with τp = 2ns. The average number of light quanta in the avity
follows from the average-rate balaning ondition J = 〈m〉 /τp, that is, 〈m〉 = 10.
Figure 8.2 illustrates three of these elementary proesses by means of a sequene
of four frames extrated from a omputer simulation involving 10 levels in eah bands.
At the start, the system has already reahed a stationary regime. A sample of the
eletron distribution is shown on the left. The orresponding time and the number
of light quanta stored in the avity are respetively τ0 = 0.9486 ns and m = 2.
The rst event at τ1 = 0.9488 ns is a VB thermalization. Its eet is to derement
the system energy by an amount ǫ sine an eletron is demoted by one energy step.
The seond event at τ2 = 1 ns is an eletrial pumping event that promotes the VB
eletron oupying the lowest energy level to the highest energy level of the CB. The
third event illustrates stimulated emission between the presribed lasing levels at
τ3 = 1.0111 ns. As a result, the number of light quanta is inremented from m = 2
to m = 3.
Exept for the pumping events, all the proesses are governed by a Poisson prob-
ability law. It follows that the whole system aside from pumping events also obeys a
Poisson probability law. Knowledge of the laser mirosopi state at time τi implies
knowledge of the next-jump density funtion. An exat Monte Carlo simulation of
the laser evolution is then easily obtained by randomly piking up the next event
time τi+1 from a Poisson law and, next, piking the event type from a uniform law
weighted by the ount of potential events for eah type. This method is more rigor-
ous and more eient than simulations based on innitesimal time steps. The time
required to obtain a photo-detetion spetrum is on the order of a few hours on desk
omputers.
The times tk of ourrene of photo-detetion events are registered one a steady-
state regime has been reahed, as is always the ase for the kind of lasers onsidered.
The detetion rate Q(t) is the sum over k of δ(t− tk), where δ(.) denotes the Dira
distribution. Considering that the photo-detetion events are part of a stationary
proess, the two-sided spetral density of the detetion rate utuation ∆Q(t) ≡
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Figure 8.2: Four frames extrated from a Monte Carlo sequene for 10 equally-
spaed energy levels in VB and CB. Time in arbitrary units inreases from left to
right. Insets give the number of light quanta m stored in the avity at some time.
Arrows indiate eletron displaements from one energy level to another.
Q(t)− 〈Q〉 is
S∆Q(Ω) =
1
T
〈∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k
exp(−jΩtk)
∣∣∣∣∣
2〉
(8.23)
where the sign 〈.〉 stands for averaging and Ω ≡ 2πn/T with n a nonzero integer.
For uniformly-distributed independent events, i.e. for a Poisson proess, Eq. (8.23)
gives the shot-noise formula S∆Q(Ω) = 〈Q〉.
8.8 Numerial results
Simulations will be reported for three values of the thermalization parameter, namely
p = 25 000 ns−1, 1 000 ns−1, 250 ns−1, and T = 100 K. Large values of p enfore well-
dened, onstant temperatures to the eletron gas. Conversely, small values of p
orrespond to large arrier-lattie thermal resistanes.
The total numbers of events during a run lasting 1µs are, respetively, about
6.2 108, 3.9 107 and 1.1 107. The number of events of various kinds are listed in Table
8.1 for the three values of p onsidered. The number of VB (resp., CB) ooling
events is the number of downward eletron transitions in the valene band (resp.,
ondution band) due to thermalization. Likewise, VB (resp., CB) heating refers
to upward eletron shifts.
The following observations an be made:
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p (ns−1) 25 000 1 000 250
Pumping 5 000 5 000 5 000
Detetion 5 004 5 000 5 000
Stimulated abs. 882 865 876
Stimulated emi. 5 883 5 865 5 876
VB ooling 155 286 151 9 819 009 2 848 060
VB heating 155 036 238 9 569 413 2 619 666
CB ooling 155 303 449 9 779 404 2 824 115
CB heating 155 058 595 9 534 806 2 599 576
Table 8.1: Number of events of various kinds during a 1 µs-run
• The rst two lines of the table show that, over a run, the number of detetion
events is essentially equal to the number of pumping events. Sine the number
of pumping events does not vary from run to run, it follows that the number of
photo-detetion events does not vary either, i.e., the light is quiet. Non-zero
varianes of the photo-ount would appear only over muh shorter durations.
• The next two lines show that the dierene between the numbers of stimulated
emission and absorption events is nearly equal to the number of photo-detetion
events. Beause of the band symmetry, the numbers of stimulated events are
almost independent of p.
• The dierene between the number of ooling and heating events orresponds
to the power delivered by the pump in exess of the power removed by the
detetor. This dierene is almost independent of p.
The CB level-oupanies are represented on the left-hand part of Fig. 8.3. The
CB eletron-oupanies and the VB hole oupanies are symmetrial with respet
to the middle of the bandgap.
• For p = 25 000 ns−1, eletron oupanies are very lose to the Fermi-Dira
(FD) distribution, exept near the edges of the band. A least-square t shows
that the arrier temperature is Tc = 105.6 K for both bands. The quasi-Fermi
levels (referred to the bottom of the bands) are respetively µCB = 60.2 and
µV B = 40.8.
• For p = 1 000 ns−1, a t gives Tc = 132 K for both bands, µCB = 63.5 and
µV B = 37.5. There is a dip due to `spetral hole burning' (SHB) at the lasing
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Figure 8.3: On the left, eletron oupany as a funtion of the energy referred to
the bottom of the ondution band. Arrows point to the lasing level. On the right,
normalized photo-detetion spetra. Dots are Monte Carlo results and solid lines are
from (8.22). The thermalization rates are p = 25 000 ns−1 (top), 1 000 ns−1 (middle),
and 250 ns−1 (bottom).
level shown by an arrow. This dip is diult to see on the gure, but it
nevertheless inuenes importantly the noise properties of the laser.
• For p = 250 ns−1, the dip at the lasing level is onspiuous.
The right part of Fig. 8.3 gives a omparison between spetra alulated from
Monte Carlo data using Eq. (8.23) and the spetrum obtained from the elementary
laser-diode noise theory using the same set of parameters, (τp, T, ǫ, J). The top part
of the gure orresponds to eient thermalization. The spetral density is below the
shot-noise level up to a frequeny of 42 MHz. Notie the strong relaxation osillation.
There is good agreement between the Monte Carlo simulation and the linearized the-
ory. For moderate thermalizations the spetral density is below the shot-noise level
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up to a frequeny of 25 MHz and no more agrees with the linearized theory. An in-
rease of temperature from 100 K to 132K does not sue to reprodue the observed
shift. The hange in spetral density may be attributed to spetral-hole burning and
arrier heating. The bottom urve orresponds to poor thermalization. The relax-
ation osillation is strongly damped. The frequeny range where the spetral density
is below the shot-noise level now extends only up to 8 MHz.
To onlude the present setion, a Monte Carlo omputer program keeping trak
of the oupany of eah level in the ondution and valene bands may be applied
to regularly-pumped mesosopi laser diodes having equally-spaed levels in eah
band. When the eletron-lattie thermal ontat is good, theoretial results based
on linearization and the Fermi-Dira distribution are reovered. In partiular, it is
veried that sub-Poissonian light may be obtained. But when the thermal ontat
is poor, as is the ase when lasers are driven to high powers, the simple theory
is inaurate. Some of the hanges observed may be aounted for by temperature
inrease and gain ompression (due to spetral-hole burning). But unexpeted eets
are also found. In partiular, an inrease of the spetral density at low frequenies
is noted.
8.9 Multilevel atoms.
Instead of supposing a onstant pump rate J as in most previous setions, we onsider
four-level atomi lasers that are pumped from level 0 to level 3 and from level 3 to
level 0 with the same probability P . This orresponds to strong optial pumping,
e.g., by thermal light. The single-mode resonator is resonant with transitions 1-
2. Output power regulation originates from the spontaneous deay from level 3 to
level 2 (time onstant τu) and the spontaneous deay from level 1 to level 0 (time
onstant τd). u, d for "up" and "down", respetively. These spontaneous deays have
utuating rates at the shot-noise level. They play a role somewhat similar the the
resistane employed to generate non-utuating drive urrents in laser diodes.
The photo-urrent spetral density are evaluated on the basis of rate equations.
Aording to that approah, utuations are aused by jumps in emitting and de-
teting atoms. The onditions under whih the output light exhibits sub-Poisson
statistis are onsidered in detail. Analytial results, based on linearization, are
veried by omparison with Monte-Carlo simulations. An essentially exhaustive in-
vestigation of sub-Poisson light generation by four-level lasers has been made.
Rate equations treat the number m of light quanta in the resonator as well as the
numbers of atoms in eah state as lassial funtions of time. The theory rests on
the onsideration of transition probabilities. Let us emphasize that every absorption
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event reats on the number m in the resonator. A single ideal detetor is onsidered
that ollets all the generated light. Analytial expressions are obtained from rate
equations in a straightforward manner as solutions of a few linear equations. The
analytial expressions are sometimes too lengthy to be exhibited here. But sym-
boli alulus enables us to easily determine the optimum onditions of operation,
for example the parameter values that minimize the photo-detetion noise at some
presribed Fourier frequeny. We neglet the rate of spontaneous deay from the
upper to the lower working levels (2-1), see Fig. 8.4. We rst give details on the
rate-equation approah to laser modeling. The weak-noise approximation is om-
pared to the results of Monte-Carlo simulations. When both the number of atoms
and the pumping level inrease, the Monte-Carlo simulation omputing time beomes
prohibitively large. In that ase, analytial results are essential. The photo-urrent
spetral density at zero frequeny, the photo-urrent spetrum and the intra-avity
Fano fator are obtained and shown to be sub-Poisson.
Laser model The ative medium is a olletion of N idential four-level atoms,
one of them being represented in Fig. 8.4. Level separations are supposed to be large
ompared with T , where T denotes the system temperature (the Boltzmann onstant
kB = 1), so that thermally-indued transitions are negligible. Levels |1〉 and |2〉 are
resonant with the eld of a single-mode optial avity.
The probability per unit time that a transition from level |1〉 to level |2〉 ours
is taken as equal to m, and the probability per unit time that a transition from |2〉
to |1〉 ours is m + 1. Light quanta are absorbed with probability m/τp, where τp
denotes the resonator lifetime. It models the transmission of light through mirrors
with subsequent absorption by a detetor. Levels |0〉 and |3〉 need not be sharp.
Instead, they may onsist of narrow bands for improved oupling to broad-band
pumps.
Aording to the previous model, the laser-detetor assembly is treated as a birth-
death Markov proess illustrating the evolution of the number m in the resonator,
from whih the Fano fator F = var(m)/ 〈m〉 an be extrated. Similarly, the
instants tk when light quanta are being absorbed provide us with the spetral density
of the photo-urrent, whose normalized value S is unity for Poisson proesses. In the
following, the normalized spetrum is denoted S (Ω), where Ω denotes the Fourier
frequeny.
Monte-Carlo results have been improved by averaging over runs and onatenat-
ing neighboring frequenies to produe the nal data with error bars. There is a
fair agreement between Monte-Carlo simulations and analytial formulas. We on-
lude that rst-order variation of rates ruling laser populations is a valid assumption.
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Figure 8.4: Level shemes for a 4-level atomi laser. Assuming a gain g = 1 (this g
should not be onfused with the normalized dierential gain, also denoted g in some
setions) normalizes rates to the orresponding time unit. τu, τd are spontaneous
deay times. The working levels are 1,2. Spontaneous deay from 2 to 1 is negleted.
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This holds as least when the number of ative atoms exeeds N = 100. Finally, no-
tie that even with one billion light-quanta absorption events, Monte-Carlo spetra
exhibit large error bars. The analytial method is thus preferable.
Under the onditions of negligible spontaneous deay and Nτp ≫ 1, the intra-
avity Fano fator then depends linearly of the zero-frequeny normalized photo-
urrent spetral density : S = 2F − 1. This relation does not hold in general.
8.10 Arbitrary media.
Arbitrary media ould be made disrete with N ells. The larger is the number of
ells the more aurate is the system desription. The noise properties are obtained
through the introdution of random urrent soures, or rate soures, as explained
earlier, and the inversion of an N × N bi-omplex sattering matrix. The theory
is apable of providing the spetral densities of utuations of the photo-detetion
rate, the phase of the output eld (that is, from our view point, the outome of
some appropriate homodyne reeiver), and the potential U aross the laser diode,
as well as the orrelations between these three quantities. If the devie under study
may radiate light into free spae, free spae should also be desribed as a iruit.
This iruit must be terminated at some large distane by perfet absorbers. It is
important to take into aount the random urrents assoiated with these absorbers.
This onept, it seems, is more realisti than the so-alled "box quantization" often
employed.
The iruit ould onsist of any onservative elements suh as apaitane, indu-
tane, and irulators, with N ports. For simpliity we have onsider only the ase
of two ports, and a single suseptane B(ω), representing the optial resonator, on-
neted aross the input-output wires. This suseptane onsists of a apaitane and
an indutane onneted in parallel. The iruit ould be treated by onventional
methods. However we found the bi-omplex notation useful. Agreement with expres-
sions obtained previously is noted when the orresponding simplifying assumptions
are made. The detailed disussion is however omitted here.
8.11 Single eletron laser.
We onsider a laser involving a single eletron permanently interating with the eld
and driven by a onstant-potential battery, and point out a similarity with reex
klystrons. The spetral density of the photo-urrent spetral density is found to be
only 7/8 of the shot-noise level at zero Fourier frequeny. It is therefore sub-Poisson.
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Our alulations are related to resonane-uoresene treatments but have a dierent
physial interpretations.
Going bak to the onguration represented in Fig. 6.2, note that the battery
represented on the left delivers a measurable average eletron rate J that may be
inreased by inreasing the battery potential U slightly above ~ω/e. The rate R
generated by the eletron is given in (6.60). Finally, radiation esaping from the hole
shown on the right of the resonator is eventually absorbed by an ideal detetor at
a rate D = µ/τp, where the lifetime τp depends on the hole size. Evaluating τp is
a lassial eletromagneti problem that we assume solved. Thus, the steady state
ondition J = R = D reads expliitly
J =
γ
1 + 2γ2/Ω2R
=
µ
τp
. (8.24)
Aordingly, given the average eletron-injetion rate J and the resonator lifetime
τp, we may evaluate the redued resonator energy µ ≡ E/~ω = Jτp. Next, given the
apaitane volume V, we may evaluate the square of the Rabi frequeny Ω2R and
the deay onstant 2γ from (8.24). This value of γ orresponds to some value of the
stati potential U slightly above ~ω/e.
Noise of single-eletron lasers. What we all "laser noise" refers to photo-
urrent utuations. The result given in (6.64) provides the rate-utuation spetral
density for an eletron submitted to an alternating potential independent of the ele-
tron motion. But in lasers the redued resonator energy µ(t) = µ+∆µ(t) utuates.
Beause this utuation is small in above-threshold lasers the utuation r(t) pre-
viously evaluated is supposed to be unaeted. The rate equation is, remembering
that U and therefore γ is held onstant
dµ(t)
dt
= R(t)−D(t) R(t) = R + dR
dµ
∆µ(t) + r(t) D(t) =
µ(t)
τp
+ d(t),
(8.25)
where dµ(t)/dt represents the rate of inrease of the integer resonator energy. This
is the dierene between the in-going rate R(t) and the out-going (or deteted) rate
D(t). Note that the in-going rate involves a term expressing the fat that R, as given
in (6.60), depends on µ and that µ is now allowed to utuate. The outgoing rate
is fully absorbed by an ideal old detetor at an average rate D, supplemented by a
utuating rate d(t), whose spetral density is equal to the average rate D = R = J .
Beause the noise soures d(t) and r(t) have dierent origins they are independent.
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Considering only utuating terms at zero Fourier frequeny (
d
dt
→ 0), we obtain
∆R(t) = ∆D(t), that is, expliitly
dR
dµ
∆µ(t) + r(t) =
∆µ(t)
τp
+ d(t). (8.26)
Solving this equation rst for ∆µ(t), with τp = µ/R, and substituting the result in
the expression for ∆D(t), we obtain
∆D(t) ≡ ∆µ(t)
τp
+ d(t) =
r(t)− Ad(t)
1− A A ≡
µ
R
dR
dµ
=
a
1 + a
a ≡ 2γ
2
Ω2R
, (8.27)
aording to (6.60). Beause r(t) and d(t) are independent, the spetral density of
the photo-detetion rate is, with Sr/D = 1−3a/(1+a)2 from (6.64) and Sd/D = 1,
S∆D =
Sr + A
2 Sd
(1− A)2 = (2a
2 − a + 1)D. (8.28)
The smallest detetor noise, obtained when a = 1/4, is 7/8 of the shot-noise level.
Therefore, a sub-Poissonian laser may be realized with onstant stati potential
soures. As an example, suppose that µ = 1 (that is E = ~ω) we nd using (8.28)
that the maser apaitane volume should be V = 244τ 2p if minimum noise is to be
ahieved. With τp = 1µs and d = 0.44µm as in Setion 6.8, the apaitane size√
A = 23 mm.
8.12 Fourier frequeny representation
As we emphasized in the introdution we attah a physial signiane only to eletri-
al urrents or potentials at Fourier frequenies, and therefore the Fourier-frequeny
representation of the system onsidered is important to desribe the end results of
the alulations. Suh a (low-frequeny) iruit is outlined below. The eletrial
shemati (operating at Fourier frequeny Ω) onsists of a apaitane C represent-
ing the resonator, followed by a resistane 1+κ, where κ denotes the gain-ompression
fator, and a resistane of value -1. Suh a negative resistane has been realized with
a positive resistane preeded by a so-alled "negative-impedane onverter". The
latter devie employs an operational amplier (high gain, high input impedane).
The response measured on this iruit very well agrees with the analytial formulas.
Chapter 9
Linewidth in the linearized
approximation
When the linewidth of above-threshold lasers is investigated it is permissible to ne-
glet amplitude utuations. We are seeking primarily an expression for the fre-
queny utuation ∆ω(t) whose (double-sided) spetral density is denoted S∆ω.
Assuming that this utuation is gaussian-distributed the laser linewidth is obtained
from onventional signal theory as δω = S∆ω.
9.1 Steady-state.
The omplete system under onsideration, namely the pumped semiondutor (with
pumping rate J), the resonator (a onservative devie), and the load (perhaps a
detetor delivering photo-eletrons at rate D) is represented by a single admittane
(ratio of the omplex urrent I and the omplex potential V ), namely Y (n, ω), where
n denotes a real parameter (perhaps the number of eletrons in the semiondutor
ondution band) and ω the real osillating frequeny. For the time being, random
urrent soures are ignored. Sine this admittane is isolated and V 6= 0, the steady
state is given by the ondition that Y (n, ω) = 0. Separating the real and imaginary
parts of this relation (remember that Y ≡ G+ iB), we obtain two equations. Solving
these two equations we may obtain the steady-state values of n and ω, denoted 〈n〉
and ωo, respetively (the averaging sign is omitted when no onfusion is likely to
arise. We assume that a solution of the two equations exists and is unique. In the
present linearized regime we onsider that V (t) is a large potential. If the injeted
eletron rate is J and the detetor ondutane is G, onservation of energy tells us
that G |V |2 = J~ωo. Indeed, the urrent eJ is delivered to the semiondutor at a
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stati potential U ≈ ~ω/e. Beause we are not onerned in the present setion with
potential utuations, we onsider from now on that V is a xed known quantity
that one may assume to be real for simpliity.
9.2 Deviation from the steady state.
Next, let us introdue a omplex random urrent soure C(t), whose statistial prop-
erties will be dened later on, driving the admittane Y . The iruit equation reads
now C(t) = Y (n(t), ω(t))V , where we have written expliitly the dependene of n
and ω on time. Expanding to rst order, we have
C(t) =
∂Y
∂n
∆n(t) +
∂Y
∂ω
∆ω(t) (9.1)
where the partial derivatives are evaluated at the steady-state values. Setting C(t) ≡
C ′(t)+C ′′(t), and separating the real and imaginary parts of the above equation, we
obtain
C ′(t) =
∂G
∂n
∆n(t) +
∂G
∂ω
∆ω(t)
C ′′(t) =
∂B
∂n
∆n(t) +
∂B
∂ω
∆ω(t). (9.2)
We may now eliminate ∆n(t) from these two equations, and obtain ∆ω(t) as a
linear funtion of C ′(t) and C ′′(t). Denoting partial derivatives by subsripts, we
obtain
∆ω =
BnC
′ −GnC ′′
BnGω −GnBω . (9.3)
It follows that the laser (full width at half power) linewidth reads
δω = S∆ω =
B2nSC′ +G
2
nSC′′
(BnGω −GnBω)2 . (9.4)
9.3 Complete inversion
Model. We now speialize the previous result by supposing that
• There is omplete population inversion in the ative semiondutor (i.e., Ga =
0). It is therefore represented by an admittane −Ge(n) − iBe(n), where the
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subsript e means as before "emitting", and we have hanged the sign of the
ondutane so that Ge is positive and expresses the optial gain. The term
Be is a onsequene of ausality relations. Beause the ondutane depends
on frequeny (the gain depends on frequeny at the average frequeny) there
must be some reative omponent present. Of ourse the ondutane and the
suseptane depend on the same eletron number n. We denote Ben/Gen ≡ α.
This Lax-Haken-Henry parameter α is on the order of 2.
• The load usually onsidered is a xed ondutane G representing the dete-
tor. For generality, we onsider a load Y (ω) ≡ G(ω) + iB(ω) and dene the
parameter h = Gω/Bω. As an example the load may onsist of two elements
onneted in parallel: a apaitane C and an indutane L in series with a
resistane R. The laser power is the power dissipated in that resistane. Com-
parison with previous expressions obtained in the linear regime shows that the
Gordon-Petermann fator K = 1 + h2.
• The random urrents C ′(t) and C ′′(t) have the same spetral densities, given
in the present model by
SC′ = SC′′ = ~ωo(Ge +G(ωo)). (9.5)
Remember that the fat that G depends on ω does not aet the spetral density of
the noise soure beause the load is linear.
Results. From the above derivations, we readily obtain a linewidth enhanement
fator with respet to the linear result, for the same output power
δω = δωlinear
1 + α2A
2
K αA ≡ ∆ω
′
∆ω′′
=
α + h
1− αh K = 1 + h
2. (9.6)
Here α is the Lax-Haken-Henry phase-amplitude oupling fator of the ative mate-
rial employed and h is the dispersion fator introdued earlier. The parameter αA is
dened from the omplex frequeny deviation of the iruit ∆ω ≡ ∆ω′+ i∆ω′′ orre-
sponding to some departure of n from no. The formula in (9.6) is the orret way of
ombining the eets of the α and K fators. These two eets are not independent
and they should not be simply multiplied.
9.4 Multiple ative elements.
We onsider the linewidth of a laser with multiple elements submitted to the same
eld. This irumstane holds when the laser end mirrors have a reetivity lose
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to unity, so that the optial eld does not vary muh along the length (ignoring the
fast variations due to the standing waves.
Model. The present model diers from the previous one in that the ative admit-
tane −Ye is replaed by a set of admittanes −Yk, k = 1, 2... onneted in parallel.
These admittanes are driven by possibly dierent eletrial urrents Jk and they
may posses dierent phase-amplitude oupling fators αk and population-inversion
fator npk. The dispersion of the load Gais expressed as in previous setions by a
fator h ≡ (dGa/dω)/(dBa/dω). The steady-state osillation ondition requires that
the sum of the Gk be equal to Ga, and that the total suseptane vanishes.
Result. The produt of the (FWHP) linewidth δω and the photo-eletron rate D is
given by a formula in the ST form (linear solution) with multipliative fators. The
number k labels the dierent elements onneted in parallel, with the total injeted
eletron rate J = J1 + J2 + .... The parameters αk and npk denote respetively the
phase-amplitude fator and the population-inversion fators for element k. h is the
dispersion fator whih ours for example when the resistive load is onneted in
series with the indutane.
δωD =
1
τ 2p
〈
np/(1 + α
2
)〉
(
1− 〈α〉h)2 , τp ≡
2G
dB/dω
. (9.7)
where the averaging sign is presently dened for any quantity ak as
〈a〉 ≡
∑
akJk∑
Jk
. (9.8)
9.5 Detuned inhomogeneously-broadened lasers
The present model is similar to the previous one but we onsider a olletion of
detuned atoms, with a Lorentzian distribution of the resonant frequenies. The origin
of this de-tuning may be the environment of rare-earth atoms. The total injetion
eletron rate J splits into as many driving rates as they are resonant atoms. The
utuations of the individual injeted rates is evaluated as before.
Model. For some mirror reetivity, there is a minimum number No of ative
atoms required to reah the threshold of osillation. Our rst parameter is the ratio
n ≡ N/No of the atual number N of atoms and No. If the atom homogeneous
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line-width is 1/τo and the spetral width of the atom resonant frequeny distribution
is denoted 1/τi, we dene a seond parameter r ≡ 1 + τo/τi. Finally, the resonant
optial avity may be detuned with respet to the enter of the Lorentzian atomi-
frequeny distribution. The dierene normalized to the Lorentzian spetral width
is alled δ. For eah element, the pumping rate is supposed to be proportional to
the number of atoms in the lower state.
Result. Remarkably, the δω D produt, where δω denotes the full width at half
power linewidth, and D = Q denotes the photo-eletron rate, may be expressed in
losed form for any value of the parameters n ≡ N/No, r and δ. In the limit r →∞
we obtain for example
δω D τ 2p =
1/n2 + 10 + +5n2
32
. (9.9)
an expression that redues to previous ones when n = 1, namely 1/2.
9.6 Spatially-varying α-fators.
We onsider in the present setion ring-type laser osillators with the wave propa-
gating in a single diretion (with the help of some nonreiproal element). We are
onerned with the laser (full-width at half power) linewidth δω.
Model. We onsider a losed path with oordinate z, implying that after a round-
trip (at z = L) the eld reovers its value at z = 0. Of ourse the linewidth may
not depend on the point along the path at whih the z-axis origin is seleted. The
propagating wave experienes both a power gain γ(z) (omplete population inversion
is assumed) and a power loss ℓ(z) (a temperature T = 0K is assumed), distributed
arbitrarily along the path. A loalized loss of the form ℓ(z) ∝ δ(z − a), where
δ(.) denotes the Dira distribution, desribes a partially-reeting loss-less mirror
loated at z = a. In addition to the gain and the loss, one must take into aount
the phase-amplitude oupling fator α(z). As one realls, this fator is dened as
follows: We onsider a piee of the ative medium with permittivity ǫ. Under a small
hange of the eletron number, the real and imaginary parts of ǫ vary and we dened
α ≡ ∆ǫ′/∆ǫ′′. Frequeny dispersion is negleted in the present model.
Result. The produt of the (full-width at half-power point) linewidth δω and the
power P transferred from the gain medium to the loss medium reads
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δω D τ 2 =
1
2
∫ Γ
1
dγ
ℓ
∫ Γ
1
dγ
(
1 + α2
)
ℓ
γ2
. (9.10)
where τ denotes the round trip transit time and Γ the round-trip gain (or loss).
In this expression the power gain (varying from 1 to Γ) is employed as an integration
variable instead of the oordinate z (varying from 0 to L). This means that ℓ and
α are onsidered as funtions of γ instead of funtions of z. Even though this is not
immediately obvious, the above expression does not depend on the seleted origin of
the z-axis. It redues to previously known expressions for simpler ongurations.
Chapter 10
Compression and feedbak
The two subjets treated in this hapter (gain ompression and eletrial feedbak)
are fundamentally independent. However we will see at the end of this hapter that
gain ompression may be introdued without aeting the onlusions onerning
the feedbak amplier.
10.1 Gain ompression
Gain ompression expresses an expliit dependene of the gain on the emitted light
quanta rate R, We have to deal now with G(n,R) instead of G(n), leaving a possible
dependene on ω aside. The most onspiuous eet of gain ompression is to damp
the laser relaxation osillations. In a typial ase, a large relaxation osillation peak
(in relative noise or modulation) of a fator 10 is ut by half with only κ ≈ 0.05.
In the optial-engineering literature it is usually onsidered that the gain depends
on the optial eld (or, in our notation, on V ) rather than on R. Of ourse the
dependene of G on R may be re-expressed as a dependene on V . But a number of
onsiderations show that if we do so, the random rates are no longer at the shot-noise
level. The physial mehanism behind gain ompression is most likely spetral-hole
burning. That is, at high power levels, the lasing levels get depopulated beause
the eletrons are removed at suh a high rate that thermal eets are unable to
restore the Fermi-Dira statistis near the lasing level. This is so even if we onsider
that the total number n of eletrons in the ondution band is hardly aeted. It is
thus natural to onsider that G depends on R. A seond argument is that one may
onvert a standard (i.e., onstant) ondutane into a ondutane that depends on
the emitted rate (but remains real and frequeny-independent) with the help of a
beam splitter and two bers that exhibit Kerr eets of opposite signs. It is found
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that the random urrents are unaeted in that onguration. The details of the
alulation will be omitted. Finally, an indiret argument is that, most remarkably,
the result desribed in the next setion showing that light beams in the C-state
(generating, as one realls, photo-eletron rates at the shot-noise level irrespetively
of the arrier phase) is preserved, still holds exatly when the gain-ompression
eet is introdued. This would not be the ase if alternative representations of gain
ompression were employed.
10.2 Standard linear amplier
We have desribed in setion 7.7 a linear phase-insensitive amplier employing an
ideal irulator. The wave to be amplied enters in Port 1, a negative ondutane
−G, G > 0 is in port 2, and the output is in Port 3. Let us reall our notation:
a ≡ 〈a〉+∆a is the amplitude of the input wave and b ≡ 〈b〉+∆b the amplitude of
the output wave. Averaging signs are omitted when no onfusion is likely to arise.
For simpliity, 〈a〉 , 〈b〉 are taken as real. G ≡ (b/a)2 = ((1 + G)/(1 − G))2 denotes
the power gain. The main result was that
Xout = GXin + G − 1 Yout = GYin + G − 1. (10.1)
where X represents the spetral density of 2∆a′ and Y represents the spetral density
of 2∆a′′, subsripts being added where needed. In partiular if the input is in the
C-state (Xin = Yin = 1), the output is Xout = Yout = 2G − 1 > 1 if G > 1. That is,
an amplier of that kind always adds noise to C-state beams.
10.3 Feedbak amplier without gain ompression
Our purpose in the present setion is to show that it is, in priniple, possible to
onstrut an amplier whose input-output relations are instead
Xout =
Xin + µ
µXin + 1
Yout =
Yin + µ
µYin + 1
µ ≡ G − 1G + 1 (10.2)
This result holds exatly (to rst order). These expressions show that it is possible
to onstrut an amplier of power gain G > 1 suh that, if the input is in the C-
state (Xin = Yin = 1), the output is also in the C-state (Xout = Yout = 1). It has
been shown in Quantum Optis that a oherent state annot be amplied linearly
without adding noise. The present situation is dierent. The amplier is non-linear.
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Furthermore, oherent states dier somewhat from what we all in this book the
C-state. In fat, whenever a light beam in the C-state is absorbed, and a new power-
full beam in the C-state is generated, there is formally ampliation without noise
added. Of ourse, in suh a trivial example, the information (modulation) does not
arry through. In the feedbak amplier presently onsidered there is transmission
of information.
We drop in the present setion the subsripts "in" for the a-wave (Port 1), re-
serving that subsript for the left-most input. We thus set x ≡ 2∆a ≡ x′ + ix′′,
and xout ≡ 2∆b ≡ x′out + ix′′out. We let X denotes the spetral density of x′, Y the
spetral density of x′′. At the output, we have as before xout ≡ x′out + ix′′out. Xout
is the spetral density of x′out, and Yout is the spetral density of x
′′
out (Port 3). The
starting equations are therefore the same as the ones given in setion 7.7 with the
"in" subsripts dropped, namely
x′out = gx
′ + u′, x′′out = gx
′′ + u′′ Su′u′′ = 0 Su′ = Su′′ = G − 1 > 0
g ≡ b/a = √G = 1−G
1 +G
∆J = ∆(|b|2 − |a|2) = a(gx′out − x′) (10.3)
The output rate utuation ∆J from the ondutane is amplied by an eletrial
amplier (e.g., a maser) of gain F (eletrial feedbak fator, properly normalized).
The amplied urrent next modulates the phase of the input optial beam. One
modulated, the input beam is transmitted through a phase-shifter that interhanges
in-phase and quadrature omponents, as shown in the gure. The devie that ex-
hange in-phase and quadrature omponents will hene-forth be referred to as an
"all-pass lter". The resulting optial signal is the a-wave entering into Port 1 of the
irulator, see 10.2
The in-phase input omponent x′in is unaeted by the phase modulator and is
onverted to x′′ = x′in by the all-pass lter. Therefore, aording to (10.3), x
′′
out =
gx′in + u
′′
. Sine x′in and u
′′
are unorrelated, the spetral densities are related by
Yout = GXin + G − 1 (10.4)
The seond relation is more diult to establish. The eletrial utuation of the
urrent generated (or absorbed) by the ondutane G reads ∆J = ∆(|b|2 − |a|2) =
a(gx′out−x′) aording to (10.3). This urrent is multiplied by the eletrial gain (or
feedbak fator) F and modulates the phase of the input beam. The quadrature om-
ponent, initially x′′in gets therefore inremented by Fa(gx
′
out − x′) After quadrature
interhange, the quantity x′′in + Fa(gx
′
out − x′) just evaluated beomes the in-phase
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Figure 10.1: Feedbak amplier involving a linear amplier, a phase modulator, and
a quadrature omponents exhanger (detuned all-pass lter). F is a low-frequeny
amplier (e.g., a maser) assumed to be loss-less and linear.
omponent x′. Thus
x′ = x′′in + Fa(gx
′
out − x′). (10.5)
Setting for brevity 1 + Fa ≡ −f , the above relation reads
fx′ = (1 + f)gx′out − x′′in (10.6)
But, sine x′out = gx
′+u′, we obtain, multiplying (10.6) throughout by g and replaing
gx′ by x′out − u′
[f(G − 1) + G]x′out = gx′′in − fu′. (10.7)
Sine u′ is independent of x′′in and has a spetral density equal to G − 1, the spetral
density Xout of x
′
out reads
Xout =
GYin + f 2(G − 1)
[G + f(G − 1)]2 . (10.8)
For a xed value of G and an input quadrature spetrum Yin, the quantity Xout, as
given above, reahes its minimum value when f = Yin
1
. For that partiular value of
1X(f) = (cY + (c − 1)f2)/(c + (c − 1)f)2, where c, Y denote onstants, is stationary when
f = Y . The reiproal of X then reads: 1/X = c − 1 + c/Y . In the present situation we have:
c = G, Y = Yin.
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the normalized feedbak fator f , we nd after rearranging that
1
Xout
=
[G + Yin(G − 1)]2
GYin + Y 2in(G − 1)
=
G
Yin
+ G − 1 (10.9)
To summarize, the input-output relations in the present onguration are
Yout = GXin + G − 1
1
Xout
=
G
Yin
+ G − 1 (10.10)
Two feedbak ampliers in hain. Let us now suppose that two suh ampliers,
with gains G1 and G2 respetively, are assembled one behind the other. IfX, Y denote
intermediate noise values, the input-output relations read
Y = G1Xin + G1 − 1 (10.11)
1/X = G1/Yin + G1 − 1 (10.12)
and
Yout = G2X + G2 − 1 (10.13)
1/Xout = G2/Y + G2 − 1 (10.14)
If we eliminate X, Y and we selet G2 = 2 − 1/G1, the total gain G = G1G2 =
2G1 − 1. We obtain
Xout =
Xin + µ
µXin + 1
Yout =
Yin + µ
µYin + 1
(10.15)
where
µ ≡ G − 1G + 1 (10.16)
It follows from these expressions that if the input beam is in the C-state (Xin =
Yin = 1), the output beam is also in the C-state (Xout = Yout = 1), but is amplied.
We all this devie a C-amplier.
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10.4 Feedbak amplier with gain ompression.
We now suppose that the gain (or ondutane) depends expliitely, not only on the
number n of eletrons in the ondution band, but also on the emitted light quanta
rate R, that is, we have G(n,R). We dene the parameter κ ≡ −(R/G)(∂G/∂R).
The previous result may be generalized (exatly) to the ase where the ondutane
suers from gain ompression, that is, depends on the emitted rate, κ > 0. The
relations beome
(1 + κg)xout = (g+ κ)xin + u
′, (10.17)
g ≡ √G Su′ = 1− G. (10.18)
The expression of Xout as a funtion of the normalized feedbak fator f reads now
Xout =
(g+ κ)2Yin + f
2(G − 1)
(f(G − 1) + G + κg)2 . (10.19)
If we employ the general result of the previous setion we nd that the reiproal of
the minimum value of Xout reads
1
Xout
=
G
Yin
+ G − 1, (10.20)
whih oinides with the expression obtained in the previous setion, appliable to
the speial ase where the gain ompression may be negleted, i.e., κ = 0.
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Conlusion We have shown that the photo-eletron spetrum originating from a
detetor submitted to non-utuating-pump laser light may be understood in semi-
lassial terms. Rates are written in the form R + ∆R(t) + r(t), where R denotes
the average rate, ∆R(t) is proportional to the fundamental noise soures in the
linearized regime, and the spetral density of the fundamental noise soure r(t) is
equal to R. This onlusion has been reahed from dierent approahes, essentially
requiring agreement with Classial Statistial Mehanis formulas. We have treated
for the sake of illustration, linear ampliers and attenuators, and quiet lasers in the
linearized regime. We onsidered power-rate utuations and osillation linewidth.
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